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ENGLISH EXPERIMENTS IN INFANTRY 
EQUIPMENT, 1620-1650 

by Keith Roberts 

Back~round 
The Italian Wars, which commenced with the Frencll invasion of 
1494, are accepted as a turning point in the development of European 
military systems, as the French and Spanish royal armies with their 
Italian, German and Swiss allies or mercenaries struggled to dominate 
the peninsula. In the process they made it a cockpit where the military 
systems of all the major European armies were tried and tested. 

The catalyst for these changes lay in the interaction of 
developments in technology and tactics, and the potential each allows 
for new offensive and defensive styles of warfare. In 1494 French 
advances in the design and use of heavy artillery temporarily broke 
the defensive advantages pf fortifications. This led directly to the 
development in Italy of a new and expensive fortification system 
which offered a more effective defence against artillery and, until it 
was implemented, a return to the battlefield rather than the siege as 
the key for military success. Battlefield experiments influenced the 
second key element to emerge from the Italian Wars, the use of 
firepower, particularly infantry firepower. 

The multi-national Spanish army which evolved from this 
extensive practical experiment became the leading military force of 
the later sixteenth century, with its Tercio [1] infantry formation 
combining firearms and pikemen. Continuous service in Italy created 
a professional army with all the advantages of experienced officers, 
veteran cadres of COs and soldiers and a centre for developing 
military theory. This army was then seen as the model for modem 
warfare, copied but not surpassed by its opponents. Its tactical 
expertise was transferred to Northern Europe by mercenaries 
returning home or seeking new employment and the transfer of 
veteran units to suppress the Dutch Revolt. The Spanish contribution 
was notable for its infantry. Sixteenth century developments in 
cavalry were influenced by the German states with pistol-armed Reiter 
and in France with Huguenot Arquebusiers a Cheval.[2] 

Where the Spanish contribution to military systems was 
evolutionary in style, a development of existing styles modified by 
practical experiment, the Dutch army which Prince Maurice of Nassau and 
his cousins trained to oppose it was revolutionary, a radical change not in 
weapons but in structure. Spanish infantry formations were massive, a 
deep centre of pikemen with 'sleeves' of musketeers operating on its 
flanks. The Dutch reforms required a quite different tactical structure with 
units in smaller, shallower formations which were deployed in successive 
battle lines. · 

The shallower formations of the Dutch system made better use of 
their available firepower since if there were equal numbers of D11tch and 
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Spanish Infantry in opposing units there would be more soldiers and thus 
more firepower in a volley fired by the front line of the Dutch and all of 
the Dutch would have fired once before all the Spanish had done so. 
However, both the Dutch and Spanish systems operated through the co
operation of two types of infantrymen in one unit, pikemen and 'shot' -
the latter being armed with calivers [3] or the heavier musket. 

Armoured pikemen were able to defend the whole unit against 
attacks by cavalry as the length of their pikes, sixteen or eighteen foot, 
exceeded that of the longest cavalry weapon - the lance. One cavalry 
solution to this problem was to fire successive volleys of pistol shot into 
the pikemen and, if the infantry began to falter, a cavalry attack would 
then stand some chance of breaking in and scattering the unit. Increased 
use of infantry firepower countered this as the caliver, and particularly the 
musket, both outranged and were more deadly than pistols. Pikemen also 
fought one another as opposing units charged or advanced into one 
another for a 'push of pike',[ 4] but increasingly the other infantry 
weapon, the 'shot', became dominant in combat between infantry as more 
powerful firearms, and more effective systems to bring their firepower to 
bear, were developed. 

Don Bernardino de Mendoza outlined the Spanish viewpoint on 
the increasing importance of firepower at the close of the sixteenth century 
in his Theorica y Practica de Guerra (Madrid, 1595, English translation by 
Sir Edward Hoby, 1597), commenting that 

the greatest parte of victories which is gayned at this time, is by 
having obteyned them with artillerie or readines of harquebuserie 
by their livelie voleyes, disorderinge the squadrons of the enimie 
in such manner as they put them in rowte, and defeating them, 
without ever seeing or affronting them, except seldome-times the 
squadrons of pikes. 

The Dutch recognised the importance of firepower in their military 
reforms during the 1590s which reduced the depth of their infantry 
formations and which introduced superior systems for continuous volley 
firing. 

Spanish, Dutch, Italian, German, Scandinavian and English 
military theorists considered the advantages and disadvantages offered by 
the two types of soldier in their infantry formations and the alternatives 
different ratios might offer.· A high proportion of pikemen offered 
protection from cavalry in the open field but reduced the number of men in 
the unit able to fire at their opponents. A high proportion of 'shot' offered 
a concentration of firepower but made the unit more vulnerable to attack 
by cavalry. 

Experimental Infantry Weapons 
West European armies continued to experiment with different ratios 
of pike and 'shot' in their units, and different formations to deploy 
them, but attention also turned to the possibility of combining 
offensive and defensive capabilities in one soldier. This required a 
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soldier whose equipment allowed him to fire at his opponents but also 
offered some defence against cavalry. 

With hindsight we can see that the solution to this problem was 
the adoption of the bayonet, which effectively gave each musketeer 
the potential to become a pikemen for hand to hand fighting with 
other infantry or to discourage cavalry. This was not immediately 
obvious at the time and, consequently, a number of ex:perimental 
combinations were practised in a search to find the optimum solution. 

English theorists were as interested in the solutions to these 
problems as any other and because of the unusual conditions in 
England in the first half of the seventeenth century much of the 
debate was published. The reason for this published debate lies in the 
absence of any English standing army and the problems which faced 
the English Privy Council as a result - the need for experienced 
officers to train the Militia for national defence. As there was no 
English army from which to draw this expertise, voluntary companies 
of the wealthier citizens were encouraged to act as centres of 
excellence and as officer training schools for the Militia. The amateur 
officers and soldiers of the voluntary companies needed books 
describing or advising on military practice and as they were wealthy 
enough to pay for them, they created a market for this sort of book. 
The attraction for the citizens thems.elves was partly a sense of public 
responsibility, and the practical need to be able to defend their city or 
their county, and partly the social prominence that membership of the 
voluntary companies and societies offered, particularly the leading 
societies in the capital - the Society of the Artillery Garden in 
London, the Military Company in Westminster and the Martial Yard 
in Southwark.[5] The Society of the Artillery Garden, in particular, 
offered the advantages of any businessmen's club in providing an 
opportunity for informal business discussions and making new 
contacts. The elaborate military displays of the voluntary companies 
also offered the mercantile elite who formed their membership an 
opportunity for the display of wealth, and by inference, power and 
influence. In this sense a comparison can be drawn between the 
military exercises and displays of the voluntary companies and the 
tournaments of the greater nobility. 

The citizens of London had a long history of military 
displays, but the new Dutch military system with its emphasis on a set 
pattern of training, particularly infantry training, and its prestigeous 
illustrated manual on arms handling, added a new element. The 
structured approach of the Dutch system provided a model against 
which excellence could be measured and a parallel to the elaborate 
ritual of the toumament.[6] The infantry training manual wbich had 
such a significant effect was Jacob de Gheyn's The Exercise of Armes 
(The Hague, 1607).[7] This work comprised a series of engravings of 
the optimum sequence of movements required for arms bandling 
(forty-two for calivers, forty-three for musketeers and thirty-two for 
pikemen), together with explanatory text and a list of t.he orders 
required. Different versions were produced with Dutcb, English, 
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German, French and Danish text, an advantage to its use within the 
multi-national Dutch army and its wider dissemination in Western 
Europe. A second edition was published in 1608 in the Hague, 
Amsterdam and Frankfurt and a third in the Hague in 1613. The last 
edition of de Gheyn's original manual was printed in Amsterdam in 
1640 but in the interim it had provided an opportunity for simple 
plagiarism and a model for future illustrated manuals throughout 
Western Europe. De Gheyn's manual was soon influential in England 
both in the fashionable sense - in 1616 the Society of the Artillery 
Garden's pamphlet advising ~he. dates of their weekly 1m~etings .had 
engraved figures on the frontispiece based o~ de G~eyn s dl_ustrahons 
- and by specific government recommendation of its practical value 
in training the Militia.[8] Its influence also set the sty~e .for later 
experiments with combinatio~s of weapon~ as S?~e o~ thelf i~ventors 
considered it necessary to illustrate their trammg mstructions by 
copying the basic positions seen in de Gheyn's engravings. 

The Societies' enthusiasm for all things military and the absence 
of any other military body in the capital involved them, and particularly 
the Society of the Artillery Garden, in !Ililitary experiments. Some o~ these 
were on behalf of the Privy Council, such as tests performed m the 
Artillery Garden on the optimum charge of gunpowder required for a 
musket, but others, involving the experimental combinations of weapons, 
centred upon the military debates of the day and were conducted on the 
Society's own initiative. . . . . 

The earliest Dutch expenments were aimed at improvmg the 
fighting ability of the pike~en in ~~d to hand. co~bat. <?ne obvious effect 
of the popularity of classical military or histoncal literature was the 
recognition that 'modem' infantry armed with pikes bore more 
resemblance to Greek or Macedonian infantry than to Roman.[9] The 
influence of classical texts led Prince Maurice to conduct experiments in 
1595 to test the comparative advantages of classical and modem weapons 
and he arranged for sixty conventionally armed pikemen to fight forty 
soldiers armed with short swords and shields in the Roman manner,[10) 
and, for a brief period at least, included pikemen armed with pike and 
shield in his bodyguard. Instructions for training with pike and shield or 
sword and shield were published in a manual De Nassausche 
Wapenhandelinghe (The Hague, 1618) .by Adam van B~een with 
illustrated postures based on the style used m Jacob de Gheyn s manual. 
An English manual, Mars his Field, ba~ed on. van B~ee1_1's work, was 
published in London in 1626. It was sufficiently mfluentlal .m England for 
Sir Richard Sprignell to include two figures based upon it amongst the 
statuettes in his house in Highgate (c.1638).[11] This combination of 
pike, sword and shield was probably practised by the fashionable military 
enthusiasts of the Society of the Artillery Garden. The 'targettiers', armed 
with sword and shield, who took part in a military exhibition by members 
of the Society of the Artillery Garden at Merchant Taylor's Hall on I 
October 1638 would have carried the same type of equipment.[12] 

The next stage was to develop a style which allow~ a pikema~ lo 
be something more than a target for musketry. A peculiarly Engh sh 
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Pike and Shield: Left is a plaster cast of one of a group of wooden figures from 
Cromwell House, Highgate (carved cl638) and above is the drill posture from 
the English training manual Mars His Field or the Exercise of Armes (London, 
1626) on which it is based. The statuette's pike is broken. This weapon 
combination was introduced by Prince Maurice of Nassau, who drew upon his 
classical education to recreate the equipment of a Macedonian pikeman (note the 
additional shield strap passing over the shoulder). The engraving from Mars His 
Field was based upon a Dutch manual de Nassausche Wapenhandelinghe (The 
Hague, 1618). Statuette reproduced by permission of the Board of Trustees of 
the Royal Armouries and engraving by permission of the British Library 
(Cl 12.620.12). 
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effort to achie".e this was invented by William Neade who devised a 
means of attachmg a longbow to a pike and firing it. Neade advertised his 
invention by pub~ishing a book The Double-armed Man (London, 1625). 
Neade was also mfluenced by de Gheyn's illustrations and although the 
six engravings included in his book are not exactly based on de Gheyn's 
mode~, five of them c~rresponded to postures used to drill pikemen and 
!here is a clear connection: Most Engh~hme!1 retained a nostalgic interest 
m the longbow, remembenng famous v1ctones over the French during the 
Hundred Years War, and it was still being recommended as a weapon for 
auxili.ari~s to support the Tr~ined Bands as late as 1634.[13] The 
combma~1on of longbow and pike was possible with careful training and 
had serious advantages as every rank of pikemen could fire 
simultaneou.sly, the rear ranks firing in a parabola over the heads of the 
first. Both mfantry and cavalry were now wearing less armour and 
archery could be more effective than it had been in the previous century. 
The double-armed men would. commence firing at 18 to 20 score yards 
(360 to 400 yards) and as thetr opponents advanced to six score yards 
(120 yards) they would attach· the ends of their bows to their pikes ready 
to fig~t as pikemen.[14] One hundred and twenty yards was also the 
eff~cttve ~ange for musketry, and the operating instructions for infantry 
officers duected them to commence volley firing rank by rank at this 
range.[15] 

. . Neade provided the ~ociety ?f the Artillery Garden and the 
M1htary Com.Pany of Westmmster with. examples of his experimental 
!Ilodel and claimed that sev~ral officers with professional experience were 
impressed by the results. Hts comment that the value of his invention was 
proved 

not o~ely by my owne pert:ect experience and practice, but by the 
practice of that worthy Society of the traind Band, in the Artillerie 
Garden in London, it being practised ther this twelve months, and 
approved of, not onely by that worthy Society, and the ancient 
experien~ed Captaine thereof, Captaine Bingham, but by the 
approbat10n of many other honourable Commanders 

is supported by the leading military writer of the Society, William 
Barriffe, who recommended its use in several of his experimental battle 
formations.[16] The Scottish author, Sir Thomas Kellie, also comments 
in his Pallas Armata or Militiarie Instructions (Edinburgh, 1627) on the 
practice of this combination by the Society .(17] In 1633 Neade was able 
to persuade King Charles to grant him letters patent on his invention and 
to authorise him and his son to instruct 'all those who are fit to exercise 
arms in the use of the weapon: especially the chiefe officers and all others 
of our Trayned-Bands'.[18] Neade's invention was practised by the 
voluntary companies but it was never popular with the Trained Bands and 
~!though h!s subsequent petitions sho.w that some Deputy Lieatenants did 
mtroduce 1t amongst the county Trained Bands, with his assistance and 
that of his son, he blamed the 'evil example of the City of London' for its 
neglect.[19] This comment referred to the reluctance of the ordinary 
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citizens in the Trained Bands, not the occasional enthusiasm of the 
voluntary companies. The records of Trained Band equipment in one of 
the ~erbyshir~ hundreds in~lude p~kes and bows and suggest its 
occasional survival, but there 1s no evidence that Neade's invention was 
ever used in action during the civil war.[20] The real weakness of the 
double-armed man was that ~e~ Engl~shmen were now sufficiently 
competent at archery to make 1t immediately useful and Trained Band 
soldiers who had to purchase their own equipment had little enthusiasm 
for additional expenditure in money and time to buy bows and practise 
archery. 

A variation b)'. another of the Lon~on Societies, either the Military 
Company of Westmmster or the Martial Yard in Southwark was a 
different co"?binatioi:i, also. in~ended to add firepower to pike~en. Sir 
Thomas Kelhe descnbes this m Pallas Armata (Edinburgh, 1627) as 

The Souldiers of the militarie yarde at London are taught to use a 
Mu.squeton.or demy-.Musquet, with their Pick, which hangs about 
their Neck m a belt hke a carabine, beeing two foot in length, and 
of full M~squ~t b~re 12 bullets to a pound, but having a 
snapwor~, it wtl carte blanck as far as a Musquet which I have 
sen.e; !his ~emy Musquet _they charge and discharge with great 
fac1ht1e, as 1f they had nothmg to use but their peace: making their 
Picks as it were a rest unto it: but the use hereof cannot be so well 
understoode by discourse as by practise. 

The desc~iption sho""'.s this was a weapon with a short barrel but large 
bore ~d 1t was only mtended.to be fired at point blank range.[21] This 
II?ade it more of a support m combat between opposing bodies of 
pike~en, to be fired shortly before the two bodies met, than a means of 
returi:img fire at l?nger range. Anoth.er variation, only described in a single 
Enghsh manuscnpt, was to add a pistol, possibly worn on a waistbelt to 
the pikeman's equipment. This was intended to offer a sudden advant~ge 
at even closer range. 

.The alternative to improving the offensive capability of a pikeman 
was to improve the defensive capacity of a musketeer. One of the better 
known attempts to modern readers was the Swedish King Gustavus 
Adolphus'~ use of the sharp stakes which he supplied to his musketeers. 
The Swedish referred to these as 'Swinesfeathers' but their association 
with Swedish military practice led to their description as 'Swedish 
feathers' by .other European. armies which adopted them. The Scottish 
mercenary ~1r J~es ~mer mcluded a useful description of the Swedish 
feather and its use m his chapter on defensive equipment in Pallas Armata 
(London, 1683) stating that 

It i~ a stake five or six f~t1long, and about four finger thick, with 
a piece of. sharp Iron n~tl d to every end of it, by the one it is 
made fast m the ground m such a manner that the other end lyeth 
out so that it may m~et with the breast of a Horse, whereby a 
Body of Musketeers 1s defended as with a Pallisado, against the 
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rude charge of a Squadron of Horse, which in the mean time they 
gall and disorder with their shot.[22] 

Turner also commented that Gustavus Adolphus made use of them to 
strengthen Swedish infantry during his campaigns against the Poles 'who 
far overpowered him in Horse'. A German engineer in Polish service 
suggested that the Swedes introduced them in 1626 but only used them for 
two years.[23] It is unclear whether the Swedes used them in their 
German campaigns although Turner does state he had 'seen them made 
use of in Germany, and before I left that War, saw them likewise worn 
out of use'.[24] 

Although the Swedes abandoned this weapon, the Swedish 
feather remained a weapon associated by contemporaries with the 
Swedish army and its military successes, considered and used by other 
European military theorists and practical soldiers. The term could also be 
used in English simply to refer to a stake, whether carried by infantrymen 
or used for field fortifications. It was familiar to the English voluntary 
companies and was mentioned by Richard Elton, a member of the Military 
Company in Westminster, in his The Comp/eat Body of the Art Military 
(London, 1650, 1659 and 1668). George Monk, one of the soundest 
professional soldiers to serve during the English civil wars, recommended 
its use by musketeers and dragoons in his Observations upon Military and 
Political Affairs (London, 1671). Monk's text dates from the late 1640s 
and it is unclear to what extent he may have used Swedish feathers during 
his service in Ireland. His professional background adds weight to his 
recommendations and his comment on their value is linked to the widely 
debated problem of how a body which consisted of twice as many 
musketeers as pikemen could put up a successful defence against cavalry. 
Monk's solution was for the pikemen to shelter an equal number of 
musketeers while the remainder, 'these Musketeers, which have the 
Swines-Feathers. being imployed by themselves, will be able likewise to 
defend themselves from the Horse, with the help of their Swines
Feathers'. 

The Swedish feather was occasionally found in use in England 
during the civil war - for example, Sir Ralph Hopton's royalist army in 
the West is known to have used them in 1643 and the Scottish army's 
accounts show that it was issued with 10,600 for its service in England 
during the first civil war.[25] Scottish officers and soldiers had formed a 
significant element of the armies of Gustavus Adolphus in Poland and 
Germany, and Scottish professionals brought this experience with them 
when they returned home, seeing professional opportunities in Scottish 
armies. As a result Scottish armies in the Bishops Wars and the English 
civil wars show a strong Swedish influence in their military tlleory and 
practice.[26] A later variation of the Swedish feather was to add a hook to 
the stake and use it as a musket-rest or a stake, whichever was most 
convenient.[27] There is no direct evidence for this variation in England or 
Scotland. 

A typical expression of concern over the weakness of pikeman 
was Sir Thomas Kellie's comment, 'it lath oftentimes grieved my mind 
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that the choicest men in the Battell should stand patiently as a marke to the 
enemies shotte, and thereby fall to the ground before they come to 
hands. '[28] The other side of the coin was the weakness of musketeers 
against cavalry, as expressed by William Barriffe: 

Having often considered with my self the danger of the 
Musquettier, and how unab~e he is to resist the H<;>rse, after he 
hath poured forth his shot, without he be sheltered either by some 
naturall or artificiall defence; and withall having knowledge, that 
in severall parts of Christendome divers Captains and Souldiers 
have oft been trying conclusions to make the Musquettiers as well 
defensive as offensive.[29] 

Barriffe's solution was a musketeer carrying a musket and a half-pike, but 
before describing it, he made a valuable comparison of other attempts to 
achieve similar results: 

Some by unscrewing the heads of their Rests, and then scr~wing 
the staff e of their Rests into the muzzel of the Musquet, with the 
arming of the pike at the lower-end; by which means, they would 
use the Musquet and Rest together, in the nature of a whole Pike. 
But this proved so tedious and troublesome, that it fell without 
profit. Another sort had made Rests, with the one end of the fork 
(or head) being like a spike, about 12 inches in length: This also 
proved extream troublesome to themselves, dangerous to their 
fellowes, and of no validity against the Enemy. A third sort had 
Half-pikes of about 7 or 8 foot in length, us!ng it after the. mann~r 
of a Rest· but all the while the Musquett1er was chargmg (his 
Musquet)'one of them was enough to trouble a whole file beside 
the danger in the recovery. A fourth sort there was (yet better than 
the former) that with a hook was fastened to the girdle, the while 
the Musquettier was making ready; but this had his defects also, 
as being both tedious and troublesome. Many other wayes and 
conclusions have also been tried, with successe like the former, 
which I forbear to demonstrate; for as their conceits proved 
uselesse, so the discourse would prove as fruitlesse.[30] 

Barriffe wrote that his superior combination had been invented by 
himself and John Davies, both members of the Society of the Artillery 
Garden who shared an interest in the mixture of practical experiment and 
military displays which characterised the Society's activities.[31] Barriffe 
considered this combination of Half-pike and Musquet could be used 
'with so much facility and ease, that it is f arre lesse troublesome than the 
Rest; and yet of a greater length than any of the former Rests, or Half
pikes, as being compleat 10 foot in length, with the arming'. Its 
advantages, according to its inventors, were threefold: 

As being a Rest, if there be no further occasion: As being a 
Pallisado if there be occasion to defend the Musquettier from the 
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Horse: As being a Half-pike to use in Trenches; as also when our 
shot have poured out a great volley or shower of Lead on the 
adverse Musquettiers, they may nimbly with their llalf-pikes, fall 
in amongst them. And lastly, for the pursuit of an enemy, it being 
of all others the best weapon.[32] 

Against cavalry, Barriffe said: 

If a party of Musquettiers were to be sent out, those using the half
pike of all others are the fittest, for that they are able to offend 
their enemies, and best able to defend themselves. If after they 
have given fire, they should be overtaken before they have made 
ready again, and charged by the Horse; Yet they are able to 
defend themselves with their half-pikes, even in the time they are 
charging: for the front-half-files may couch their half-pikes 
charged brest-high, and swords drawn to keep of the Horse, 
while the Reere-half-files give fire over them, whereby they will 
be sufficiently able to defend themselves, and annoy their 
enemies.[33] 

This combination was widely commented upon and appears as a 
recommendation during the civil war.[34] Its effect gave essentially the 
same advantages as adding a bayonet to the musket. Its obvious 
disadvantage was the unwieldy nature of carrying a ten foot half-pike 
alongside a matchlock musket which, even in its lighter version, would 
have a three and a half foot barrel. 

Leather Guns 
Experimental weapons combinations were carried by individual 
soldiers but their effect was on a unit not an individual level. The 
objective was to increase the tactical advantage of groups of soldiers 
fighting as battalions, . reg.iments. or bri~ades. Experi'!lents were a.lso 
conducted with the objective of improvmg the defensive or offensive 
capability of tactical formations of infantry by adding local defences 
or additional firepower. Two notable experiments focused on 
different ways to achieve this objective. The first was an experiment 
favoured by Johann of Nassau, cousin of the Dutch military leader 
Prince Maurice and one of the leading influences in the Dutch 
military reforms. This was the use of carts with pikes or halberds 
mounted on them, which could be placed in front of infantry bodies 
as a barrier to cavalry charges.[35] The second, more famous 
experiment, was a Swiss invention sold to the Swedes by an Austrian. 
This was the Swedish 'leather' cannon which served t<> increase the 
local firepower available to infantry units, copied and used in 
England and in Scotland. 

The use of artillery for local infantry support was not new, but 
although field artillery could be positioned to support an army's 
initial deployment it was too heavy to be redepl<>yed qaickly and 
could not keep pace with advancing infantry. The tactical doctrine of 
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the Swedish army included the requirement to be able to use 
firepower flexibly in offence and defence. For this they required a 
lighter cannon for use as local support for their infantry formations 
and they achieved this aim with the 'leather' cannon and its 
replacement, the light bronze 'regimental' gun. The Imperialist officer 
Raimondo Mountecuccoli described the mobility of light Swedish 
cannon, crewed by two men, who were able to bring their cannon 
'forwards at the march tempo of the infantry'.[36] 

The novelty of their appearance and the fiction that they were 
made out of leather, as much as the military value of their mobility, 
made a considerable impact on contemporary opinion. Turner 
described the design of these weapons as 'Guns which are called 
Leather-Cannon, have copper under the Leather, and are made with 
great art, and are light to carry, which is the greatest advantage they 
have'.[37] A surviving example in Sweden shows that the barrel was a 
copper tube bound with wire, cord and canvas, then covered with 
leather. There is no surviving gun carriage but a contemporary model 
suggests the barrels were mounted on a gun carriage in the usual style 
but of much lighter construction and without any metal fittings.[38] 
Turner also described their great disadvantage - that the light barrels 
burst 'readily'. The Swedes made use of them in their Polish 
campaigns but introduced a new light bronze 'regimental' cannon in 
1629 as a replacement for use in Germany. Although the Swedes 
abandoned the use of 'leather' cannon, the spectacular battlefield 
successes of Gustavus Adolphus gave credibility to any weapon 
associated with him. Two Scottish gunners, James Weymss and Sir 
Alexander Hamilton, continued to experiment with them in England 
and in Scotland. Both Weymss and Hamilton had connections with 
the Swedish experiments, the first through his uncle, Robert Scott,[39] 
and the second through his personal experience in the manufacture 
and use of artillery whilst he was in Swedish service. 

Weymss managed to interest King Charles I in his designs for 
'leather' guns and used the earth target, called a butt, in the Artillery 
Garden in London for a demonstration of 'certain Leather peeces of 
Ordnance' in January 1634.[40] King Charles was sufficiently 
impressed to authorise the construction of a similar butt and a gun 
platform at 'Mr Wemyes' garden' at Vauxhall for proving and 
practising leather guns lately made and 'invented' by Weymss.[41] 
Weymss was appointed Master Gunner of England in 1638 but 
although he continued to experiment with 'leather' cannon, the 
English do not appear to have made use of them during the Bishops 
Wars. Weymss supported parliament during the civil war, serving as 
General of the Ordnance in Sir William Waller's army, and he 
included some of his experimental artillery pieces in his artillery 
train. Some, if not all, of Weymss's 'leather' guns, and Weymss himself, 
were captured at the battle of Cropredy Bridge on 29 June 1644, 
which shattered Waller's army. The guns evidently differed from the 
Swedish model as the royalist newsletter Mercurius Aulicus described 
the captured pieces as '2 Barricadoes of wood drawen with wheeles in 
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each seven small brasse and leather Gunns charged w itli case shott' 
and claimed that Weymss had 'lately made them at Lambeth'.(42] 
Weymss's barricadoes may have been a series of leatlter and bronze 
cannon barrels set side by side on a single artillery carriage with a 
wooden guard as a protection for the artillerymen. 

. Sir Alexander Hamilton was Master of the Artillery for the 
Scott~sh Covenanter armies until James Weymss replaced him in 1648. 
Ham~lton was . anot~er . exp~riment~l artilleri~t and. included light 
expenmental artillery m his artillery trams for service agarnst English royal 
armies during the Bishops Wars and against English parliamentary armies 
during the English civil wars. Hamilton's experimental artillery were 
described as 'frames' or by the nickname 'Deer Sandyes Stoups'.(43] 
Varying English intelligence reports suggest that the frames were of 
several different types, some 'leather' cannon and others simply a number 
?f musket barrels mounted alongside one ano!fler on a wheeled carriage. It 
is probable that others, perhaps those descnbed as Hamilton's 'Stoups', 
were short barrelled bronze cannon modelled on the Swedish 'regimental' 
cannon. 

Hamilton's 'leather' artillery was described as an 'invention of 
guns of white iron tinned and done about with leather, and chorded so that 
they_ could serve for two or three discharges. These were light, and were 
earned on horses'.(44] The description shows that the barrels were 
constructed in the same way as the Swedish models, although the Scots 
used iron instead of copper for the core. The description also suggests 
!hey_ c?uld be di~mantled and carrie? on h?rses, pr~sumably an advantage 
m difficult terram. Weymss's Scottish artillery trams also included light 
'leather' artillery, some of which still survive. These included 'leather' 
cannon mounted in twos or fours on a single frame, and were also 
transported on horseback. 

Conclusion 
Military theorists and professional soldiers were involved throughout 
the sixteent~ a°:d early seventeenth centuries in _effor~s to develop 
more effective mfantry. One of several themes m this developing 
theory and practice of war was the use of experimental weapons to 
equip individual soldiers or to provide local infantry support. The 
light 'leather' cannon described above fall into the second category. 

A more significant and consistent theme was the series of 
efforts to combine offensive and defensive capabilities in individual 
soldiers rather than a combination of specialist armed soldiers co 
-operating in one unit. The experiments in weapon combinations 
which resulted coincided with the increasing importance of firepower 
rather than hand to hand fighting in infantry combat. Earlier 
experiments had focused on improving the fighting efficiency of 
pikemen, but as firepower became the critical factor for success, 
military theorists and professionals concentrated instead 011 increasing 
th~ ~atio of 'shot' to pike a~d attempting to find ways tCJ improve the 
ab1hty of musketeers to resist cavalry and to fight other i11fantry hand 
to hand where necessary. English musketeers fought very capably in 
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close combat using musket butts as clubs after firing,[45] but 
although this was effective it was an individual form of fighting and a 
soldier swinging a musket of five foot or more from muzzle to butt 
requi.red sof!le spa~e ai:ound him. Most commanders sought ways of 
keepm.g then soldiers m formed bo~ies for as long as possible and 
for this they needed a weapon which could be used by infantry 
standing closer together. Here again the bayonet was to offer a 
solution. 

The experimental weapon combinations described in this 
article, are somet~mes deri~ed. by modern writers, particularly William 
Neade s nostalgic combmat10n of longbow and pike. Individual 
exaf!lples of these combinations can appear unworkable or not 
particularly useful, but the important consideration is to see them 
from a . contemporary ~nd not a modern viewpoint. From this 
perspective these expenments can be seen as part of a series of 

. con.temporary efrorts to solve an important technical problem, the 
optimum use of mfantry firepower. The experiments shown here did 
not provi~e that solution but they are part of the process of thought 
and expenment which finally achieved it. 

Authors of books on experimental weapons combinations used Jacob de Gheyn's 
famous manual The Exercise of Armes as a model for their own illustrations. 
This example, based on de Gheyn's posture 'Charge your pike at one motion' 
shows a pikeman armed with a combination of longbow and pike. It is frorr: 
William Neade's The Double-armed Man (London, 1625). Reproduced by 
permission of the British Library (534 f26 (I) E2). 
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1. The term Tercio can lead to some confusion. It can be used to refer to an 
individual unit as in the Tercio of Lombardy or the Tercio of Naples. 
However, an army drawn up for battle could consist of several formations, 
each formed by joining several units together and these can also be 
described as Tercios. 

2. Mounted 'shot' evolve from mounted crossbowmen, and mounted 
arquebusiers are found in European armies prior to the Frencll Wars of 
Religion. However, the most effective use of this type of soldier was made 
by French Huguenot armies. 

3. Calivers and arquebuses are both infantry firearms which can be fired 
without the need for a forked rest. 

4. The term 'push of pike' originated as an apt description of the desperate 
fighting which resulted from two bodies of pike literally pushing against 
one another after they initially clashed. By the seventeenth century it could 
be used to describe any clash between bodies of pike, not all of which were 
so Ionglasting. 

5. Keith Roberts, 'Lessons in Revolution: The Impact of the London Military 
Companies', Cromwelliana (1992), pp. 35-47. 

6. London citizens had a very strong sense of their own personal value, a 
factor which royalist courtiers and some modern historians have 
consistently underestimated. · 

7. Jacob de Gheyn was commissioned by Johann of Nassau to produce a series 
of engravings as a guide for infantry training. De Gheyn's engravings were 
probably produced in the 1590s and he stated that he used members of 
Prince Maurice's personal guards as models. It was one of the most 
influential military works ever produced and formed a model for military 
training manuals throughout the seventeenth century. 

8. Instructions for Musters and Armes (London, 1623). 
9. Henri, Due de Rohan, Le Parfaict Capitaine (Paris, 1636). 
10. Lodewijk Mulder (ed), A. Duyck, Journaal, and Burmannis (ed), Justus 

Lipsius, Sylloge Epistolarum Just Lipsii. Both are quoted in J.B. Kist's 
commentary to the facsimile reprint of The Exercise of Armes (New York, 
Toronto & London, 1971). 

11. The Tower Armouries have plaster copies of nine statuettes commissioned 
by Sir Richard Sprignell. Of these, two pikemen and two musk:eteers were 
based on pictures from de Gheyn's manual and two other figures were based 
on the engravings in Mars his Field. All of these take the stance or posture 
of the figure from the manual but are shown in the costume of the late 
1630s. The· other figures were a drummer, a fifer and an ensign. 

12. William Barriffe, Mars His Triumph (London, 1639, 1645 &. 1661). 
13. Gervase Markham, The Art of Archerie (London, 1634). 
14. William Neade, The D.ouble-anned Man (London, 1625). 
15. Robert Ward, Anima'dversions ofWarre (London, 1639), p. 261. 
16. William Barriffe, Military Discipline or the Young Artillerynzan (London, 

6th edition, 1661), pp. 87, 88, 110 (misnumbered 101). 
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17. Sir Thomas Kellie, Pallas Armata (Edinburgh, 1627), pp. 106-8. 
18. P[ublic] R[ecord] O[ffice, London], SP16/95/55, SP16/243/70, 

SP16/244/76, SP356/148, rep. 48, ff. 328-30. 
19. PRO, SP16/244/51, SP16/244/52, SP16/310/76, SP16/357/158. 
20. Brian Stone, Derbyshire in the Civil War (Derby, 1992). On p. 21 an 

extract of the list of 'trayned men; Hundred of Morleiston and Litchurche 
1639' is reproduced from the Burdett ofForemark Collection in the 
Derbyshire Record Office, D156m/162. This shows Trained Band soldiers 
armed with 'Musktt' or 'Bow:pike'. 

21. Gervase Markham refers to a similar weapon in his comments on the 
equipment of dragoons in his The Souldiers Accidence (London, 1625). 
Markham, and the English generally in the 1620s, were a little confused 
over the use of dragoons as a type of soldier, but his description of a short 
musket bore weapon bears comparison with Kellie. Markham describes 
dragoon weapons as 'short peeces of 16 inches the barrel, and full Musquet 
bore, with firelocks or snap-haunces; also a belt, with a Flaske, pryming
boxe, key and bullet-bag'. Kellie's reference to a length of two foot also 
refers to the barrel of the gun not the length of the whole weapon from 
muzzle to barrel. 

22. Sir James Turner, Pallas Armata (London, 1683), pp. 169-70. 
23. Richard Brzezinski, The Army of Gustavus Adolphus,/, Infantry (London, 

1991), p. 19, quoting W. Schildknecht, Harmonia in Fortaliciis (Alten 
Stettin, 1652). 

24. Turner, Pallas Armata, p. 170. 
25. C.E.H. Chadwyck Healey (ed), Bel/um Civile. Sir Ralph Hopton's 

Narrative of his Campaign in the West, 1642-44 (Somerset Record Society 
18, 1902), p. 39. C.S. Terry (ed), Papers Relating to the Anny of the 
Solemn League and Covenant 1643-47 (Scottish History Society 16, 
1917), p. xc. There are other references to Swedish Feathers on pp. 20, 35, 
40-1, 43, 59, 69, 74-5, 82-3, 99, 142. 

26. Richard Bryzezinski, 'British Mercenaries in the Baltic 1560-1683' parts 1 
& 2, Military Illustrated 4 & 6. Stuart Reid, Scots Armies of the 17th 
Century, I, The Anny of the Covenant 1639-51 (Leigh on Sea, 1988). 

27. Brzezinski, Anny of Gustavus Adolphus, /, Infantry, p. 19. 
28. Kellie, Pallas Armata, p. 107. 
29. Barriffe, Military Discipline, p. 145. Barriffe included chapters on the use 

of the musket and half-pike in his revised and enlarged second edition of 
1639 and they appear with only minor changes in all subsequent editions. 
The page references in this article are all taken from the 6th edition, as the 
Partizan Press facsimile reprint of this edition makes this the most 
accessible edition. As Barriffe states, several European military writers 
touch on experiments with musket rests; an accessible example may be 
found in Montecuccoli's 'Sulle Battaglie', T.M. Barker (ed), The Military 
Intellectual and Battle (New York, 1975), p. 118. 

30. Barriffe, Military Discipline, p. 145. 
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31. Barriffe joined the Society on 15 March 1627 and John Davies joined on 14 
March 1628. 

32. Barriffe, Military Discipline, pp. 145-6. 
33. Ibid, p. 146. 
34. Nathaniel Burt, Militarie Instructions, or the Souldier Tried for the Use of 

the Dragon (London, 1644). Both Barriffe and Burt were members of the 
Society of the Artillery Garden who later served in the parliamentary army. 

35. Hessiches Hauptstaatsarchiv, Wiesbaden, K923 t. I, ff. 111-15 shows an 
illustration of pikes mounted on a two wheeled cart. 

36. Brzezinski, The Army of Gustavus Adolphus, II, Cavalry (London, 1993), 
p. 18. 

37. Turner, Pallas Armata, p. 189. 
38. Brzezinski, The Anny of Gustavus Adolphus, II, Cavalry, p. 36. 
39. Ibid, p. 18. 
40. British Library, Harleian MS 429, f. 118. I am indebted to Dr Andrew 

Thrush for this reference. 
41. Calendar of State Papers Domestic, 1633-4, pp. 474-5. 
42. Mercurius Aulicus ... 26th weeke, ending June 29, 1644, p. 1056. 
43. James Gordon, History of Scots Affairs 1637-41 (Spalding Club, 3 vols, 

1841), II, 228. 
44. Bishop G. Burnet, History of My Own Time (2 vols, London, 1724), I, 28-

9. 
45. English musketeers were not unique in their preference for a musket butt 

instead of a sword for hand to hand fighting, but it was seen by other 
Europeans as a particularly English trait. Louis de Gaya, Traite des Annes 
('!t Machines de Guerre (Paris, 1678), p. 157. 

This is an expanded version of an article first published in Military Illustrated 
no. 90 (November 1995). It was there accompanied by a colour reconstruction 
illustration of five soldiers using the experimental weapons described. Copies 
can be obtained from Military Illustrated, 45 Willowhayne Avenue, East 
Preston, West Sussex, BN16 IPL. 

Keith Roberts is an expert in the military history of the late sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries and has published widely in this field. He is probably best 
known for Soldiers of the English Civil War (1): Infantry (Osprey Elite 25, 
London, 1989). 
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'THE SMOKE OF WAR': THE IMPACT OF 
THE CIVIL WAR ON CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

by S.L. Sadler 

I 
Thomas Fuller stated that Cambridge was off ended by the smoke of 
civil war 'while the fire was felt in other places'.[1] His assessment was 
undoubtedly correct. Nevertheless, the smoke could be acrid. The 
focus of this paper is the civil war as it was viewed from the county, 
and the Isle of Ely in particular, rather than from the battlefield or 
Westminster. 

Cambridgeshire suffered no large scale military conflict 
within its borders during the first civil war, but the threat was always 
present. The county was on the main route from the North to the 
South and to London, and so of obvious strategic significance. The 
area was part of the buffer dividing East Anglia from the main 
theatres of the war and contained waterways linking it with the eastern 
trading ports.[2] Bordering counties remained uncertain quantities. 
Cambridge as the headquarters of the Eastern Association was a target 
for attack. Cambridgeshire society had reasonable grounds for 
anxiety: their position in relation to routes, borders and as a 
headquarters invited attack.[3] 

The threats did not materialise, but hindsight is a luxury the 
protagonists could not have achieved. War, and its attendant disasters, 
loomed large for those who were eventually spared, as well as those 
who were destined to experience its worst excesses. Contemporary 
accounts suggest an atmosphere of fear. Sir Dudley North, on 
returning from the capital to the county, 'found all full of terror'. This 
was instrumental in passing power in the county to those who would 
prosecute the war.[4] Other reports confirm his opinion and it is 
possible that military conventions employed in the defence of the 
area further magnified local anxieties.[5] External threats to the 
county spanned the lenith of the war, but proved to be 
unsuccessful. [ 6] 

Not all threats were believed to be external. Parliamentarian 
control over the area did not necessarily equate to a strong and 
unified attachment to parliament. The University and the Isle of Ely 
were quickly identified as areas of potential conflict. The garrisons 
within the Isle were designed to establish internal control as well as 
external defence. Even so, military incidents resulting in fatalities 
were extremely rare.[7] 

Only a limited sense of the civil war, as it was experienced 
within Cambridgeshire, is provided by an outline of the local 
logistical significance of military events. Although military attack, as 
opposed to military threats, was minimal, Cambridge and the Isle of 
Ely had little opportunity to ignore the war. 
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II 
If battlefields cannot be found on local soil, warring committees were 
not so scarce and their activities were felt by rnany of the 
communities within the county and the Isle. The battles of these 
committees can be used to demonstrate the tensions between force 
and legitimacy brought to the surface by the pressure of war. 
Shrapnel from their engagements is embedded in most of the sources 
that students of allegiance use. This is particularly so for the Isle of 
Ely and it is to this area of the county that we shall now tum. 

The key functions of the committees were to create armies, to 
ensure the defence of the locality and to finance the war effort. They 
were composed from the pool of justices and their connections, and 
the area over which they presided followed the traditional patterns. 
The profiles of two men will serve as examples of their membership. 
They were men of authority in their area. Sir Miles Sandys, a 
commissioner for the South of the Isle, was of considerable 
importance and experience. He had been a sheriff, an M.P. and an 
active and high ranking J.P. Experience did not guarantee popularity. 
He was an improving landlord, heavily involved in fen drainage and 
consequently involved in protracted disputes with his tenants.[8] 
William Fisher had recently risen to the rank of a gentleman, 
according to a hostile witness. His personal conduct and religious 
practice were enough to gain the disapproval of the hotter sort of 
Protestants. He appears to have been popular with the majority of his 
neighbours and possibly a focus for the rejection of religious 
nonconformity. His views seem to have been sanctioned by 'the 
greater number' in the locality. He had formerly been a Captain of 
the Trained Band and was nominated by most of his neighbours as a 
captain to the auxiliary troops in March 1644, in preference to the 
candidate of the Godly party. He failed to get the post despite having 
'the love of all the Country'. He also, allegedly, had a promising 
patron in John Thurloe. The words of his enemy, James Whinnell, 
provide an unintentional tribute to his standing in the local 
community: ' ... Justice Fisher is not fit to bee put to the Hetme in these 
boisterous times, such pilots will endanger our Common wealth, the 
common sort of people desiring to steere his course'.[9] 

The work of the sequestration committee holds particular 
interest. Its function was to identify and disable 'Papists and ill 
affected persons (whose aym is the extirpation of our Religion, Laws, 
and Liberties)'. They were, parliament contended, the people 
responsible for 'formenting and nourishing these miserable 
Distractions'. Their wealth could be employed 'for the easing of the 
good Subjects therein, who have hitherto borne the greatest share in 
these Burthens'. The enemy was to be fought at home as well as on 
the battlefield.[10] In March 1643 the House alltliorised the 
implementation of sequestration legislation against those who 
opposed parliament. It set out the terms under which sequestrators 
could act and named committees in each county to Cfili)' them out 
against the enemy, who were identified as Catholics, BisltC>ps, royalist 
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soldiers and the catch-all term the 'disaffected'. The process was under 
way. 

III 
In a county permanently under parliamentarian control the burden of 
sequestration should have been a relatively light one, but in July 1643 
the Lords agreed to the Commons' request for the appointment of 
additional men for Cambridgeshire. This was not unique, other 
counties were extended and a further group of sequestrators was 
added to the county and Isle in September.[11] The new men were. of 
lower status, but compensated for their deficiency by possessmg 
greater zeal. A degree of executive power was now held by 'persons 
of inferior ranke', but their addition was necessary, in view of 'the 
remissness of others of better quality whereby the service had beene 
likely to have miscarried, if these had not undertaken it'.[12] 

Who were these men and how far from their normal roles had 
they extended themselves to achieve their measure of power? 
Edmund Scotten was a yeoman farmer from Wisbech and, perhaps, 
self appointed town elder. James Whinnell, a Wisbech me~chant, 
identified himself as one of the 'well-affected' party. Luke Voice, an 
Ely draper, was a High collector for the 1641 assessment and part of 
the parliamentary administrative structure, acting as a receiver for the 
weekly assessments. Richard Ponsonby, another Ely man, was a 
servant of Oliver Cromwell. Joseph Cole, a cheese merchant from 
Littleport, had served as a Captain in the parliamentary army and was 
involved in both the defence work of the Isle and the collection of the 
monthly assessment. John Taylor, a collar maker from Cottenham, 
was later described as 'a plain, but active man' who would 'do much 
good in the service' of sequestration. William Lettany of Wisbech also 
applied himself to sequestrations in the Isle.[13] The other men 
appointed dealt with sequestration in the county.[14) 

Events in the locality between March and July might have 
provided an impetus for the new appointments. Pressure was extended 
by the introduction of the fifth and twentieth part. In May 1643 
disturbances in the Isle meant that troops had to be sent there to 
restore order, and appointees were ordered to seize malignants' goods. 
Enclosure riots were perceived to have taken on a political hue and 
the Isle was thought to be threatened. Torrell Jocelyn, appointed to 
take charge of its security, was quick to stress the inadequate 
provisions for such a strategically important area and complained of 
malignant priests and corrupt trained bands. A purge of the Isle .was 
considered.[15) Instability was reinforced by reports of the Kmg's 
forces appearing before Peterborough. 

The additional sequestrators habitually referred to taking on 
their new work in obedience· to parliament's orders. Whinnell claimed 
that the appointments were made 'without their privity or desire'.[16) 
Greed was the motive their enemies levelled at them. The work 
involved time and expense as well as odium. They were on 
commission and had every incentive to prosecute cases vigorously if 
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their expenses were to be recouped.[17] 

IV 
The appointment of the new men could be interpreted as a slur on the 
competence of the original sequestrators. Instead of reinforcing the 
fight against the enemy, the original and additional seq11estrators were 
soon struggling for power amongst themselves. The additional 
sequestrators' vigour in carrying out their duties was not approved of 
by their more established colleagues and a dispute ensued which 
ranged across the Isle and beyond to Westminster. By November the 
sequestration committee at London was reminding both .groups of 
their duty to co-operate. The new men thought that fnends and 
relatives were being protected. The original commissioners' allegiance 
to parliament was doubtful and the a~ditio~al sequestrator~ constantly 
found their attempts to carry out thetr duties foiled. The!f probl~ms 
were exacerbated, they believed, by their enemies retaining money 
that should have gone to the troops.[18] 

Accusations were rife and the attention given to them by the 
London Commissioners prolonged. The practicalities of relaying 
information and witnesses to London, amongst the other 
preoccupations of those involved, clouded issues and created 
unnecessary discord. Further investigations were referred to the 
locality in recognition of this.[19] Scotten wrote to the treasurers for 
sequestration explaining 'the delinquents are so prevalent with the 
Committee for the Association that the Parliament is like to receive 
but little money .. .they have kept o[u]r ablest and forwardest man in 
prison' on trumped up charges. He pleaded with them to prompt the 
Committee of Lords and Commons for sequestrations to address the 
problem.[20] By March John Wilde wrote from Westminster to the 
Earl of Manchester explaining that the additional sequestrators had 
not only cleared themselves but had been given a vote of thanks for 
their efforts. He reminded Manchester that although these men were 
of inferior rank, they were 'such as the houses upon recommedacon 
of those that new them thought necessary to be added, in the face of 
the record of the existing sequestrators'. The committee in London 
supported its men against the disapproval of Manchester and the local 
gentry.[21] . 

The infighting continued. In April 1644 the committee wrote 
from London reproving the governor of the Isle (Cromwell). He and 
his forces should be 'ayding and assisting' the sequestrators.[22] The 
support of the committee of London was countered closer to home 
by the wrath of Manchester, who, Whi~nell claimed, ordered t~at he 
and his colleagues' 'persone and estates were to be secured 11nt1l they 
provided full accounts of all their activities and for the 'Affronts, 
Contempts, and disobediences to my orders' .[23] . 

Neither squabbling amongst parliamentary committees nor 
the escalation of local quarrels to national courts was u11usual. In this 
respect these incidents may be representative of th~ pressures of w';U"· 
A more singular aspect was the tendency for grievances of social 
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inferiors to find their way into print and attempt to sway opinions 
beyond their usual reach. The additional sequestrators not only 
petitioned parliament, but ensured that their plight would not be 
obscured by publishing it. Defamatory notices signed by Manchester 
had appeared in the market places of the additional sequestrators' 
home towns. They diplomatically failed to believe that this could be 
the work of Manchester and attributed it to their 'old exasperated 
enemies' who 'have joyned themselves with some evill affected 
persons, who for their own ends have abused the Parliament, his 
Lordship and ronged your petitioners'. The notice did not name their 
targets, but the inference was clear. It accused 'divers persons of mean 
and low condition' of taking on sequestrations, and 'wilfully 
mistaking, or through their ignorance and illiteratenesse, not 
understanding the Ordinance', of dividing into groups of three, 
controlling the goods and lands themselves 'in a hidden and private 
way' and of keeping inadequate accounts. Consequently others were 
to take over and 'make the most fair and proffitable proffer of them, 
to such of the neerest kindred and allies to such delinquents, as were 
the owners thereof not being delinquents, as were willing to take 
them'. Records of transactions should be kept which would make the 
work of sequestration fully accountable.[24] 

In May 1644 the committee in London was examining the 
behaviour of the Isle's administrators again, and again decided in 
support of the additional sequestrators. Whinnell's home had been 
broken into and money and account books taken away. While 
Whinnell was removed to Wisbech castle, Henry Ireton, the deputy 
governor, was said to be dragging William Nicholls 'in a violent and 
abusive manner up and down the streets of Wisbech, to the hazard of 
his life', and announcing that 'he would not obey an order from John 
Wilde'. Whinnell, Lettonie and Scottens' petitions for assistance to 
London resulted in further reprovals of the original committee. [25] 
Whinnell was released and another investigation followed. 

The central committee's probing stirred up further anger. The 
Committee for taking accounts of the kingdom received a letter from 
Ireton redolent with rage and indignation. After some preliminary 
blasts, Ireton turned to accusations levelled against him by the 
additional sequestrators. The full force of his anger was directed 
against Whinnell and Scotten. Their actions were inspired by the hope 
of revenging themselves against him for uncovering their fraudulent 
behaviour. 

.. .I find the malice & divellish practices of those inflamers of 
our distractions restless & endless, who by mee 
discountenanced onely in their Injurious, Insolent & factious 
carriages, whereby I found they did distract and disaffect the 
Countrye while I governed there ... [26] 

Ireton produced his version of events. The pressures of the final 
assault on Crowland prompted a warrant, which he enforced, to take 
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about £92 from Whinnell and Scotten who were excise collectors as 
well as sequestrators. This was executed with difficulty, the sub 
commissioners acting 'as If I had Robbd them'. In September the 
County Committee wrote to London promising the long delayed 
accounts to clear lreton's name from the 'malicious & fraudalous 
misinferrmacons of Edward Scotten and James Whinnell' as soon as 
the 'great affairs in hand' allowed.[27] 

Meanwhile the additional sequestrators were imprisoned 
again. Whinnell claimed that in mid August he was committed for 
breaking out of prison and stopped from pursuing Fisher in the law 
courts. The additional sequestrators petitioned their champions on the 
Committee of the Lords and Commons for relief, and were supported 
with an order for their release and permission to prove their accounts. 
These events brought a swift response. Oliver Cromwell wrote to the 
committee for the Isle from Lincoln: 

I understand that you have lately released some persons 
committed by Major Ireton and Captain Husbands, and one 
committed by Captain Castle, - all 'committed' on upon clear 
and necessary grounds as they are represented unto me; 
'grounds' rendering them as very enemie's as any we have, 
and as much requiring to hve them secured. 

He demanded they be recommitted and not to be released unless he, 
his men or a superior authority gave the order. He would be obeyed, 
'For I profess I will be no Governor, nor engage any other under me 
to undertake such a charge, upon such weak terms!'[28] 

Differences over religion had become so divisive in the Isle 
that military and administrative organisation in the area was becoming 
increasingly difficult to maintain. The grievance they caused 
extended into wider national concerns. Cromwell was reported to say 
he would 'make the Isle of Ely the strongest place in the world, and he 
would place in it Godly and precious peopell, and he would make a 
place for God to dwell in'. Under the charge of Cromwell and Ireton, 
the Isle 

is become a meere Amsterdam, for in the chefest churches on 
the Sabbath day the souldiers have gonn up into the pulpitts 
both in the forenoone and the afterone and preached to the 
whole parish, and our ministers have satt in ther seatt in the 
church, and durst not attempt to preach, it being a common 
thing to preach in private houses night and day. 

Not only was indigenous religious nonconformity facilitated by the 
war and actively encouraged by the governor and his depaty, it was 
reinforced by the introduction of like-minded spirits to tbe area, 'they 
having gott whole famalyes as lndependants into that Isle from 
London and other places .under ther command'.[29] L<Jcal captains 
- 'poore men of that Isle captaines only ... because tlie:y profess 
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themselves Independent~, and as s~ch 
1

have filled dung carts both 
before _they we~e capatmes. an~ smce. - held such sway, it was 
con;iplamed. ~heir power to 1mpnson, with Cromwell's backing, even 
~gamst the wishes of the local committee, was such that the 'hole Isle 
1s ~~e awde _that they. ~are not seeke for ther libertyes'. Corrosive 
rehg10us tensions, fam1har both at Westminster and in the army were 
fused with local preoccupations. ' 

Compli~ations in the Isle by 1645 were potentially dangerous. 
In May a royalist plot to take the Isle had failed but the 'threat' had 
not di~i:°is.hed.[30] Tighter security brought with it little sense of 
rec~nc1hatt?n or c.o-operation. The squabbling between the 
parh~mentanans. contmued. A coach passed by and some conjectured 
th~t.1t was the Lieutenant General Cromwell's, who was in the locality 
rai.smg more troops and horse 'to go to the fight at Naseby'. His 
ne1ghbou~ announced that Cromwell was 'a Rogue, and that he had 
lost all his own men and came Rogueing up and downe the Country 
to ~ather up 4000 men'. Once the provenance of the coach had been 
decided by the group, the neighbour added 'that a muck-Cart was 
fitter for him, for he was run away'. This was too much for the Godly 
men amo~gst. them _to. coun_tenance and they promptly reported him 
t~ a local .JUStlce, W~lham Fisher. In fact, they brought the incident to 
h~s attent10n th.ree. times. Instead of securing the neighbour for his 
dt~loyalty, the J.ust1ce bound th~ informants over to keep the peace. 
His enemy, Whmnell, was confident that Fisher's decision was based 
~n. a di~taste for. the temper of the two men's allegiance and religion. 
His ch1efe malhce against them is because they are Godlymen, and 
have c~nstantly adventured their lives at their own charge, in 
preservmg the . Country from, t~e Cavalierers .'[31] The newspapers 
told a rather different story. Lieutenant-generall Cromwell retaines 
the ~onted affection of the people', the Weekly Account assured its 
pubhc .. [32] Cromwell was securing the Isle against royalist activities, 
but his prese:°ce .could not provide a panacea for all the Isle's 
problems. D1sumty extended further amongst the additional 
sequestra~ors as Scotten accused his colleagues of corruption.[33] 

H1gher_up the social scale division over the governorship of the 
Isle was also nfe. The Lords challenged the Commons' nomination of 
~ol<?~el Francis Russell .. The Isle was a place of such strategic 
s1gmf1canc~ that a. man w.1th. more military experience was required. 
Fragmentat.1on was mcapac~tatmg the area, a local candidate was likely to 
be sucked mto these conflicts and religious faction was tearing the Isle 
apart: 

There bei~g great Factions and Divisions amongst the Gentlemen 
and Inhab1~ts of the Island, though all may be of good Affection 
to the Parhamen.t; but differing in Opinions in point of Church 
Gove~ment, which may m~e them differ amongst themselves in 
Affect10n, and thereby hmder the Progress of the publick 
Affairs. 
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It would be advisable to place 'Soldiers and Strangers' there who were 
'free from all Faction'. The Commons eventually agreed.[34] 

The dangerous consequences of mismanagement in the Isle were 
not overdrawn. By November, Moses Scotten (Edmu11d's son) and 
William Hall testified that Whinnell had publicly accused Lord Saye and 
Sele of betraying Leicester to the loyalist forces, announcing, 'That 
neither my Lord Saye, nor none of the Feinnes, ever did the state any 
Good, but a great Deal of Hurt'. Whinnell claimed that they were the 
witnesses of Nathaniel and Richard Fiennes and Justice Fisher, eager to 
revenge themselves for the sequestration of a relative.[35] Whinnell was 
fined, removed from office, thrown in the Fleet and his disgrace 
published, but imprisonment did not subdue him.[36] He published a 
vindication of his actions while in prison. He had gained the enmity of 
royalists, collaborators and bis own colleagues through the integrity of his 
allegiance to the parliamentary cause, which inspired a zeal that could not 
accommodate the protection of their family and friends.[37] 

v 
The administrators were closer to civilians than warriors, but the broad 
chronology of their battles reflects the timing of developments in the army. 
When, like 'mere gentlemen' who were nothing else and 'old decayed 
serving men' in the army, the sequestrators' performance was considered 
disappointing, the appointment of men of lower status, but greater zeal, 
coincided with that of russet coated men. Sequestrators pursued their 
enemies at home while soldiers sought them in the field. In both cases, the 
certainties of a fight against an identifiable enemy transmuted into 
fragmentation and internal disarray. In both cases internal fighting 
contributed to and were affected by the war as it was seen at Westminster. 
Chronological patterns in the army, shared points of reference with the 
experience of administrators in the Isle, where formal battle never 
materialised, both were 'Matters of Great Concernment'. 
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THE SECOND BATTLE OF NEWBURY: 
A REAPPRAISAL 

by T.J. Halsall 

The Second Battle of Newbury took place on Sunday 27 October (6 
November by today's Gregorian calender) 1644. It is significant both 
militarily, in terms of several tactical aspects of the battle itself, most 
notably the remarkable parliamentarian flank march which 
immediately preceded it, and politically with respect to the 
recriminations which the parliamentarian commanders levelled at 
each other in the aftermath of the engagement, and which ultimately 
led to the enactment of the Self-Denying Ordinance. This article sets 
out to reappraise the manoeuvres leading to the battle, the action itself 
and aspects of its subsequent interpretation by the various 
protagonists. Having lived in the Newbury area for twenty-three 
years, I have a detailed knowledge of the terrain over which the 
armies manoeuvred and fought. My current home is right next to the 
route of the parliamentarian approach march, which leads to a 
personal direct interest in the events of October 1644. And, being 
both a student of military history and tactics for many years and a 
professional geologist, I am able to evaluate the ground with an eye 
specially qualified to assess the military aspects of its 
geomorphology. 

During September and October 1644, the King and his army 
made their way towards Oxford, following their victory over 
parliament's Lord General, the Earl of Essex, in the Lostwithiel 
campaign. En route Charles I planned to relieve and replenish the 
garrisons of the key royalist strongholds, Basing House and 
Donnington Castle, and, if possible, to defeat in detail the 
parliamentarian forces facing him in southern England. By mid 
October these were 3,000 cavalry and dragoons commanded by Sir 
William Waller at Andover, over 4,000 horse and foot under the 
command of Essex at Portsmouth, and the army of the Eastern 
Association, commanded by the Earl of Manchester, in Reading. In 
addition, four regiments of the London Trained Bands were 
marching to join Manchester from the east. The parliamentarian 
forces suffered the problems arising from a divided command and 
acrimonious relations among its generals; most notably there was 
friction between Manchester and his ambitious General of Horse, 
Colonel Cromwell. 

The royalist army narrowly failed to trap and destroy Sir 
William Waller's horse at Andover on 18 October. According to 
Clarendon: 

Waller drew out his whole body towards the King's men, as if 
he meant to fight; but upon view of their strength, and the 
good order they were in, he changed his mind, and drew back 
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into the town, leaving a strong party of horse and dragoons to 
make good his retreat.[1] . 

Waller fell back to Basingstoke where he combined forces with Lord 
Manchester on 19 October. They were in turn joined by Essex and 
his troops from Portsmouth next day. The successful conjunction of 
the three contingents brought together a combined parliamentarian 
army of some 8,000 horse and 11,000 foot, frustrating the King's 
hope of defeating each of them separately and in tum, and also 
rendering an attempt to relieve nearby Basing House unthinkable. So, 
with his army totalling not more than 10,000 horse and foot, the King 
marched via Kingsclere to Newbury, arriving on 22 October.[2] The 
movements of the opposing armies between 15 and 27 October are 
summarised in Figure 1. . 

Advancing first to Swallowfield in the direction of Reading 
(21 October), the combined parliamentarian army under the overall 
command of the Lord General turned west to cross the River Kennet 
near Padworth on 25 October, camping that evening between Upper 
Bucklebury and Beenham. The advance patrols of cavalry had 
already pushed ahead to Aldermaston and made contact with 
detachments of royalist horse in the vicinity of Thatcham.[3] The 
royalist army took up a strong defensive position to the north of 
Newbury on the same day (25 October). Lord Astley with three 
brigades of the King's Oxford foot, plus supporting horse and 
artillery, were deployed in the village of Shaw, facing east towards the 
advancing parliamentarians. Astley's right flank was protected by the 
Rivers Kennet and Lambourne, his left rested on the strongpoint 
formed by Shaw House. A mile to the left and rear the guns of 
Donnington Castle and its enclosing breastworks dominated the 
surrounding fields, while the village of Speen, three quarters of a mile 
south-west from Donnington, was occupied by a rearguard formed 
by Prince Maurice's Comish troops. The latter constructed field 
defences on Speen Hill, an area soon to disappear with the 
construction of the Newbury bypass. The main body of the royalist 
cavalry, four brigades under the command of Lord Goring, was 
stationed in reserve at the centre of the battlefield, in meadows 
between Donnington and Newbury. The parliamentarian army 
pushed forward on 26 October to occupy Clay Hill, which overlooks 
Shaw from the east, and from these positions could see much of the 
royalist deployment. Figure 2 outlines parliamentarian and royalist 
manoeuvres between 25 and 27 October (the approach-march phase). 
The dispositions of the troops of both armies and their subsequent 
movements during the battle itself are summarised in Figure 3. 

The parliamentarian commanders were, by the 26th, lacking 
Essex's unifying voice. He had retired sick to Reading, and command 
had devolved to a joint council involving the principal officers. At 
some point they decided on an audacious plan of action. ::Believing 
the royalist position at Shaw to be virtually impregllable, they 
resolved to despatch the larger part of the army, some 12,000 horse 
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and foot, on a flank march b ni h . . 
Winterbourne, Boxford an/ St g ~· via Hermitage, North Heath, 
unsuspecting rearguard next day ~~. crgss, to fall on Maurice's 
by Waller, with Cromwell and B. is orce was. to be commanded 
Skipl?o~ the infantry.[4] Meanwh~l~ot~r c~m;na;dMmg the caval!)' and 
remammg 7,000 men plus the heav e a! o anchester with the 
from the positions on Clay Hill and h yldar~llery w_ould demonstrate 
army until Waller made his attack o Tht e attention of th~ royalist 
Astley's troo s b I h. ·. ey would then pm down 
and the adjac~nt ~ll=~~.c mg a co-ordmated assault on Shaw House 

The flank march was co I t I 
pm on 27 October Waller's mp e e y successf1;1I, and, at about 3 
troops on· Speen Hill By 4 men t~ttac~ed and dispersed Maurice's 
h~avily outnumbered defende:'sm ey ad P.ressed o~ to drive the 
this point the royalists faced immiout ~~.the village at. its foot.[5] At 
outnumbered the comb· nen isaster - a hostile army, which 
disposal, had surprised ~~:~ s~~~ngth of ~II the tr?ops at the King's 
main force of infantry was fixed ?ro~en m Y> their rear, whilst their 
and artillery fire from Mancheste~~ I~ pos1tI~s by probing attacks 
and partly by means of a dis I en on lay Hill. Amazingly, 
managed to rally Maurice's i p ay of person~!. courage, the King 
along a hedgerow to the east o;~a~ry and stab~hse ~ defensive line 
cavalry smashed into the flank ~f e~·afte~wh~le umt.s of the reserve 
pursued elements of Maurice's b k ours nght wm~ horse as it 
Newbury. The remainin re i ro en caval~y fleemg towards 
apparently over-cautio~s ~:::ien~s % th~ royalist reserve repulsed 
Cromwell's horse which formed me e.ct1ve a~tacks by Colonel 
account of the battle goes so ra.:he parha~entanan l~ft. Clarendon's 
Cromwell's cavalry, the Earl of C~v!~a~~~1n:, ~hat, "';'Ith reference to 
them off their ground'.[6] The attac s ngade r?uted and beat 
momentum and ground to a halt in k by Waller ~ . troops lost 
by the outnumbered royalist infantr th~ face of the spmted defence 
and somewhat belated! M Y an reserve cavalry. Meanwhile 
assaults on the position~' at ;~~hes~! launc~ed a series of full seal~ 
back by Astley's troops who u:d t~s atta~ s were repeatedly beaten 
and the adjacent cotta es as b e gar en walls of Shaw House 
before Manchester's sffent sold~~::t~~~ts. it l~~s f ng after ni.ghtfall 
the battle drew to an inconclusive close [.r] ; :c . to Clay Hill .a~d 
o~ renewed parliamentary attacks ne~t d ace with. the pro?ab1hty 
"'.Ithdraw towards Oxford during the h ay f the Kmg decided to 
his troops slipped awa after h . ours o ~arkness, and he and 
ammunition at Donnin yton C avmg replem.shed the stores of 
exhausted by the night ~arch an astle. The pa!h~~entarian forces, 
believed to be a defeat failed to d battle,h ai:id d1spmted by what they 
without further signific'ant loss. pursue t eir opponents, who escaped 

The course of the events at N b · 
rais~s a number of questions which d ew ~?' m late O~tobe~ 1644 
particular, for what reason did th em~. urther .cons1deratwn. In 
approach Newbury by the . d. e par iament~nan commanders 

m Irect route via Beenham and 
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Figure 1. The Campaign. 
The movements of the opposing forces between 15 and 27 October 1644, which 
led to the Second Battle of Newbury. 1. Waller moves to Andover and 2. the 
King to Salisbury on 15 October. 3. Manchester advances to Basingstoke on 17 
October. 4. The King advances to trap Waller at Andover on 18 October. 5. 
Waller retreats towards Basingstoke 6., which he reaches on 19 October. 7. The 
King moves to Whitchurch on 20 October. 8. Essex and his troops from 
Portsmouth march into Basingstoke on 20 October. 9. The King advances to 
Kingsclere on 21 October and 10. the parliamentary armies to Swallowfield. 11. 
The parliamentary cavalry advance to Aldermaston on 22 October and make 
contact with royalist outposts near Thatcham. 12. Meanwhile the royalist army 
moves to Newbury. The parliamentary main body crosses the River Kennet on 
25 October, 13. Manchester advancing to Bucklebury Common, 14. Waller to 
Beenham Heath. The King's army takes up positions north of Newbury on the 
same day. 15. Parliamentary troops occupy Clay Hill and 16. that night their 
main body conducts a flank march to North Heath. 17. The flank march 
continues on 27 October and culminates in an attack on royalist positions at 
Speen. 
B = Basing House. D = Donnington Castle. S = Shaw House. T = Thatcham. 
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Figure 3. The Battle. 
. . , ositions - Ai. breastworks and artillery on Speen 

Royabst troops: A. ~aunce sdp d fled past Speen church, Aiii. the defenders of 
Hill, Aii. cavalry which route :n th r entarian attack and Aiv. their final 
Speen village forced to retreat y e par tam , troo, s at Shaw. 
defensive line. B. Goring's reserve cavalry. C.tAs·stlleyCsrom:ell. 2. Skippon. 3. 

. tr and troop movemen . · 
Parliamentanan oops Cl Hill and S his diversionary attack 
Balfour. 4. Manchester's deployment on ay ks ~ere thrown back. 
at daybreak. 6. The main assault at 4 pm. Both attac 

? Wh was the night flank march, the most 
Bucklebury Common· Y d t in the face of the enemy, 
difficult of military manoeuvr:,sh~~c~nasuft devised? Why, after such 
so successful~ When and ty d"d "t fail to defeat the royalists, when 
skilful execution of the P an, 1 1 Tt advantage in their favour? 
the parliamentarians ~~t f verfh:•f~i~e despite the achievement of 
And ~ho was respo!1s1 e ~~ost two to one superiority in numbers? 
surpn~e and possessmg anlt f Manchester's incompetence? He was 
Was it really the resu o . ues 
ultimately made the scapego~t by_~1s ~oll:~~te . adopted for the 

The . somewhat cucm ou was clearly designed to make 
parliamentanan adva~ce to ~d~~u~ater-logged roads in the Kennet 
use of high ground, t us avm 1 h h Thatcham It also had the 
Valley, the direct line <?f apf~oa~~/~uc~mmunicati~ns and escape 
advantage of threadtenffmg d ::i ideal springboard for tile flank march 
route to Oxford an o ere 
which commenced on 26 Odctotberf. the flank march was an incredible 

The successful con uc o 
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feat. Some 12,000 men marched a distance of about fifteen miles on 
narrow country lanes in late autumn, mainly by night, around the 
flank of an energetic hostile force which was never more than four 
miles away. Despite having been seen whilst on the march, by the 
defenders of Donnington Castle on the morning of 27th, and having 
put to flight a royalist detachment after a skirmish at Boxford a little 
later, the force successfully reached its objective and was able to form 
up in battle order and surprise the enemy. If the royalists had 
discovered their opponent's intentions they might have been able to 
destroy the divided parliamentarian army; however, the choice of route 
and conduct of the march were so efficient that such an outcome was 
avoided. This was a brilliant stratagem and not a desperate compromise 
arising from the divided councils of the joint-command. 

It is the accepted view that this daring and undoubtedly 
dangerous plan of action was devised by the parliamentarian generals, 
on 26 October, after the army had occupied the Clay Hill ridge.[8] 
This interpretation of events is difficult to sustain in the face of 
careful scrutiny. Examine Figure 2; it clearly shows that if the troops 
involved in the flank march had first moved to Clay Hill before 
setting off, they would have had to retrace their steps for about two 
miles until they reached Cold Ash. There would then have been a 
further march of five miles to the planned bivouac at North Heath. 
To avoid discovery, the move did not start till after nightfall, probably 
at about 6 pm (sunset would have been at about 5 pm). The route 
followed narrow lanes, perhaps wide enough for between four and six 
foot soldiers to march abreast. Allowing that nearly half the force was 
cavalry and that it would have been accompanied by light artillery, 
the column must have extended at least five miles along the route, 
even if it maintained good order. Hence the backmarkers would have 
set off only a short time before the arrival of the leading elements at 
North Heath. Movement by night on unfamiliar, unlit and unmetalled 
roads, at that time of year, must have been very slow and cannot have 
exceeded an average rate of advance of 2 mph, which after all, was 
rarely achieved in daylight. On that basis the advance guard leaving 
Clay Hill at 6 pm might have successfully reached North Heath by 
about 9.30 pm, but the rear of the column would not have set out till 
approximately 9 pm, and is unlikely to have straggled into camp 
before 1 am on the 27th - a far from ideal situation considering that it 
was necessary for the march to recommence before dawn that same 
morning. 

However, if we consider the dispositions of the 
parliamentarian army on the evening of 25 October (see Figure 2), 
we find that the troops which made up Manchester's command on the 
day of the battle formed the roundhead vanguard and camped at 
Bucklebury Common. That was some two miles ahead of the majority 
of units which subsequently comprised Waller's flank march force, 
and which were at the time bivouacked on Beenham Heath. Samuel 
Bedford, reporting to Sir Samuel Luke, parliament's Scoutmaster 
General, wrote, 'We are now in battalia on Benham Heath, the van of the 
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the Horse less than a mile of the enemy' (i.e. west of Tllatcharn). And 
'on the other side Newbury, by Bucklebury, is the Lord Manchester 
with his foot, 600 of his own horse, 600 of his Excellency's [Essex's], 
600 of Waller's'. The battlefield dispositions within the flank march 
force had also already been established, Bedford reports: 

Sir William Balfour commands the van. When they fight he 
has the right wing which consists of his Excellency's horse 
and the Lord Manchester's regiment. The left wing, Col. 
Cromwell's horse and Sir W. Waller's. The right wing of foot, 
his Excellency's regiment, the red and blue regiments C.the 
Trained Bands], ... Aldridge's brigade a reserve. The left wmg 
Col Barclay's brigade and the blue regiment.[9] 

This strongly suggests that the infantry and much of the cavalry of 
Waller's command, detailed for the flank march, at no time advanced 
as far as Clay Hill. Instead, following in the wake of Manchester's 
troops as the latter moved out from their camp at Bucklebury 
Common on 26 October, they halted at Cold Ash. Their march from 
Beenham Heath could have comfortably been accomplished during 
the day and still have left plenty of time to prepare and .form up for 
the forthcoming night march. The advance guard and artillery led by 
Manchester would thus have been the only troops to move onto the 
high ground directly overlooking N.ewbury. There th~y remained 
next day during the battle. In these circumstances the distance to be 
covered during the first leg of the flank march would be reduced by 
two miles. Moreover, the possible confusion and consequent loss of 
time which could have arisen when troops which had marched to Clay 
Hill had to disentangle themselves from those who were to remain 
there, and then retrace their steps, would have been avoided. The head 
of a marching column leaving Cold Ash at 6 pm could have reached 
North Heath shortly after 8 pm, the backmarkers by 11.30 pm. This 
makes a much more realistic timetable if the troops were successfully 
to complete the manoeuvre and fight next day. 

If this interpretation of events is accurate, the decision to 
undertake the flank march must have been made no later than by 
early morning on 27 October, whilst the army was still encamped 
between Bucklebury and Beenham, and very probably by the evening 
of the 25th. The royalist deployment would have already been 
identified and reported to the generals by the active parliamentarian 
cavalry patrols - one recorded report states that the King's army was 
'drawn forth in a body upon a place of advantage'.(10] When the 
choice of route for the parliamentarian approach march of 25 
October is taken into account, it seems possible that an outline of the 
flank march scheme existed much earlier on that day. This permits 
the inference that Essex may have contributed, directly or indirectly, 
to the plan, before being forced to retire sick to Reading. He. had 
fought the King at Newbury only thirteen months before, albeit on 
that occasion on the southern side of the town (see Figure 2), and 
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there ~re ren:iarkab~e resonances between troop movements in the 
campaign which ultimately led to the first battle and the manoeuvres 
lea~mg u~ to ~econd. The 1:irst Battl~ of Newbury was the concluding 
major ~ction m the ca.mpa1gn to raise the siege of Gloucester. The 
campaign op_ened with Essex conducting a flank march via 
Ay!es~ury, B1cester, Brackly Heath (reached 1 September 1643) 
Ch1ppmg Norton a~d Stow on the Wold, round the northern (left) 
flank of the royalist f~rces in their capital at Oxford.(11] This 
manoeuvre conc:luded with the. successful relief of Gloucester. The 
parallels. are obvious, alt~ough, m the case of this first use of the flank 
mare~, It w~s a strategic rather than tactical manoeuvre, and it is 
temp~mg to mf er that the September 1643 campaign and its architect 
contnbuted to the audacious scheme just over a year later. The First 
Battle of Newbury took place when the King attempted to block the 
return of Esse~'s parliamentarian army to London.(12] 

The failure of Waller's forces to exploit the success of his 
flank .march on 27 .October 1644 is surprising. It is true that they 
speedily overra~ Prmce Maurice's positions at Speen before losing 
moment~m. It 1s probable that the exertions of the previous ni ht 
t<;>ok their toll, and that by late afternoon on 27 October the men w~re 
simply too exhausted to press home their advantage. 

T~e. commander who emerges from the action at Speen with 
least credit !s Cromwell. He seems to have acted tardily and with little 
energy, unh~e. ~alfour, who commanded the horse on the right flank 
ai:id whose mitial attack broke Maurice's cavalry facing him (see 
F1gur~ 3). ~erhaps Cromwell was concerned not to expose his troops 
t~ r~mg fire from the guns at Dennington Castle, which overlooked 
his side of the battlefield. That does not dispel the suspicion however 
that a more de_termined and better conducted attack by Cromwell'~ 
cavalry, at the tI!lle .when the royalists' reserves were committed, would 
h~ve turned th~Ir hne and converted a drawn battle into an outright 
victory for parliament. 

. So who was r~sponsible for the parliamentarian army's 
ultimate lack o~ suc~ess m the battle? Was it really Manchester's fault, 
the resu~ of his fa1h.~re to attac.k S~aw H<;>use at precisely the right 
moment. Such an mt~rpretat10n is facile, illogical and unfair. 
~anchester conducted his. par.t in t~e battle in an exemplary manner. 
His con:imand ~ucceede~ m d1stractmg the King and his troops from 
the mam parhai;rientanan army executing the flank march. And, 
moreo~er, he did ~o ~~ such effect that the royalists failed to 
appreciate tha.t a s1.g~1f1cant turning movement, which critically 
threatened their pos1t1?~·. was in the process of being completed. 
Man~hester eventually m1tiated a series of vigorous assaults on Shaw 
late. m the a~temoon of the 27th. It is true these were not perfectly co~ 
o~dmated with .W~ller's attack on Speen, but there was no means of 
direct commui:i1ca~10n between the commanders in question and such 
perfect c~-ordmation on the battlefield is difficult to achieve even in 
the twentieth century, w~e~ r~dio and telephone communications are 
employed. In any event, 1t is highly unlikely that Manchester's attacks 
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would have been successful even if the timi~~ had ~een perfect. He 
cannot be blamed for failing to storm a position with a mere 7,000 
men, which his colleagues had decided was unassailabl~ . by the 
combined parliamentarian army of 19,000. The Shaw pos1t1on was 
indeed impregnable to direct assault. 

Despite the remarkable success achieved it was unlikely that 
under seventeenth century battlefield conditions an adventurous plan, 
such as that undertaken by the parliamentarian army. at New~ury o~ 
26 and 27 October 1644, could ever have resulted m the. v~cto~ it 
sought. Just too many things could go wro~g. The recnmma!i?ns 
aimed at Manchester after the battle were unjust, and the suspicion 
arises that the political manoeuvring, which 1:1ttimatel?' ~~d to the Self
Denying Ordinance, was dishonest, self-serv~ng ~d imt1at~ by those 
concerned to cover up their own shortcon:iii:igs m the action. Great 
tides in history sometimes flow from such tnvial waves! 

Author's Postscript 
I live in a seventeenth century cottage at Beenham. It stands on a 
narrow lane next to the Church. The lane is an a~cient trackway 
which winds down to the Kennet at Padworth. I beheve that on 25 
October 1644 the armies of parliament marched right past my front 
door en route to Newbury. I can imagine the growi~g rancour 
betw~en Manchester and Cromwell finding verbal expression as they 
passed my threshold. Perhaps it wa~ ill)udged wor?s spo~en at that 
very moment which accelerated thetr d.iscord, openmg a nft beyond 
repair - an interesting thought to play with! 
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AN ADDITIONAL ASPECT TO THE 
INTERPRETATION OF MARVELL'S 'HORATIAN ODE 

UPON CROMWELL'S RETURN FROM IRELAND', 
LINES 67-72. 

by Michele V.'Ronnick 

So when they did design 
The Capitol's first line, 
A bleeding head where they begun, 
Did fright the architects to run; 
And yet in that the State 
Foresaw its happy fate. 

In 1984 Blair Worden helped us to develop a fuller understanding of 
the ironical and layered meanings conveyed by the text of Andrew 
M~vell's 'Horatian <?de Upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland'.[1] He 
pomted to the ambivalent and arcane nature of the poetry 'which 
leads us beyond clear-cut interpretation into the doubtful territory of 
myth and imagination'. Furthermore, he noted that our efforts to 
creat.e coherent ~nd cogen~ .analyses are compounded by the poem's 
multivalent allus10ns to Bntish and Graeco-Roman history. 'When we 
uncover the ode's opening allusions to Lucan (or, when, now, it has to 
be ui:icov~re~ for us, which is not quite the privileged experience that 
the Imes mv1te), we know we shall have to work hard.' But is such a 
problem, wondered Worden, due 'not because of Marvell's sublety but 
because the .twentieth century' is 'ill equipped to weigh his allusions'. 
'Would', Worden asked, 'Marvell's contemporaries have found the 
passages where irony has been detected easier?'[2] 

The answer to his query must be a qualified yes. Marvell's 
con.temporaries would without a doubt have found the simple 
apprehension of such allusions easier, but not necessarily their 
comprehension. For Marvell's poem clearly reflects the unsettled and 
portentous moment. in history in which it was written. Its meaning is, 
as L.D .. Lerner pomted out, 'double-edged' and 'poised'.[3] A close 
look at Imes 67-72 provides us with some additional evidence. 

Scholarly commentary by Elizabeth Story Donna informs us 
that these verses refer to an incident that occurred around the end of 
the sixth century B.C. during the period of monarchy in Rome. It 
seems that 

in digging the foundations of the temple of Jupiter 
Capitolium, the excavators turned up 'a man's head, face and 
all, whole and sound: which sight...plainly foretold that 
[Ro.me] should be the chief castle of the empire and the 
ca1?1tal place of the whole world'. (Livy, Annals 1.55.6, tr 
P~demon Holland, 1600, ELv). The story is related also by 
Plmy (N.H. XXVIIl.4) and Varro (De lingua Latina V.41).[4] 
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A JN Wilson in his discussion of these lines, which he terms 
'the tragic. ;t~zas' links the head to that of Charles I, and ?eclares that 
the lines 'suddenly and starkly proclaimed' that tht: execution was 'not 
only necessary for the security of the new Rep~bh~, but an_ augury of 
future national greatness of an wholly new kmd . He pomts to the 
poem's 'recurrent color Romanus' which comes from Marvell's 
eclectic selection of Roman exemplar drawn from the late monarchy 
to the early republic - a period of a~o~t 550 years - and C?ncluded 
that it was 'an Ode in many ways remm1scent of Horace, but m others 
not so much Horatian as boldly Roman' .[5] . . .. 

No one, however, has yet fully cons1d~red t~e ~1g~1f1cance ~f 
this historical background of these particular lmes vis a vis Marvell s 
meaning and his readers' understanding. I here suggest that the 
grizzly history of the Etruscan monarchy that forms th

1

e ~ac~drop to 
the discovery of the head also forms a part of Marvell s 1romcal and 
ambivalent ambiguity. . . 

Our extant sources from classical antiquity P!ov1de us with a 
mytho-historical account of the Etruscan hegemony ~n Rome. By the 
time that the omen of Rome's future greatness was d1scovere~, Rome 
had been ruled for several generations by the dynasty est~bhshed by 
King Tarquinius Priscus and his high-born Etruscan wife, Queen 
Tanaquil. The dynasty's high-handed and arrogant use. of power over 
a period of years was its undoing, however. Curs~~ as ignoble tyrants, 
they were deposed during the reign of Tarqumms Superbus after 
Lucretia, a virtuous young mat~o~, "".as raped by a younger son of the 
royal house and committed smc1de m shame. T~ereupon Brutus and 
Lucretia's husband, Collatinus, drove the Tarqums out of Rome and 
established the republic upon the rui~s of the monarchy. . 

Marvell and his readers, unhke our modem audience, knew 
through first hand knowledge of Livy, or o_f ~ivy's. translators at the 
very least, about the assassinat~on of Tarqumms Pnscus, whose head 
was split open with an axe (Livy 1.40). Throu.gh the same so~rces, 
they learned that his successor, Servms Tullius, was assassu;ia!ed 
according to the plan of his daughter and her husband, Tarqu~n~us 
Superbus (Livy, 1.48). They next discov~red how Tarqumms 
Superbus had mistreated the Roman pleb~ians. a~d drove them 
mercilessly to work on various parts of his bmldmg. programme 
(Livy, 1.55-6). Furthermore, they learned ~h.at before bem~ deposed, 
Tarquinius had engaged in murder and pol!t1cal treac~ery m o~der to 
annexe the city of Gabii. Unable to speak d1~ectly to his son while 01:1t 
walking in a garden, Tarquinius Superbus s1gi;ialled wor?lessly t? his 
son that the leaders of Gabii should be as~ass1~ated, wh~ch he did by 
knocking the heads off poppy blossoms with h1.s cane (L.1vy, l.~4). 

For Marvell this violent history, which culmmated m the 
collapse of the system of monarchy in Rome, demonstrated that 
changes in power and in form of governmei;it a~e mark~d. by 
bloodshed. As such, they can be seen as. an h1stonc and sm1ster 
parallel that foreshadowed the English expenence. After Cbarles I lost 
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his constituency in the 1640s and then his head in 1649, the question 
yet remained in 1650 as to the future not only of England's 
leadership but also of England's people. Lines 65-70 show us that 
Marvell well understood that no head of state could function without 
a firm attachment to its own body politic. 

A motif of resurrection is made clear by the patterns of 
English history, and anticipates the imagery that will surround the 
restoration of Charles 11.[6] Out of the destruction of one ruler comes 
the ascendancy of another. Execution by decapitation was macabre 
proof that the body politic could and would replace its own head both 
symbolically and literally. Moreover, Oliver Cromwell had his own 
familial association with decapitation, for he was related through the 
paternal line to Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIIl's minster, who was 
beheaded in 1540. In a chilling twist of history, and one Marvell 
could not know about in 1650 of course, Cromwell's own body was 
later exhumed and ritually decapitated a decade later in 1661. 
Marvell leaves his readers in this poem with a discomfitting analogue 
based upon Roman history. While the Capitoline head augured a 
happy future for both the English and Roman state, for the immediate 
present it divined a sequence of civil and political strife brought on 
by the actions of an inadequate government, royal or otherwise. 
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6. Cromwell's head remained exposed on a post until 1685~ For some 
background to this see Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, pp. 32, 51. 
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CRO~~~~~s~~~l~~oiAAi~~~i~~~~CTIVE 
FOREIGN POLICY 

by T.C. Venning 

f uffered from the tendency to Studies of the Protectorate have o t~n s ological study of Cromwell's 
regard it as as an afterthought to ~ c ro~lsion of the Rump and his 
career - an .i~terlude ~et~_een t ~~ss~'is for the future. It is al~~ too 
death, contammg no s1g~1~~a:1atorship based ultimately on. mdt~a~y 
often seen as a persona tc has been over-emphasised, tt ts 
power, and although the .latterf ef 61;;n:howed that a Protector lacking 
undeniable that the events 0

. . Id not face down trouble from 
Oliver Cromwell's personal pre;:iige co~d men. Misunderstandings of 
New Model Army grandees, ~ 1~~~~nd to its constitutional nature, 
the nature of the ~rotectora e f Government' - the work of_ J~h.n 
forgetting that the Instrumellt h?mself - was in effect Great B~1tam s 
Lambert rather th~n <;romwe the realities of power relymg on 
first written constltut!on .. Whate~er un recedented position f~r ~he 
the armed forces, m tts~lf a t~d) technically the constitution 
kingdoms (and one never sm~e ~~~e~hief' executive of a government 
presented Cromwell as mere/ dministrative Council of State and a 
divided bet~een a permanen ad House of Commons. Cromwell was 
part-time legislature, the refor:ne h a dictator regarding himself as 
a constitutional monarch rat e~ t af his own ~ords to parliament on 
the 'parish constable' of the na~~~n~l were the 'trustees of ~he 
12 September 1654, i!h~ d the House (the latter only dunng 
Commonwealth' and bot t ey an h"s actions.[1] The Council and 
its sittings) had a veto.dupo: in ~aking policy, however mu~h the 
parliament had to be cons1 ere f the 'Single Person' gave him as 
personal prestige and patronage o the right of dissolution did over much advantage over the former as 

the latter. . . Cromwell was to govern 'with 
According to th~ .c~mstltui~~~;vals between parliaments ~n~ to 

the advice of the Council t~ti!ht~e 'advice and consent' of a maJ?nty. 
control the .a;med forcef wt tended into foreign affairs, a topic on 
The Council s power a so ex dilections of the monarch had 
which the power and personal pr~ had often weighed the advice 
always been paramount. The ~overet~n State and factions against each 
and plans. of ind~vidual Coun~~~':~toseemed advantageous - t~e splits 
other, takmg notice of .t~em . sh factions at the courts of Ehzabe~h, 
between pro- and anti- pant the most important examples of th1_s. 
James I and C~arles I ~ere neither sought nor desired except m 
Outside court ~rrcles, advice w~ted to register its enthusiasm for a 
so far as parhament ~as exp~ d d on against another European 
course of milit~ry action dect e ~~n James's angry reaction to 
po~er by, p~ov1ddd1rg ~d~~~ti~ ~~~~pea~ policy in 1621 was notably parhament s me mg wt 
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registered by his tearing the relevant page out of the Commons 
Journal in a rage at their presumption. But now the h_ead of state was 
required by the constitution to decide on such questions of war and 
peace by the 'consent of a majority' in the Council and to 'direct in all 
things concerning the keeping and holding of a good 
correspondency with foreign kings, princes, and states' with the advice 
of Council and of parliament when sitting.[~] . . 

The question of Cromwell's perso~al ~n~uence over ht~ advisers 
and his ability to weigh the demands of md1v1du~ls and _fact10n_s th~s 
became of crucial importance in the outcome of pohcy-making dunng his 
Protectorate, and is particularly in evidence in the area of Europ~an 
diplomacy where, unlike in domestic affairs, _strong oI?inions ?n ~e nght 
course of action could be observed. The question of alhance with either of 
the two rival Catholic powers of western Europe, France and Spain, 
entailed assessment of which state was a worthier ally - Spain, with which 
there was an ancestral Protestant quarrel going back beyond the days of 
the Armada and France, which had sheltered Charles II and was still 
suspected of preferring a Stuart regime. The existence of th~ United 
Provinces of the Netherlands, a fellow Protestant repubhc but a 
commercial rival, also posed a dil~mma and weighed consciences against 
profit. . . 

One of the main difficulties facing the construction of a Council of 
State in 1653 was the limited pool of talent from which the new Protector 
could pick, which in tum was linked to the lack of ~xperience in nation~ -
and international - affairs of those who were available. The successive 
political upheavals of 1642-8, the expulsion of the Ru~p, and.the ~ailure 
of the 'Assembly of Saints' in 1653 had each resulted m the al1enat1on of 
another part of the parliamentarian cause from the government, and 
attempts to renew contact with these people were notably unsuccessful 
with suspicion on both sides. The events. of 1653 remo'Yed fr~m 
Cromwell's orbit two of the most talented bodies of men associated with 
the Rump, pragmatic administrators such ~s Sir ~en~y Vane and the 
doctrinaire republicans such as Algernon Sidney (1romcally, brother of 
Councillor Lord Lisle), along with many of the parliamentarian gentry, 
who refused to serve under the man who had repeated Charles l's outrage 
of using troops in parliament, and religious zealots such as General 
Harrison. Outright dissent was minimal, and cowed by the power of t~e 
military, but the result was to throw Cromw~ll back upon a body_ of h~s 
own relations fellow-officers, and personal fnends when constructmg his 
Council. Inde~d, many early commentators upon th~ regin;ie followed th~ 
line of scornful contemporaries such as John Hobart m calling the c;ouncd 
a body of toadies, 'confidants and dependants, perfectly awed by him and 
his 30,000 myrmidons'.[3] Recent research, most notably by ~eter 
Gaunt,[4] has alleviated this picture and showed us that the Councillors 
were a more competent and independent-minded body of men than used to 
be assumed. They did, however, include men such as Richard Major, 
Richard Cromwell's father-in-law, and Colonel Humphrey Mackworth of 
Shrewsbury who were both political and military nonentities, as well as 
stronger fi~res such as Lambert, reckoned the second-ranking person in 
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the new regime and probably the brains behind the failure of the 
Nominated Parliament, and men of experience such as diplomat Sir Walter 
Strickland. Cromwell undoubtedly included his son-in-law Colonel 
Charles Fleetwood and brother-in-law John Desborougll and made his 
cousin Henry Lawrence 'Lord President', his deputy, as trusted relatives, 
while personal friends with negligible political or military reputations were 
included such as Sir Charles Wolseley, a 23-year-old who lived until 
1714, and Nathaniel Fiennes who had disgraced the parliamentary cause 
by surrendering Bristol in 1643. At the other extreme to Wolseley sat the 
aged Francis Rous, Provost of Eton, veteran Presbyterian author, friend 
of international educationalist Samuel Hartlib, and stepbrother of John 
Pym, while scions of the aristocracy from parliamentarian families 
included Philip Sidney, Lord Lisle, whose father had had the charge of 
Charles I's younger children and whose classical tastes showed him to be 
no Puritan, and Edmund Mulgrave, Lord Sheffield. The most obvious 
explanation for the choice of assorted nonentities like Mackworth is 
geography as much as reliability - between them the Councillors 
represented most areas of England and could thus report back on feeling 
(and subversion) in their districts, in an informal version of the way in 
which the country was to be divided by Major-Generals in the crisis of 
1655. 

The Councillors were not a homogenous body of men with a 
similar outlook on policy, as indeed they had varying degrees of political 
or military experience. (It should also be remembered that some of them 
had duties outside the Council which made full participation in policy
making impossible, e.g. Fleetwood as Lord Deputy in Ireland in 1654-6 
and Lambert, Desborough, and Philip Skippon as Major-Generals in 1655-
6.) They included one professional diplomat, Strickland, great-nephew of 
Elizabeth's minister Francis Walsingham and parliamentary envoy to the 
Dutch in 1642 and 1650. Lawrence and Fiennes had lived for a time in the 
United Provinces and Rous had attended Leyden University as far back as 
1597; Lisle had travelled to Paris with his father's embassy in the 1630s; 
Skippon, a veteran infantry-commander, had served in the Dutch army 
against Spain in the 1620s. This foreign experience often coincided with 
'godly' credentials, in the cases of Fiennes and Rous in particular; among 
the other Councillors of whose staunch Protestant beliefs (linked to hatred 
of Spain) we have evidence are Sir Gilbert Pickering, leading proponent 
of an alliance with France, and the zealous Baptist Fleetwood. The latter 
in particular urged Cromwell to a form of crusade against the persecuting 
Catholics after the shocking massacres of Protestant villagers in the 
Vaudois cantons of Savoy (made much of by Milton, the Council's Latin 
secretary) in 1655.[5] No evidence of strong religious opinions, however, 
exists for men such as Wolseley, who was grumbled at as he had 'done 
naught for the Cause', and Pickering's young relative Colonel Edward 
Montague (or Mountagu), the latter principally pre-eminent under 
Cromwell - and Charles IT - as a naval commander. It should also be said 
that there is no evidence of a split between 'civilian' and 'military' 
Councillors, something which has sometimes been suggested with 
reference to how the senior officers Fleetwood and Desborough resented 
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'ci.vili~n· control of Richard Cromwell' r . . 
pnmanly civilian Councillors had held ~I.Po 1c1es m 1658-9. Some 
Colonel Philip Jones (Steward of th p mi itary rank, such as Fiennes 
figure in Cromwellian South Wal e rotectoral Household and a majo~ 
Cooper, later the Earl of Shaftes~~~ t~~n~ ~~ley_Cooper, and Major. 
and had later been prevented fro~ 10 ~ 1m~1ally been a royalist 
~~botsbury, Dorset by a fellow-Cou ~rss~nI'g his ?1~ associates at 
rt is not known if personal tension nc~ or, o o~el W~ll!am Sydenham; 
post in 1654. Nor could the 'milit co~~but~ to his d~1s1on to resign his 
who preferred war a ainst S · . ary ouncdl?rs be ~1ted as the zealots 
leading pro-Spanish ~ouncilf:::~ r~~~~~ ~~op1s~ cruelties! as the 
that very few Councillors were included . th 1' rt. It is also noticeable 
1660-2, a fate shared mostly by partisans1~f ~ 1~t of ~eople punished in 
only one to suffer prolonged incarceration ed ~mp, Lambert was the 
went on to great power. an ooper and Montague 

Mention should also be made f S 
a Councillor until 1657 but far mor 

0 
eci:etary !ohn ~urloe, not even 

many who were. As the chief of intell~ prom1~nt ID policy-making than 
expertise at a time of contin al h igence, urloe had knowledge and 
of po~erful neighbours su~h ~ r~~~~r~; thJ ~oy~lists when the ~ttitude 
potentially dangerous. His spy-netw k ha~ pa1D wa~ uncertam and 
of Francis Walsingham the latter al or s. a only been nvalled by those 
to remove an 'illegiti~ate' ruler as~fs~~~e a~ a timale o~ P<?tential invasion 
had a built-in advantage when 't Y u~tem ~1ss1dents. Thus he 
th~t when both he and Crom~~tr:e~~ ~~e~mg P?hcy, and it is notable 
swiftly ground to a halt [6] Wh .t 1 t e bus1Dess of government 
Council, much of its ti~e taken~~ lw~~e to. ~atters of fo~ign policy the 
and reports on domestic matters I rece1vmg and reacting to petitions 
policy such as the choice of ally be~~uallyF only debated ~ajor matters of 
the routines of meetin a b een ~ce and Spam, and delegated 
official letters to smalco~~=~~~h ~e~otia~~g treaties, and drafting 
assist'.[7] Significantly, the only substa:i~ialu~u y had ·~. Secretary to 
on the overall motives of foreign por . ochument which we possess 
Thurloe drew up t h. al" . icy is t e memorandum which 
. h' S or is roy 1st mterrogators in 1661 2 d · 
m 1s tate Papers. It owes a ood d al . . - an 1s preserved 
defend its author's position· ghe e to.hmds1ght and to a desire to 
understated. Nevertheless its da1cu:~ the importance of ideology is 
the dangers posed by France and S . mg ass~ssment of the real extent of 
the Protectorate's choice of enemy ~~~:t~ es ;h~t.els~ we ~ow about 
lack of ability to foment trouble "th' - Ea ec1S1on ID which Spain's 
factor.[8] wi 10 ngland was an important 

. The question of 'France or s ai ?' . h . 
obv10us tensions can be discerned a.loon· his t at o!1 wh1c~ t~e most 
France was more unpopular within th Ng t M Council. At this Juncture 
on account of its support for the stua':t ew odel ~y (and the navy) 
officers' views of that country in 1654 s d ~c~~unts which we possess of 
Fr~ce than to the supposed arch-pers!° t ID S 5? show more hostility to 
be1Dg at war, both powers were m . cu or pa1D.[9] F~ce and Spain 
successive parliamentary regime ~nLg redques~s for assistance, and the 

s ID on on S1Dce 1642 had had more 
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cordial relations with the Spanish ambassador Don Alonso de Cardenas. 
The Commonwealth had been lending limited naval a11d mercenary 
support to rebels in south-west France since 1651, Cromwell being 
involved with this as Commander-in-Chief, and the possibility of effective 
assistance to such people distracting Cardinal Mazarin's regime from 
aiding royalists remained important through 1654. An ideological element 
was also involved, the 'Ormee' rebels being republicans and the 
Huguenot rebels in the region stressing their links with their English 
Protestant brethren; independent of Council factions, Cromwell was 
pressurised by his republican agent to Bordeaux, Colonel Sexby, and by 
his Huguenot agents in Paris, Augier and Petit. A report on Council 
differences in 1654, unearthed by Samuel Gardiner and quoted in his 
History of the Commonwealth and Protectorate, cites the Council as being 
divided into a pro-French faction led by Pickering, a pro-Spanish faction 
led by Lambert (whose Yorkshire neighbours would suffer if war cut the 
wool-trade with Spain), and a third group led by Thurloe who felt that 
war was too costly but that Cromwell should be 'head and leader of a 
Protestant league' and that France and Spain should be kept embroiled to 
prevent the former supporting Charles Il.(10] The importance of finance 
was crucial to a new regime, still awaiting a financial settlement with its 
first parliament, and this factor coincided with undoubtedly serious 
differences among Cromwell's advisers to delay any open alliance with 
France or Spain (particularly as the French rebels were collapsing). 

The accounts we possess of Council debates on policy towards 
France and Spain in April and July 1654, the latter in Montague's family 
papers, show that Lambert led opposition to war with Spain and to the 
suggested compromise of a reprisal attack on her American colonies, the 
'Western Design'. Such an attack, not meaning immediate war in Europe, 
was reckoned 'the most profitable in all the world' as it would present a 
supposedly cheap victory with 'six nimble frigates' scooping up prey 
from Spanish treasure-fleets. Spain having proved unable to finance a war 
in Europe while the French rebellions were still active, this would provide 
loot to reinforce finances without the open breach in Europe, which a 
faction of Councillors opposed; the onus of declaring war was thus put on 
Spain. The Councillor to point out the pitfalls - lack of legal justification, 
chicanery, and the disastrous effect on their reputations if things went 
wrong - was Lambert.[11] The disaster in the Caribbean proved him right 
in 1655, but he did not choose to press his opposition to the point of 
disloyalty or to press strongly for reconciliation with Spain when Philip 
IV expelled English merchants but stopped short of a declaration of 
war. 

In the parallel negotiations with France and Spain from April 
1654, a cynical auction of Cromwell's services to the highest bidder, it is 
significant that in each case a Councillor in favour of alliance with the 
negotiating partner was balanced by one opposed to it. Th11s Lambert, 
favouring Spain, negotiated with Cardenas assisted by the pro-French 
Pickering, while the sympathetic Strickland negotiated with French 
Ambassador Antoine de Bordeaux assisted by the pro-Spanish 
Cooper.[12] In a similar balance of Council factions on the question of 
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nlliance with either the Dutch or their enemies the Swedes in the Baltic 
when it was time to negotiate a defensive alliance with Sweden in 1656 
1~.ulstrode Wh!t~locke, former ambassador to that country, Strickland, and 
hennes were ~omed by the.pro-Du~ch .Pickering.[13] The necessity not to 
upset ~me faction of Councillors comcided with the genuine difficulties of 
~elect~n.g the more lucrative ally and with Cromwell's own well-known 
mde~isiveness, and the outcome was decided by the angry Spanish 
~caction to t~e 'Western Design' which could be presented as too great an 
!nsult to be ignored .. The 'long and serious' debates on reaction to Spain 
m O~tober 165? .affirmed. Cromwell's decision to press ahead with war 
despite ~he h!lmih~t10n which he had recently received by the defeat of his 
troops m Hispamola - the one occasion when a united stand led by 
La~bert might have had some ~ffect.[14] At most, Lambert only 
~egistered ~ formal protest. Iromcally, Cardenas's over-estimate of 
mte!"Il~l resistance to C:romwe.ll's ~elligerence may have played a part in 
Spam s lack of offensive action m 1656, a time when Cromwell was 
endangered by lack of money and resistance to the Major-Generals, but 
rumo~rs spoke. repeatedly of Spanish peace-missions and the royalist 
court mstalled m Bruges received little assistance. 

As e~ly as spring 1654 t~ere is ~vidence of Cromwell being 
prepared to ignore the pro-Spanish faction when the possibility of 
7xc~pt~onally good terms with France arose (albeit on the sole word of the 
mtng~mg Fre~ch envoy Philippe de Baas).[15] Thereafter the Council is 
occasi?nally .cited as .the reason for Cromwell's slowness in proceeding to 
the stnct alliance with France which Mazarin desired to tie down his 
untrustworthy ally once both England and France were at war with Spain. 
In November 1655 Bordeaux was told that the Council considered it 
'b3:seness' ~o allow the Hispaniola disaster to panic them into an offensive 
all~~ce with France.[16] As a result of the Anglo-French peace treaty, Sir 
Wilham L.ockhart, Scots husband to Cromwell's niece and a former 
Fren~h office~, .was sent ~o n7gotiate with Mazarin on a military alliance 
centring on a JO mt campaign m Flanders - a war which France would fund 
and 'Yhich ~o~ld end ~n England gaining the privateering base of 
Dunkirk. Resis~i~g handu~g o".er a French town (temporarily in Spanish 
h~nds) to a regicide heretic with the resulting patriotic uproar, Mazarin 
tned to back off but was warned by Lockhart that the Council 'had offered 
that as t~eir hu~ble opin~o~ to Cromwell, whose goodness seldom 
offered him to shght the op1mon of so wise and affectionate men'. If this 
was .not an excuse, th7 ~esis~~ce of La~b~rt's faction may be apparent 
here, that was Mazarm s opmion.[17] Similar trouble occurred late in 
1657,. when the Anglo-French force had taken the fort of Mardyke near 
Dun~irk and France was suspected of deliberately leaving the English 
gal!is~:m exposed to c.ou~ter-attack. Thurloe warned Bordeaux that 'the 
maJor,ity of the ~ouncll disapproved of the conquest and regarded it as an 
?cc~ion to dram England of men and money ... though he himself was as 
mc!i~ed as ever to ~e~ain. unite? with France'.[18] By this juncture a 
revision of the constitution m the Humble Petition and Advice' had made 
Cromwell technically independent of any Council veto, but resistance to 
the expense the Flanders expedition within that body is independently 
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attested by the Veneti~ a~basps~8~;·~:Je less crucial to the nation than 
Other asp~ts o o~eign S ain and there is no record of 

the question of alliance ;-1~ Fr~~e J.~w~ver' as has already been seen, 
any s~rio~~ factions in t e. ou~c1 .were reck~ned to prefer the Dutch to 
some md1v1~uals such as ~1cke~g a powerful Protestant ally in the East. 
the Swedes m the matter 0 see . g f the Baltic depended on peace 
The mainte~ance of nava~ sup§11e~e~o:uld shut England off from this 
there, and either the Dute or w~romwell made a studied attempt to 
crucial source of supply· ~en~~l omplaining about Dutch ill-will as 
rem~in more or less ne~v~~s~li;ye ~d encouraging Charles X of :Swede? 
manifested by commercia . En land was at war with their 
against the H~bsburgs (particularly ~~~eave ~aively hoped that Charles 
Spanish cousms). Crom~ell s~ms Swedish traditional hostility to such 
wou~d J?Ut his ProtesJ'1°~ uty ba tot~~re was not sufficient Council intere~t 
Baltic nvals as Bran en ?rg, u . The onl account we have of Council 
for any~ne to challe~ge hu~ on th~s. is Whifulocke's record that W. o~sel~y 
interest m Crom':"ell s B~tl~·~tr~ gy cier Sir Christopher Pack to JOm his 
opposed the choice oft e ~ y eJn~ 1656 and the timing of it, allegedly 
planned second embassy to w en 10 

• vo s to stay away from his 
because the King had requeste~ all.J.J~~:!i~~~e's yaccount shows that the 
current campaign.[20] Other.wt~ with the Swedish treaty were hard 
Coun~illors del~gate1 t~na~~1~~ ~~ters as contraband and the supply of 
bargamers, part1cul~ ~l h fie third county' but do not seem to have 
weapons to ~ J?<;>te?h~ Y ~s 1 

h matters were left to Cromwell and 
taken major m1hatlve m pohcyh. SFuc h Span1·sh Dutch Swedish and h larly met t e renc , • ' . ·1 Thurloe, w o regu .d f formal negotiations with Coun~1 
other ambassadors Ot~ts1. ~ .o . were taken abroad by English 
committees. Such crucial imtiai;es ~s Secretary Philip Meadowe's 
ambassa~ors. - most no~ably tEun~ otiations before the Treaty. of 
intervention m the Swedishf~~en atgtheir own initiative followmg 
Roskil.de in ~658 - w.er~ un ~instructions, written by Thurloe though guidelmes. laid dow? m iorma 

approved m C<;>uncil. ~ th d y-to-day work of the Council on less 
It remams to re1e~ to e. a . ound committees. Formal 

important matters .of fore1gnlohcy, c~nt~~rroe or a committee;[21] the 
letters and instructions w:re . r~wn up Y e as 'Lord President', 
only Councillor to writ: i!1d1v1duall~.wasi;~;:n~~gland in 1654.[22] 
on the occasion of official recogm/~nsuch 'one-off episodes as the 
Committees were u~ua~y ~et u~heoy dealt with individual requests in 
declaration of war with pam, ts Ion -term committees, not necessarily 
domestic matters. Th~re wer; a so 165~ a committee containing many 
restricted to Councillors. r?m isted to control the relief funds to the 
important supporters of tJ:ie reg1m~ e~ther deserving foreign Protestants, 
Vaudois Massa~re surv1~ors ;:ck and Vyner.[23] Another committee, a 
headed by t~e. ~1ty fin~~iers hants) and military men, was set up to co
mix~re of civilians (m~l ~:r~westem Design'.(24) In July 1655 a 
ordma~e the planmng deal with matters of trade, [25] and ~as 
committee was set upbto £ al and probably over-large Council of superseded a year later Y a orm . 
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Trade.[26] It is noticeable that the same men tended to serve on most of 
these bodies, reflecting the limited amount of support upon which the 
l>rotectorate could rely. Among the City advisers, the most eminent were 
Thurloe's brother-in-law Martin Noell, the major government supply
contractor in the West Indies, and Maurice Thompson and Andrew 
Riccard, prominent in the East India artd Levant Companies. Their 
practical input to policy was even less than that of the average Councillor -
Thompson's prolonged attempt to open up East India trade when the 
Company Charter came up for renewal was as unsuccessful as West 
Indies trade-expert Thomas Povey's attempt to set up a West India 
Company. 

The Council itself retained control of the committees dealing with 
the colonies in the Americas. Here the government had inherited the 
supervisory role of its predecessors, many of the Stuarts' patentees on the 
mainland being unreliable royalists and parliament having set up a Board 
for the Colonies in 1644. The Council thus had to deal with such matters 
us abolishing the royalist K.irke family's proprietorship of Newfoundland, 
the dispute between 'royalist' and 'parliamentary' factions in Maryland 
and Virginia which they were asked to arbitrate, and protection for 
shipping. A formal 'Plantations Committee' of seven Councillors, headed 
by Lambert, was set up in March 1655,[27] though the 'ad hoc' nature of 
arrangements was shown by the fact that matters which might have been 
expected to come within their remit were still submitted to other groups. 
The fledgling 'Virginia Committee', including visiting colonist Edmund 
Winslow of Massachusetts as an adviser,[28] was superseded in the 
course of 1654 so that the question of Lord Baltimore's proprietorship of 
Maryland and the Virginia regime were handled by the full Council, the 
Council of Trade, and the Plantations Committee. In the Caribbean; the 
new conquest of Jamaica was placed under the authority of nine 
Councillors and the trusted Colonel lngoldsby as the 'Jamaica 
Committee'.[29] They took charge of such matters as reinforcements, 
pay, sending out the officers' wives, and transporting delinquents to build 
up the colony, and were superseded in July 1656 by a second body 
(including many non-Councillors) which is confusingly referred to in the 
records as the 'Americas', 'West Indies', or 'Jamaica' Committee.[30] 
The other Caribbean colonies, in the Bermudas, remained under the 
authority of the patentee 'Somers Island Company' which was headed by 
the Rump's nominees, Desborough and Colonel Rowe, but the Council 
could· consider complaints against them and Cromwell could annul 
unsatisfactory elections. [31] Thus the Council acted as an overall co
ordinator of government in the Caribbean and was particularly active in 
considering defence and colonisation during the war with Spain, 
following on parliamentary precedent with much greater involvement than 
the Stuart monarchs had shown. That the interest was primarily political 
und military not mercantile is shown by the failure of the West India Company plan. 

All this evidence shows that Cromwell's Council of State cannot 
be considered to be a group of 'yes-men' merely selected to approve 
policy without making a constructive contribution to government. The 
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very nature of their work involved detailed discussion and committee
work behind closed doors in the Council Chamber at Wllitehall Palace (on 
the site of the open ground between the Banqueting House and the present 
Ministry of Defence) rather than public appearances. The people saw the 
face of Cromwellian government as the military officers who kept watch 
for royalist subversion from their garrisons and interfered in local politics, 
but it was the invisible Councillors who made the more crucial 
contribution to government. All business centred on the Council, whose 
excessive workload contributed to the lack of major administrative 
reforms under the Protectorate. Divisions among the Council played their 
part in the delay in choosing an ally in Western Europe which dominated 
foreign policy in 1654-5, though there were other factors involved, and 
the fact that Cromwell could ultimately overrule Lambert does not deny 
the latter's importance. But ultimately the governance - and stability - of 
the regime depended upon the 'Single Person', and when he was 
removed, the tensions between military 'grandees', like Fleetwood and 
Desborough, and Richard Cromwell's closer allies, Thurloe and Jones, 
brought down the regime. The lack of power of the Council as an 
institution without Oliver Cromwell was reflected in the way it was 
brushed aside in April 1659. 
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THE PROTECTOR'S GHOST: POLITICAL 
MANIPULATION OF OLIVER CROMWELL'S 

MEMORY IN THE FINAL DAYS OF THE REPUBLIC 

by Mark Speakman 

The death of Oliver Cromwell, for so long a cornerstone of stable 
republican government, created a power vacuum which could not 
easily be filled by less enigmatic political factions. Amidst these 
political troubles, commentators of the day had the chance to mull 
over the nation's problems and propose their own solutions Reasons 
for God's displeasure with his chosen people were sought. For many 
tract-writers the root of the nation's political turmoil lay with the 
death of the Lord Protector, Oliver Cromwell, on 3 September 1658. 
Given the power and influence that Cromwell had held in the nation 
and given the chaos which clearly befell the country after his death, 
one would expect many political commentaries, both critical and 
supportive, to have appeared in his wake. 

In an admirably thought-provoking essay upon the subject of 
contemporary opinion towards Cromwell, John Morrill has only 
enough space to devote seven and a half pages to contemporary 
appraisal of the deceased Protector. Basing his conclusions upon 'a 
trawl' through the Thomason collection, Morrill concludes that 
Cromwell's death 'did not produce a great flood of writing'. Indeed, 
'one of the striking things about the eighteen months after his death 
was the lack of controversy about his memory and about his personal 
achievement'. In the aftermath of the death of the single most 
powerful man since King Charles I, killer of the monarch, bane of the 
Levellers, Commonwealthsmen, Fifth Monarchists and any other 
group that stood between him and a stable government, Morrill sees a 
Protector whose 'claims to godliness of intent were not seriously 
challenged'. [ 1] 

To his credit, Morrill attempts to document a lifetime's 
contemporary reaction to Oliver Cromwell in a very concise twenty 
-two page essay. Coverage of the material is necessarily brief, the 
reader being urged to 'seek out the tracts and others like them'.[2] It 
is easy to see how Morrill could have reached his conclusions. Upon 
looking through the index of the Thomason collection, we find very 
few tracts that actually contain the word 'Cromwell' in their title. Only 
when seemingly innocuous political tracts are carefully examined 
does the picture begin to change. Beneath supposedly innocent titles, 
such as Killing No Murder and Twenty-seven Queries Relating To The 
General Good Of The Three Nations, lie forceful and pertinent 
opinions upon the life of Oliver Cromwell.[3] There are even dangers 
in using such useful indices as Abbott's Bibliography of Oliver 
Cromwell to find tracts concerning the republican leader. Abbott 
identifies twenty-six references to Cromwell that appear in the 
Thomason Tracts between September 1658 and the beginning of 
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1660, yet an estimated further fi rt _ . . 
littbstantial. amounts of material rel~v~:~~e~r~!i~~~l~i8 contamu~g 
the c~llectton.[4] The presence of these 'hidden tract , so. appear m 
c~~~~~t upon any investigation into contemporarys 0~=~1io~U.::d~ 

The Thomason Tracts a colle f f . 
pamphlets and treatises of the ~id-seven~e~~~h ~en::;amly P?rdtical 
the contemporary London bookseller Geo Th ry comp1 ~ by 
remarkably com h · rge omason, provide a 

d
Protectof" Ther~ i:: v~~;1

;:w a~r~~~sn~c~o~~~~:d ~Yw~t~0~he h?lhd 
o not ieature m Thomason's coll f I . w ic 

build up a pattern of opinion towar~~ ~~~m~~~l t~~~~forf:e ,POdssible to 
uccuracy.[5] a air egree of 

uuth<;>rs ~a~~::y g~~~p~1et~~ct:o c::e be identifiefd as coming froi:n 
paucity is perha th . memory ° Cromwell. Their 
national popularit~~ in ~hem~~~tt~nf tie ~ndich~tiodn that Cromwell's 
good. Apart from fi 0 . owmg is eath, was less than 
of his death on 3 s~u~e~~~;r~6mwelhan tra~ts, accredited to the day 
11wamped in signific~nce by o;h~r suppor~l1s )~tchy and completely 
September 1658 and 6 August 1[5a;1~h et Iterature. B.etween 3 
~romwellian tracts. Between the lat ere are only e1~ht pro-
1s only one pamphlet that sees Crom ter 1f ~te ~d the Rest?ratton there 

Clues as to h h we m a avourable light. 
death can be found ~n ~~e ef ~rotector could find few admirers after his 
that event. The lecturer Geo~~~rrts that ap~eared im!Ilediately after 
came to the support of Cromwell' awrence, a. mos.t VIOient Puritan', 
Olivarii. An effected minister un~:e~~ with his sermon Pep/um 
speak.ing up against the royalist cau~e.[6r ;;P~~!eo~~d 8:.h~story of 
~~~:~~~!en~ euphoric mood of celebra.ti?n ~f a life ~~~r~~'ve~~~~e~ 
leader. Law~f;:~ ~~~cft:~~l:b~t~~:~l rejoice 10 tFe deat~ o~ their old 
towards detailing the wickedness otmou~ts o h space m his sermon 
Cromwell's death, The tone of peop ~ w o would delight in 
~eople are so reluctant to mourn th~~~~~~~t~:.s s~rm?n 1uggests that. 

R~;~!~e~i~~t~~;~~g0;0th:i~~~~~~=~ at ;h~ d::;:.s~; J~~~f 6'af1~~: 
not so much to honour the Protecto s 0 romwell are presented 
the three nations to mourn.[7] r but to provoke all the people in 

Lawrence's tone of having to d fi d th p , 
face of weighty criticism is echoed in t~ en e rotector s record in the 
dated 3 September. George Wither sees ~ conten~l?f ~e. other three tracts 
the horizon in his poem Salt upon Salt. romwe s cnttcs assembling on 

So~e, so. maliciously Invectives write, 
As if thetr Pens, in Juice of Aconite ... 
For ~hes~ ha~e not alone in Scurrile Verse, 
Blur d him with what their malice could asperse.[8) 
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In George Wither we find another. poet and pamphleteer who had w~tten ' 
tireless propaganda for the repubhcan cause. over many ~ears. Appomted 
a clerk of the recognizances in Chancery m 1655, Wither had lauded 
Cromwell in his poems The Statesman (1653) and The Protector 
(1655).[9] Yet his poem Salt upon Salt expresses concern not only over 
the number of critics Cromwell would have to face, but over t~e reco~~ of 
the beloved Protector himself. Wither suggests that Cromwell s ambttt?n 
for the title of Protector could have offended God and so caused h1i:n 
prematurely to end his life. Even though Wither puts the blame for this 
fall squarely upon the shoulders of the people for offering the Protectorate 
to Cromwell - 'We gave him Attributes, which unto none Belongs, but to 
the Deitie alone'[lO] - the contention that the Protector had been 
providentially removed by God is .extremely telling, and not only because 
it comes from the pen of a confirmed supporter. . . 

It is clear that all four tract-writers of 3 September 1658 anticipate 
that Cromwell will come under heavy attack for his personal ambition and 
much documented providential relationship with God. Notable efforts are 
made to demonstrate that the Protector was called to his position by the 
will of God and the people and not by his own ambition. Lawrence sees 
Cromwell as a man of dignity, 'lifted into the Throne by the prayers of 
God's people'. For Thomas Davies, he w.as a modest ~an sent by God t? 
bring peace to the nation, 'And yet took httle glory to himself, ~ut gave tt 
where 'twas due; and so should we'. The author of Cromwell s Fune~al 
Elegie shows an unwilli!1g .Cromwell having the ~rotectoral office 
thrust upon him at the btddmg of the people, parhament and •. m?st 
importantly, God. Even Wither admits that Cromw~ll accepted his title 
only at the bidding of the people. Upon the question ~f whet~er God 
himself desired the new Protector to assume the office h~ ts m~re 
subdued. However, even he concedes that 'God permitted him 
[Cromwell] to undertake the position.'[11] 

These four tract-writers of 3 September 165.8 do not seem to 
have gained their primary motivation for s~pportmg .the Protector 
from a sense of wishing to pay personal tribute to him. The. core 
message behind these pamphlets seems to be a plea for ~attonal 
stability in the potentially turbulent a~termath of Cromwell s deat~. 
Each author perceives the unpopularity of the Protector and ~ts 
regime, and goes out of his way to applau? the less. controversial 
political successes of Cromwell. The clear mference is that people 
should calmly accept the peaceful succession of the P~otectoral office 
from Oliver to Richard Cromwell. Indeed, accordmg, to .Thomas 
Davies, this easy succession was ?ne of the P~otector.s gifts to a 
troubled nation, 'Yet greater was his good, He dtd proy1de T.hat we 
should not be left without a Guide'.[12] ~hat the nation might be 
glad to be rid of its old guide and .not desire a new one was a fear 
implicitly recognised by the tract-writers. . 

A key point to make in the period from 3 September 165.8 ~s 
that many notably pro-Cromwellian author~ no longer feel_ tha~ tt ts 
necessary to make their tracts appear as dutifully s~cophant1c t~1butes 
to a great leader. In the troubled months, firstly of Richard 
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Cromwell's Protectorate an? then afte.r ~pril 1659 of other deeply 
unstable Commonwealth regimes, a majority of pro-Cromwellian tract 
~riters choose to emphasise the necessity of Protectoral style rule 
simply as a means of keeping the nation from ruin. Thus Cromwell's 
name is held up not so much for his Protectoral virtue but for his 
value .as a metaphor for strong and stable government. As political 
turmoil ru~~led o!l throu~h 1659, Cromwellian supporters became 
more candid m their appraisal of Cromwell's value to the nation. The 
author of Twenty-seven Queries Relating To The General Good Of 
The T_hree NCftions, dated 6 Jun.e 1659, finds a turbulent people 
deservmg ~ smtably harsh and arbitrary ruler to keep them in check. 
No longer 1s the Protector seen as the benevolent holder of national 
peace; now he is 'God's Rod for the sins of the Nation'. The tract 
questions 

Whether the old Lord Protector did not do better to hold up a 
Government by main force, as the Nation then stood then to let 
all run to ruine, and to suffer the people to imbrew th~ir hands in 
each others blood, which doudbtless they would have done had 
he let his sword fall?[13] 

. The ~all of .Rich!ird Cromwell's Protectorate in April 1659 
confirms the 1mpress1on given in pro-Cromwellian tracts of the time that 
the old Protector's memory and style of government was suffering under 
a welt~r of criticism. After the fall of the Protectorate, the cause of 
upholdmg Cromwell's memory appears increasingly hopeless. It is 
therefore not surprising that between April 1659 and the Restoration there 
~e only four notably pro-Cromwellian tracts. There is a clear recognition 
m these .tracts. that the country, in rejecting Cromwell's Protectorate, has 
steered itself mto dangerous and troublesome waters. The tract-writers 
c~ do little but use the image of a stable Cromwellian government to 
chide the p~ople over what they have rejected. The author of Twenty
~eve': ,Quene~, date~ 6 June 1659, mocks the citizens over their apparent 
mab1hty to stick with one form of government for any length of time -
'nothing ";ill please them, ~ut '"'.hat. the~ cry up today, they cry down 
tomorrow .[14] The same view 1s aired m the Cromwell biography of 
February 1660, The Peifect Politician. While the author is critical of many 
aspects of Cromwell's domestic policy, he concludes that 'he was a Man 
better fitted to make a Prince of, then the People was to receive him this 
we see sufficiently in the Management of the Government td his 
Death'.[15] 

There can be no doubt that pro-Cromwellian tract-writers faced a 
difficult cli~ate in the months following the Protector's death. One 
pamphleteer, m August 1659, even uses astrological predictions to bolster 
Cromwell's memory.[16] Yet it appears that Cromwell's supporters, few 
as they were, were not hazarding their opinions out of sheer love for their 
old leader. The P~otector was an important political metaphor for strong 
and stable republican government. Cromwellian tract-writers recognise 
that many people have justifiable grievances to level at the Protector's 
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memory. However, they also realise that the consequences o_f allowing 
critics to destroy Cromwell's recor~ would weak.en the rep11bhc and thus 
open the nation to inconstant factional goyern~ent. . 

A second collection of tracts can be iden~1fied as comm~ from the 
pens of confirmed royalists, interested in furthe~g the restoration of the 
exiled Charles Stuart. One might imagine that this group of people would 
have legitimate cause and desire to malign Cro~well; .the deceased 
regicide. It is therefor~ surpri.sing to find that royalist cnttcs ar:e largely 
silent during this penod amidst a flood ?f other pa.mphlet hteratu~e. 
Royalist criticism is noticeably slow to begm; tract-wnters are very q~net 
before June 1659. Even in the period from June 1659 to the Resto~atlon, 
the old Protector only has to face a trickle of critical pamphlet maten_al, the 
tally barely reckoning into double figures. It ~annot, howe".er, b~ said .that 
there is a lack of royalist pamphlet matenal produced m this peno_d. 
Seemingly many tract-writers simply choose not to comment upon the hfe 
of their old enemy. . , . 

Many tract-writers prefer to advocate the Kn~g s case m a 
constructive fashion, expounding the benefits o~ ~oyahst ~le. t~ the 
nation, rather than concentrating upon th<? failmgs of mdividual 
republicans. Typical of this style of approach is the pamphlet ?f 6 June 
1659, Three Propositions From The Case Of Our !hree_Natzons. 1:he 
author argues pragmatically ~n th~ theme that the n~tton will never enJOY 
peace unless it goes back to its tne~ and test~ ancient government, and 
brings back the hereditary succession of Kn~gs.[17] . 

Royalist criticisms of Cromwell are thm on the ground until after 
the Restoration. The handful of tracts that do focus upon the Protector are 
noticeably limited in the depth of their attacks. Most pamphlet~ers are 
happy just to pitch their criticisms at the level of la~~oons agamst. the 
tyranny and ambition of the old leader. Few deep pohttcal observattoi:is 
are made, about the actions of Cromw~ll or t~e management of his 
regime. This is most tangibly illustrated m a ser~es o~ p~mphlets where 
Oliver Cromwell is fictionalised as a ghost repentmg his sms to a ~umber 
of key political figures. The first tract, dated 6 June _1659, entitled A 
Dialogue Betwixt The Ghosts Of Charles I, Late Kmg Of England, 
And Oliver, The Late Usurping Protector, do~s not s:ek to present 
anything more than an ambitious and tyranmcal cancature of the 
republican leader.[18] In The Unh.app1 Marks-man of. 13. J~ne 165~, 
the old Protector is charged as bemg the onely Machiavilhan. of his 
Age', a claim that puts into words the often-state~ ass<?r~1on of 
manipulative tyranny leve~led at .cro~well by royah~t cnuc~.[19] 
Even the lengthy royalist b1ograph1cal history, ~nglan4 ~ ~orthie~, of 
February 1660 fails to follow a line of inspired cnt1c1sm agamst 
Cromwell. [20] . · h' 

A message of a cruelly rejected Kn~g prepared. to forgive is 
wayward flock for their sins, if only they will accept his government, 
is implicit in many of the pamphlets. Cromwell represents a powe~l 
group of British people who have committed grievous wrongs agamst 
the King. Yet, if they will only. a~cep~ royal rule, even they can. be 
forgiven. This spirit of reconc1hatton ts demonstrated most tangibly 
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' in The Court Career, dated 26 July 1659. In another imaginary 
encounter between the ghosts of Charles I and Oliver Cromwell, the 
King is presented as a saintly figure prepared to forgive his old 
enemy if only permitted by God. The King, addressing the ghost of 
Cromwell, his 'heart richly indew'd with princely pitty', says that it 
would be 'heartily opened unto thee [Cromwell] though my projest 
enemy if my pitty could redeem thee, or that it were lawful for me to 
pi tty thee'. To lesser villains than Cromwell the King can offer 
complete forgiveness -'I may safely appeal to those who have 
persecuted me and mine without a cause, if my heart had not been 
ever a stranger to revenge, but a ready harbourer of remorse'.[21] 

To many royalist commentators, Cromwell appears to represent 
the wayward people of England who must be forgiven in order that the 
King might be restored. Thus tract-writers are prepared to save much of 
their venom against the old Protector for after the Restoration. Royalist 
authors must also have been aware that the Protectoral regime of 
Cromwell was very similar in structure to that of the King. Both 
monarchic and Protectoral rule relied upon placing one person in a 
position of supremacy. Royalists, therefore, may have been careful not to 
launch a full-scale attack upon Cromwell and risk offending those 
Protectoral supporters who had some sympathy towards rule by a single 
person. 

The most intriguing and prodigious group of tract-writers offering 
their opinions upon Cromwell during this period are the republicans. 
These authors can loosely be identified as those people who, while 
upholding the republican cause, were disaffected with Oliver Cromwell's 
style of Protectoral government. Whilst harbouring their own individual 
grievances, many of these authors unite in their belief that Cromwell in 
accepting the power and status of Lord Protector, was betraying the 
republican aim, expressed at the King's execution, of setting up a fair and 
equal Commonwealth of the People. Many Commonwealthsmen 
belonged to political factions such as the Levellers and Fifth Monarchists. 
Others held their opinions in the republican armies. In the Protector's 
quest to bring stability to the nation, many were silenced or even 
imprisoned for airing views which, it was thought, would endanger the 
fabric of the Protectorate. The immediate aftermath of Oliver Cromwell's 
death seemingly gave them the opportunity to air their animated 
grievances. 

A surprising consequence of Cromwell's death is that there is no 
great outpouring of republican animosity towards the Protector in terms of 
numbers of tracts published. Indeed, between 3 September 1658 and mid
April 1659 there are only around five critical tracts produced. However, it 
must be remembered that the Protectoral regime of Richard Cromwell did 
not fall until April 1659. Before this date republicans may have felt under 
some pressure to suppress their criticisms of a man who was the father of 
lhe present head of the government. Thomas Cartwright's sermon, 
preached two days after Cromwell's death, before assorted civic 
dignit~es of London, is significant as much for its printed introduclion 
us for its actual content. Cartwright dedicates his sermon to the Sheriff of 
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the City of London and then seeks help trom _t~e. same to protect it from 
an obviously powerful barrage of hostile cnt~c1sm. The au~hor ~eems 
shocked by his sermon's reception, as he ad~1ts t~ the _Shenff ~ When 
your command gave life to this Sermon, I did not 1mag1ne that it could 
have been expos'd to any such uncharitable censures as might force it to 
return to your name for shelter and prot~ction:'~2~] 

Even in this early period of republ~can cnt1c1sm., char~es levelled 
against Cromwell are surprisingly senous. Cartwnght mfers that 
Cromwell had oppressed the people and covered his sins wit~ false 
professions of godliness. Yet God's eyes had not been bl~nd to 
Cromwell's sins and he had in his mercy cast the Protector down mto an 
early grave. Cartwright sees Cromwe~l's professions of godliness and 
virtue as mere dupes for the people 1~h1ch deserved t~ be, and had been, 
mercilessly exposed by God. Thus, _if ~hey whose carnage should ~e as a 
looking-glass for others to dress their hves, shall repre~ent false thmgs to 
them, God will quickly break then([23.J Cartwnght's ch~rges of 
Cromwell being disposed of by the providential h~d of ~od ~-e m~ensely 
grave, striking at the very heart of the Protector s own J1;1Stif1cat10~ for 
rule. Even a brief glance at any biography of Cromwell will show ~1m as 
a man who justified his main political decisions in terms of followmg the 
will of God. 

Cartwright's picture of Cromwell is quickly assimilated into other 
republican tracts. In the tract A Brief Relation, dated 28 January 1659, the 
author rails against leaders who are 'wicked and unjust' and 'cannot be 
removed but by an extraordinary provi~ence, as was the case. of the late 
King and Protector'. A Second Narrative Of The Late Parliament (So 
Called) of 20 April 1659, reiterates the ~h~ge that the Protector had bee
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providentially disposed of. However, this time the reason for Cromwe~l s 
removal is given that he has set up a Protectoral governmen_t that parodies 
the monarchic system of rule by one person. ~y monarchic govemme~t 
is seen as providentially owned upon by God smce the fall of Charles Is 
regime. Thus with the death of Cromwell the author sees 

a Hand of Displeasure from the Almighty, blinding the eyes and 
infatuing the understandin~s of t~ose unw_orthy per~ons, who 
Hie! like would have built Jencho agam, (to wit) Fallen 
Monarchy in a single person and a House of Lords.[24] 

The date 21 April 1659 saw the 'de facto' fall of Richard's 
Protectorate. Under pressure from _a powerful gr?up of republicans in 
both the army and civil positions, Richard was obhged to make plans for 
the return of a parliament consisting of those members who had been 
turned out of their seats by Oliver in 1653. England, weakened by back
biting political factions, had reverted from a Prote~torate to a 
Commonwealth. Not surprisingly, in the two months following the fal~ of 
the Protectorate, we are witness to an unprecedented_ flood of over thirty 
tracts, all eager to offer their opinions upon the hfe of the deceased 
Protector. 

Republican criticisms of Cromwell from this perio<I are notable, 
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in that many authors seem to echo each other's views and choose to 
concentrate upon certain key themes. A large proportion of tracts appear 
Himilar in format, presenting a list of similar 'queries' or grievances. The 
view first expressed by Cartwright that Cromwell was cast down by 
providence is repeated with evident relish in around half of the critical 
tracts. Undoubtedly, after Richard Cromwell's swift fall from office, 
republicans could feel justified in their assertion that Protectoral 
government had been declared against by God. Providence was a useful 
device which could be put to good use by republican critics of Cromwell, 
both to disparage him and his system of government and to defend the 
restored Rump parliament.[25] 

Here was a parliament that enjoyed God's favour in battle and 
which upheld the people's rights. According to a tract of 27 April 1659, 
'never was there a Parliament more victorious by a constant series of 
gracious Providences: never was there a Parliament that did more fully 
ussert and vindicate the Liberties of the People .. .'. No longer is Oliver 
Cromwell allowed even his traditional honour of being seen as the great 
providential war-leader of the republic, glorious both in the civil wars and 
foreign policy. Instead the Rump of the Long Parliament is seen as being 
blessed with God's grace, its General Cromwell only granted victory 
tmder the care of that body.[26] The Fifth Monarchist, vicar and lecturer, 
Christopher Peake, spent most of the Protectoral years in gaol on account 
of his critical views towards the regime. In his tract A Beam Of Light, he 
makes it clear that Cromwell had duped the Rump parliament into placing 
ull its forces into his hands for the English, Irish and Scottish campaigns. 
The General's intention had always been to take power for himself, away 
from parliament and the glorious cause, even 'after so many pretences of 
friendship to it'.[27] 

The key fear of republican critics of Cromwell is that his regime 
had brought the nation closer towards embracing the rule of the exiled 
King. The Protectorate is seen as having made the people more used to 
the idea of rule by a single person. Furthermore, the arbitrary nature of 
Cromwell's rule may have encouraged some citizens to believe that the 
King himself could provide rule of a similar, but much less despotic 
nature. This fear is expressed by J. Harrington, in his tract of 2 May 
1659, Pour Enclouer Le Canon. He finds that, 'though the people of 
England may be 20 to 1 for Monarchy, they are but deceived by the name, 
seeing they having of late years been more arbitrarily governed than 
formerly'. The assertion that Cromwell's base rule was an enticement for 
the people once again to embrace monarchy is reiterated in A Common· 
wealth Or Nothing, a tract dated 14 June 1659. The author asks a simple 
question that is implicit in a majority of critical pamphlets from this period 
- 'Whether for Brutus to expel Kings, and not to promote popular Libert, 
was to lay obligation upon the People (in hatred of Oligarchy) to bring 
back Monarchy?'[28] 

The fear of single person rule screams out from all republican 
tracts critical of Cromwell. The Protector's despotic life is used as an 
example to persuade people against entertaining anything other than 
parliamentary rule. A notable feature of tracts from this period is that 
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many of them are addressed specifically towards leadini figures in the 
republican army. Army leaders clearly have. the po.wer to .settle. ~he 
government in whatever form best befits the nation. In times of mstab1lity, 
army leaders might feel that the most stable ~ove~ment ~ould be one 
headed by a single person. Thus we see a senes of impassioned~ almost 
desperate pleas, from republican tract-writers altern~tely beggmg and 
threatening army leaders not to embrace rule by a smgle p~rson. The 
author of A Plain Word Of Truth To All The Officers AnLI Soldiers Of.The 
Army, dated 26 April 1659, begins a series of pleas to the army with a 
threat. God will providentially cas! do~n any person ~ho dares to set up 
rule by one person again, as .he did with both the Kmg an~ Cro~well. 
'The like will be against you, if yo1;1 go on any lo.nger~ and build. agam the 
Name or Thing God hath so emmently born m witness agamst from 
Heaven.' The author of a tract dated 14 June 1659 shows that the 
republican critics' distrust of the army has still not abate~. ~e offers the 
practical suggestion that to prevent the army from entertamn~g an.y plans 
for setting up a single person they should be purged, posts be~ng ~illed by 
'such who suffered under a publick pursuance, abommatmg the 
usurpations and cruelties of Oliver Cromwell'.[29] 

This sudden flood of anti-Cromwellian pamphlets from 
republican authors occurs in a very uncertain period. The fall of Richard 
Cromwell's Protectorate in April 1659 leaves the way clear for the return 
of the old Rump parliament of 1653. Yet this g<;>ve~ment's fut:_ure is by 
no means certain as it faces the tricky task of satisfymg army gnevances, 
pleasing the people and framing a new, ~ore stable con~t~tution. Thus we 
can see that Cromwell's critics were wntmg from a position of weakness 
rather than strength. 

The tone of these tracts definitely suggests that the authors knew 
that the future stability of the republic was i~ grave d~g~r. Th~s tract
writers unite to show people the benefits of sttckmg with the 
Commonwealth system of gove~ment. The best w~y to do that is seen to 
be to employ a negative pohcy of. demons~ratmg that the present 
government is better than the previ?us regime. Consequently, the 
republican critics employ all ~eans possible to present Cromwell as a self
seeking, corrupt tyrant who did not care at all for the people of England. 
It is fair to say that Cromwel~'s Protectorat~ had been far from popular 
with the majority of the nation. By seemmg to a.ttack. an unpopular 
national figure, the republican critics could make their regime seem more 
appealing. . . k 

The republican critics may h~ve chosen to la~nch a v1c1ous attac 
against Cromwell's memory at this time for another importa11t reason. To 
most people, Cromwell was the personal embodimen~ of republicanism. 
The republican critics were painfylly aware that their post-Protector~! 
regime could easily be treated as JUSt another appe~dage of Cro'!lwell s 
republican system. It would therefore suffer pubhc unpopularity and 
weakness. Undoubtedly Cromwell's association with a Pr~tectoral f<;>rm 
of government that looked suspiciously like monarchy without a Kmg, 
was a great e~barrassment and worry to the republican critics. Their 
fevered pleas to the army never to set up a single person in government 
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11gain seem reasonable, given that Charles II would be restored a mere 
twelve months later. It was, therefore, important for the republican tract
writers to attempt to blacken Cromwell's record to show people that rule 
hy a single person was neither feasible nor desirable. 

The proliferation of pro-Commonwealth and anti-Cromwell tracts 
in May and June 1659 can be seen as one final attempt to preserve the 
republic from a slide towards restoration. Cromwell's treatment during 
this period is exceptionally harsh and can be seen as an important 
metaphor for the profound weakness of the republic. This contention is 
borne out by looking at the pattern of critical republican tracts published 
between July 1659 and the Restoration. In the wake of thirty-three tracts 
in the space of two months, only six republican tracts critical of Cromwell 
uppear in this much lengthier period. It would certainly appear that the 
republican regime was facing desperate times. This is confirmed upon 
reading the texts. No longer do the tract-writers assert that the old 
Protector had been cast down by providence, or that the Commonwealth's 
Long Parliament was blessed by God. Cromwell is criticised solely on 
~rounds of corruption and tyranny. By far the bulk of the critics' 
mvective in these pamphlets is directed towards the army leaders, who are 
encouraged not to allow another single person to take the government of 
England.[30] 

Clearly, contemporary opinions of Cromwell's life and regime 
come from many quarters and are presented for many different reasons. 
We can say with safety that such criticism is significant not so much for 
its volume but for what it reveals about the state of the nation during this 
period. Undoubtedly some attacks and defences of Cromwell are made for 
purely personal reasons. The majority, however, give us important 
insights not only into how Oliver Cromwell was perceived, but also into 
the political hopes and fears of key groups of people in the late republic. 
On 3 September 1658 Oliver Cromwell's physical life may have ended, 
but his political life lived on. 
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Mark Speakman is a teacher at Mossley Hollins High School. This article is 
drawn from a recently-completed Durham University M.A. thesis on the same 
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A SWEDISH EIGHTEENTH CENTURY POEM 
IN ENGLISH ON OLIVER CROMWELL 

by Bertil Haggman 

The intere_st in the. Commonwealth and Oliver Cromwell has always 
been considerable m Sweden. After all, it was Sweden that was the 
Prote~t.or's main European ally and supporter. It is, therefore, not 
surynsmg that the Swedish poet Thomas Thorild (1759 - 1808) has 
wntten a poem on God's Englishman.[1] 

Thorild was born Thon_i~s Thoren in County Bohuslan, 
western Sweden, the son of a ba1hff. As many other bright but poor 
young men of. the age.' he was educated with the financial help of 
patrons. Thonld studied at the two oldest Swedish universities 
Uppsala and Lund. He turned out a rabble-rouser and Swedish 
authorities_finally exiled him to Swedish Pomerania (one of Sweden's 
three provmces m Germany) where he was a Professor at Greifswald 
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university. 
It was the era of Goethe and Klopstock but also of Ossian. 

Thorild introduced them in Sweden and while in Greifswald he 
supported Johann Gottfried von Herder. He also was a supporter of 
the French Revolution and in 1792 he was arrested for political 
agitation and sentenced to exile for four years. 

Much of Thorild's writing has not survived the years with 
grace and he is not so much remembered for what he wrote but for 
the winds of change he brought into Swedish literature. The poem 
'Cromwell' does not exist in the original manuscript but the text used 
here has been preserved by the Swedish writer and historian Erik 
Gustav Geijer.[2] In a letter home while residing in London, Thorild 
writes to a friend that he has begun an epic poem on Oliver Cromwell. 
So the poem must have been written during the poet's stay in England 
1788-90. 

'Cromwell' is just part of a longer poetic work planned by 
Thorild. The hero is the Protector. Thorild earlier had a very negative 
view of Cromwell, even comparing him fo Tamerlane. But in the 
poem Oliver Cromwell is the hero of heroes. During his stay in 
England, Thorild was very much interested in the struggle between 
Pitt the younger and Fox and wholeheartedly supported the right of 
the parliament. Cromwell was regarded by Fox as the symbol of the 
freedom of the people. 

CROMWEL 
a Sketch of an Epic Poem 

1790 

Preface 

Next to Nature, who with her harmony of Spheres & 
living beauties may be called the Muse of Eternity, 
I love among the Poets only Ossian & Sheakspere. I do justice 
to the others. 

Of all the Heroes, next to Hercules, I love the northish 
Charles,[3] though half-trembling, Cromwel. So as I 
love the Sun & feel a delighful awe from the thunder. Greatness 
is greatness: Though sometimes a dread, always an ama-
zement to little minds. 

Reader! go on: and try to be, not a Critic, but a man; not 
subtle, but sublime. 
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Great is the man I sing, and bold my theme, 
A dr~ad. to feeble souls, as lightning's glance 
In mtdmght, or loud thundering's solemn roar 
Yet more to tyrants hymned by feeble souls 
A dread; but this same theme to worthy men 
Beams glory, beams of justice alldivine; 
Hail! Souls of heroes, for I Cromwel sing. 

Cromwel - at this drear name the madened brains 
Of Kings ar struck, get wise, and once consider, 
They see him - a terrific giant - shade 
Of God's revenge stride o'er the world an cloud 
The sunshine of the Thrones in passing: Peers 
Start trembling all around, and favorits all, 
All the thrice happy [ 4] villains of the Crown 
Run swift to hid themselves as mice when frightened 
Under the royal mantle; in the Statesman's head 
This name makes an eclipse, as the sad moon's 
And Bishops hear the sound as distant noice 
Of th~ last judgement or of hellgate's jarring. 
For sttll, ye rogues majestic. 0, still dins the roar 
Of that dread thunder in your ears, still flashes 
Into your eyes that lightning; in your Souls 
Still starts that horror - from the deeds of Cromwel. 

Descend, heroic Muse! from the Sun's orb 
Where loud of truth, thy harp, bold, grandly sweet 
As the eternal concert of the spheres 
And rolling heavens, for ever celebrates 
The deeds tremendous of Revenge divine.[5] 
Descend, inspire me, lend thy golden harp! 

A wink swift lightened from th'Omnipotent 
In the mysterious shadow of Eternity, 
And Chaos shuddered with a horrid roar 
And light sprung out and all the vivid fire 
Of the dark womb, qvick in an instant sprung 
Into bright orbs of heaven. But from that shock 
And mighty conflict in the nascent sun's 
Divine allvived centre was struck up 
A germ, a salient point: three instants flew, 
And, form~d as lightning in that genial heat, 
Sprung rapid out - a goddess youthfull bright, 
And ruddy flamed her wings: On the new Sun's 
Gr~nd orb she stood in glowing majesty; 
Smiled at the world, and thought her sunbom charms 
Worth heaven. God saw her, took her to his throne. 
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As of the virtues one: next on his right 
Sits his eternal justice; at the glance 
Of that allmighty beauty's charm serene 
The flame-winged goddess swift in sympathy 
Flew to her, sunk with rapture to her feet. 

A flash shoot red through heaven all its bright choirs 
Roared distant; the thrones lightened; on God's left 
The virtues all of Mercy, grand though sweet, 
Felt a delight, but a delight with awe. . . 
God thought, and called her name: Revenge Dtvme. 

Her looks are beams of fire, and when she darts 
Fierce one such look into the soul of man 
Still in his germ a hero shall_ be b~m 
To punish Nations or to pumsh Kings. 
But when she darts three looks - a Cromwel bursts 
From the dar germ, a Wasa,[6] or the ~an [7] 
That on our globe is thrice a h~ro, thnce . 
In wrath strikes foes, Priests, Kmgs - a thundermg Jove. 
Leave in its awful silence, golden harp! 
The deeds tremendous of dark ancient times, 
Empires gigantic crushed, colossal Kings 
And blood a thousand cities reddening the sky, 
Forts tumbling, all the world one scream of woe. 
Leave in its awful silence, golden harp, 
These dreads of old, for more tremendous is 
What wild, majestic Milton saw, not sung. 
Down moulder Pyramids, Greece basely serves, 
Turks shake the world, imperial Rome itself 
A bonfire is to Gots,[8] from its dust up 
Starts dire a ghost af all its Tyrants, starts . 
The Pope, giant of Hell, mocks Heaven & . r~1gns 
Through horrid lie, with pomp declare_d dtvme. 
From dread lo! nations qvake, from rmsery groan, 
Wars furious rage for words, from syllables 
Burst flames and thunders from a letter's sound, 
Sect all of G~d act devils, bloddy piles 
For Truth and Genius high blaze up to heaven, 
Kings sway in terror, Bishops fatte~, hell 
Smiles in its gloom, & roars from JOY - yet all 
Leave in its awful silence, golden harp! 
For more worth thee, more terrible & grand 
Is still the song of Cromwel, mortal jove, 
The Hero chosen of Revenge Divine. 

The dazling veil is off; I see the world 
O muse of heavenly charm, my mortal hand 
Let, let, not faint on thy immortal harp. 
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' Curst be thou, Servitude! by nations curst 
Mad dread of superstition! for from thy 
Vast dismal den impure Oppression rose, 
Spectre of mental night, meteor of hell, 
Monstrous or formless rose, grew huge, rude rolled 
As dire a midnight's cloud wide o'et the world: 
Three periods (9] slow yet horrible it grew 
Only by darkness, then more firme compressed 
Upon the nations its drear masse, & sqveezed 
The mortals unto groans & tears & blood, 
For groans delight it, and its sucking feeds 
On tears & blood insatiable: still grew 
Three periods more, when from its bulk burst out 
Two heads stupendous: Rex and Pontifex 
Called, & these words they instantly roard loud: 
Wars, wars! gold, gold! for wars give blood, & gold 
Gives tears in groaning pain: blood, tears, the sweet 
Ambrosia & nectar of these grisly Gods. 

I. He changed his name in 1785 and took the name 'Thor's Fire' = Thorild. 
2. Geijer (1783-1847) was one of the important poets and scholars who during 

the early nineteenth century was behind a spiritual upheaval in Sweden. 
Some of his romantic poems have survived until today, but he is probably 
best remembered as a historian. 

3. King Charles XII of Sweden. 
4. 'thrice happy' the triad is used throughout the poem. 
5. 'Revenge Divine' appears later in the poem as a goddess. 
6. Wasa was the Swedish royal family from the sixteenth to the eighteenth 

century. 

7. The identity of 'the man' remains a mystery. Both Hercules and Thorild 
himself are possibilities, but it is probably Charles Fox (1749-1806), 
defender of parliament against absolute royal power. 

8. For 'Gots' read 'Goths', the tribe believed to have emigrated from southern 
Sweden around the time of the birth of Christ to the mouth of the river 
Vistula (Weichsel) in present day Poland, continuing first io the Black Sea 
and then to Italy and Spain. 

9. According to Thorild the first 'three periods' passed in barbarism and 
oppression. There followed an additional three periods. The figure of six goes 
back to Augustinus and others. During the sixth period two beasts appeared, 
Rex and Pontifex, against which Cromwell then had to struggle. 

Berti! Haggman is a Swedish writer and historian and a member of the Swedish 
Authors Association. He lives in the coastal town of Helsingborg in southern 
Sweden. 
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CROMWELLIAN BRITAIN IX 

NEWMARKET, SUFFOLK 
OR 'WHEN THE KING ENJOYS HIS OWN AGAIN' 

by John Sutton 

Royal Newmarket: yes, ever since Febr_uary 1605
1 
when !ames.I ma?e 

his first visit to the town - then described as a poor bttle village -
Newmarket had become a resort of Kings. The crucial event in this 
remarkable transformation in the town's fortunes was, of course, the 
construction of Newmarket Palace by King James between 1606 ~nd 
1610. By all accounts a substantial pile, the palace complex occupied 
about an acre of land, extending from the High Street proper 
- somewhere between the present Palmers' store and the Jockey Club 
- to All Saints' churchyard. The royal buildings included not only a 
great presence chamber and long gallery but an elaborate range of 
outhouses, i.e. kitchens and stables as well as a brewhouse and dog 
-kennel. There was also a covered tennis court. An even more 
splendid addition was made to the Jac~be.an palace i~ 1619 when the 
royal architect Inigo Jones was commiss10ned t~ bmld. a new lodge 
for the Prince of Wales - the future Charles I. Built of bnck and stone, 
the Jonesian appendage was three storeys high and extremely 
Italianate in style, as shown by two contemporary sketches of ~he 
Prince's Lodging. Yet whilst clearly. influenc~d by Palla~ian 
architectural motifs the Newmarket Lodgmg was still qumtessentially 
English, perhaps b~st epitomised by the t~l dormer 'Yindows and the 
Prince of Wales' feathers on the crests m the pediments. A more 
tangible demonstration of the royal 1?rese1_1ce. in .ea~ly Stuart 
Newmarket could not be envisaged than this majestic bmldmg. 

And what a superb setting it 1!1ade for ~ames I's many 
'sporting journeys' to the town accomp~med by foreign a~bassadors 
and royal favourites such as Ge:orge Vdhe~s, Duke of .Buckmgh~~· to 
say nothing of the large retmue of Pnvy Councillors, offic1als, 
household servants and other dependants. 'Away to Newmarket, a'Yay 
to Newmarket' was the most popular cry to be heard among Kmg 
James's courtiers. Here they could 'devise all the means th~y c.ould to 
make themselves merry', whether by hunting ~r engagin~ m tilts ~nd 
masques. This perpetual round of gaiety contmued durmg the reign 
of Charles I, who spent as much time as he could i~ Newmarke~. T~e 
King, we are told, would ride around the ~urroundmg countryside m 
cheerful mood' boasting that he never enjoyed such good health as 
he did in New~arket. Indeed, one of his more intimate confidants 
described Newmarket as 'the sweetest place in the world'. ~ut these 
halcyon days were soon to be in~errupted b¥ the approachmg storm 
clouds of civil war and revolution and with the downfall of the 
monarchy Newmarket underwent a serious decl~n~. . . 

It is not often realised that the fratricidal conflict which 
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engulfed England in 1642 effectively began in Newmarket, for it was 
here, in the royal palace in early March of that year, that King 
Charles had a stormy confrontation with a parliamentary deputation 
sent from London to demand that he surrender his control over the 
country's armed forces. 'By God not for an hour', he angrily retorted. 
'You have asked such of me that was never asked of a King!' The die 
was cast. Only armed conflict could now resolve the dispute between 
the King and his parliament. During the ensuing bloody 
confrontation 'loyal hearts' in Newmarket espoused the royal side; for 
example in the summer of 1642 some of the townsfolk forlornly 
attempted to raise troops for the King, while six years later, at the 
height of the second civil war, there was another abortive rising on his 
behalf which saw serious fighting in the market place. 

But this was as nothing compared with Newmarket's 
involvement in the tragic events leading to the King's eventual trial 
and execution. In early June 1647 Charles was seized at Holdenby 
House in Northamptonshire by Cornet George Joyce - with 
Cromwell's connivance - and brought prisoner to Newmarket. Here 
he found the entire New Model Army had been massed and, 
surrounded by this ring of steel, he was kept under house arrest in his 
own palace for nearly a fortnight. However, his stay was not 
altogether unpleasant, for he was permitted to go riding in his coach 
on Newmarket Heath which, his attendant Sir Thomas Herbert 
informs us, 'for good air and pleasure gives place to no other in this 
great Island'. We are also told that a great concourse of people, 
including many of the gentry from Suffolk and the surrounding 
counties, flocked to see the King, especially when he 'was at Dinner or 
Supper' in the Presence Chamber which reverberated with their 
prayers and 'loud acclamations' for his safety. 

To no avail, for ahead of Charles lay the block, which spelt 
the doom of the royal palace in Newmarket. As is evident from a 
survey made in 1649, this now fell into disrepair and its fate was 
sealed when it was sold off the following year to a consortium of 
seven gentlemen including the notorious regicide Colonel John Okey, 
who pulled down most of the buildings in an orgy of iconoclastic 
vandalism. By the end of the interregnum the Jacobean palace was a 
shadow of its former self: the resplendent Prince's Lodgings, for 
example, had been completely razed to the ground. Even the parts of 
the palace which were still standing, such as the brewhouse and 
stables, were in a pretty dilapidated state. Only the garden 'was not 
much altered'. Newmarket's link with the monarchy seemed broken 
forever. 

'When the King enjoys his own again!' How Newmarket must 
have revelled in the first fine, careless rapture of Restoration England! 
Especially so as in those 'days of ease when now the weary sword/ Was 
sheathed, and luxury with Charles restored .. ./ Newmarket's glory 
rose .. .'. No British monarch has had such a close and intimate 
association with Newmarket as Charles II. He simply adored the place, 
as shown by the fact that he visited it virtually every spring and 
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summer from March 1666 until his death in February 1685. The 
essence of the King's love affair with Newmarket was its informality 
- here he could 'put off the King', relax and be a 'jolly blade'. Thus he 
was often to be seen sauntering down the High Street with an air of 
summer relaxation, mingling freely with the crowds of sightseers and 
allowing everyone to speak to hi~ as they pleased, so ~hat in the 
words of Sir John Reresby, 'he lett h1mselfe down from Ma.Jesty t~ t~e 
very degree of a country gent~eman'. Newmarket wa.s now the Kmg s 
holiday home and thanks to his generous patronage it now developed 
into a fashionable centre for the beau monde throughout England. 
As is well known, the Merry Monarch was a liberal patron of the turf. 
To this day, one of the Newmarket racecourses is k~own as .the 
Rowley Mile, after the stallion called Old Rowley which the Kmg 
himself rode during many gallops over the heath. It was C:harles, too, 
who established the race run on every second Thursday m October: 
the celebrated Town Plate. Indeed, Charles was such a devotee of 
horseracing that a small summer-house known as 'the King's Chair' 
was built on the top of Warren Hill, just east of Newmarket, so that he 
could watch the jockeys put their steeds through the~r pac~s. He also 
enjoys the distinction of being the first man to estabhsh racmg stables 
in the town - the famous Palace House Stables, reputedly 'the oldest 
training establishment in the world'. For this alone Newmarket owes 
an immense debt to King Charles II. 

But the Merry Monarch made a~other contribut~~n to ~he 
history of Newmarket which has not re~e1ved due. recogmtion .. Like 
his grandfather before him, Charles dec1d~d to bmld .a palace m the 
town. Construction began in 1668; the architect was Wilham Samwell, 
although there is a tradition that the great Sir Christopher Wren 'Yas 
involved in the work if we are to believe a delightful anecdote datmg 
from the eighteenth 'century. This relates that when the new edifi~e 
was completed Charles found the ceilings too low - he was over six 
feet tall - and duly complained to Sir Christop~er ~ho, a much 
shorter man, brazenly claimed they were qmte h.1gh .enough. 
Whereupon, we are told, 'the King squatted down to. his h~1ght and 
creeping about in this whimsical posture cried "Aye, Su Chnstopher, I 
think they are high enough"'! . . . . 

Charles II's residence occupied a slightly different .site from 
that of the Jacobean palace; it lay slightly further up the High Street 
where a supermarket and the United Reform Church ?ow stand. An 
eighteenth century plan shows that the second Carolme palace was 
centred around a large courtyard with a proJecting wing tC? the so1:1th 
west. To judge by contemporary accounts 1t was not an 1mpress1ve 
structure: according to Cosmo II, Grand Duke of Tusca?y, who 
visited Newmarket in 1669, 'the King's house, compared with other 
seats of the English nobility, does not de.sei:ve the name of a royal 
residence', while only ·a year later the dianst John Evelyn proved 
equally disparaging, saying it was 'meane enough, and hardly capable 
for a hunting house, let alone a royal palace!' 

Such adverse comments, however, should not be allowed to 
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detr~ct from th~ major role which King Charles Il's palace played in 
the hfe of not JUSt Newmarket but England as a whole in the second 
half of the seventeenth century. During the Merry Monarch's 
frequent visits here the mansion became the focus of Court festivities, 
as John Evelyn discovered in October 1671 when he found it alive 
with 'dancing, feasting, revelling', though, he added with more than a 
whiff of puritanical disapproval, 'more resembling a luxuriously 
abandoned rout than a Christian Court'. Stirring national events also 
punctuated the life of the palace, of which perhaps the most 
memorable was the visit here in October 1677 of William of Orange 
to arrange his marriage to the King's niece, Princess Mary, a match 
which was to have momentous consequences for the country in the 
Glorious Revolution of 1688. Apparently a great crowd gathered to 
witness the arrival of the young Dutch prince who was 'mightly well 
received' by the King and his future father-in-law, James, Duke of 
York. This was not to be William's only visit for he returned to 
Newmarket as the all-conquering hero in October 1695. Now King of 
England, he was given a rapturous welcome; in the words of a 
contemporary ballad: 

He came to the Town of Newmarket 
Where Monarchs have formerly been 
The greatest of Men, with loyalty then, 
Came forth to usher him in ... 
Thus did they receive him with Triumph and Joy, 
Their loud Acclamations were Vive le Roy! 

Needless to say the royal guest was sumptuously entertained at 
Newmarket Palace and his stay here was commemorated long 
afterwards, for his bedroom on the first floor of the south-west wing 
is still clearly shown in an early eighteenth century map of the palace 
complex. Sadly, most of Charles Il's residence was swept away in the 
Regency period, but a small portion still exists in the two lower 
storeys of the nineteenth century house known as Palace House 
Mansion, including William Ill's bedroom; a fortunate survival. It is 
extremely fitting that the only extant part of King Charles II's palace 
is now being restored by the Forest Heath District Council. Vive le 
Roi! Let the King enjoy his own again! 

John Sutton is a Senior Lecturer in History at Anglia Polytechnic University. 
He is, perhaps, best known to a wider audience as the writer and presenter of the 
1984 Anglia TV series 'A War in the Kingdom'. 
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Uniting the Kingdom edited b A 
(Routledge, 1995 £25>' contribute Y t · ~rant .and K.J. Stringer 
fruitful theme, ' 'The' Makin s ~ a;; ~n.creasm~Jy appealing and 
chronological in approach Part g3 o nti~h History'. Broadly 
'Building the Early Mode~ State' J by a vanety of hands, explores 
because of the intervention of He~ryetftI Wod~ald argues that it was 
turned Protestant, so 0 eni ~n o~erset that Scotland 
Great Britain That wasp Ing a way for the ultimate soldering' of 
& H · as ower process than Jame VI d I h 
io~. e 'remained one king with two kin ' ' s an oped 
gnef by refusing to accept what his fath g~~ms '11Charles. I c~me to 
of course, his own u brin in . er a we recogmsed. (But, 
insights of the 'old ana exp~rie~c1:d ~gl~)~precluded him !rom the 
scope by contemplating 'composite k" ngd. ~nrad Russell widens the 
The ur:i~erstandable attempt of Charl~~g oms acros~ west~i:n Europe. 
the Bnttsh Isles stronger _ as the H b I to make h~s P?Sttlon across 
peninsula - is seen rather as maki a~s urgs ,were do1!1g m the Iberian 
realms. Could it have been otheng. a ?mTesaks .of relatt~ns between his 

d . rw1se. mg an Insh pe t. - .an notmg the persistent refusal of th . . rspec Ive 
- Nicholas Canny takes a ainst 'th e gen~~ne In.sh to be British 
nothing but 'old English his~ory' .t ~ new Bnttsh History' as really 
I meets 'a political inheritance th:~ h '::"~~ across t~e rest. His Charles 
polarised in religion than in any th a Ee potential to. beco~e more 
H~ notes that the main advantage ~h:rr (L urofe~n) i;ult1ple kmgdom'. 
umon of the crowns was that it gave th ow an cots got. from the 
Ulster - with consequences which em access. to lands m nearby 
today. Quoting Clarendon_ 'though S~~tte~ ~orkmg themselves out 
was Ireland drew the first blood and ·f1th e~ dthe first trumpet, it 
rebelled and in that manner it is ' 1 ey a not at that time 
afterwards befell the king' and ;.e~ pro.b~ble all the miseries which 
- .John Morrill observes that if ther~ w~m~n~on~ had been prevented' 
kmgdoms pursued in several the t ' 10 ee , one war of the three 
~utside their own vicinities remain~~es, for many ~hat h~ppened 
fmds, even so 'the national hist . ' remote and unmterestmg. He 
and Wales ins~fficient in ex lai ~nes of England, Ireland, Scotland 
constituents of the British Ist:S 0~~~g· h~w t~ere .w~re wars in all the 
is in itself a fascinatin exam 1 etr roa er s1gmficance. His essay 
ambiguity' of 'British Ji1story' P :h ?fh ~~~t he calls 'the quintessential 
does not resolve. ' ic ts volume, for all its virtues, 

'Cambridge Studies in Early M d B . . . 
to pay close attention to the civil w o e~ . nttsh History' continue 
excellent monographs have come ars an mterregnum. Two. more 
type. of royalism and the other abo-::? w~af -. ohnebabout a part1c.ular 
David L. Smith, author f a mt~ t e called loyahsm. 
Cromwell, explores in C~ns~u~~cellent suc~mct account of Oliver 
S,ett~el!lent c.1640-49 (Cambrid oen°JPRoyaltsm and the Search for 
s1gmf1cance vital not only in the g1640 'bl99:, £37.50), a theme of 
book is necessarily Anglo-centred sin~e ~ht efore and b~yo~d: The 
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. E lish and their values and aspirati~ns 
under review were n:iostlh nf f nship of the English crown with 
chiefly concerned w_1th t e re a io . on law the Church of England 
such national in_stituu~ns as tht corr.m ment These people are best 
and the historical b1camera pa; -1 ~ suc.h as Hyde Falkland and 
identified with the moderate ~oya 1!c~ nised by Dr Smith - who in 
Culpeper - there were o~he~s, li~~~: tra~ition and existent continuity 
1641-2 soug~t _by app~ s 

0 
f a tendency or an alignment than a co 

to head Qff civil war. o~e 0 
h ed 'an outlook rather than an 

-ordinated movement, t e~ . s ar d an ur e towards unity and 
ide~logt, a temperate. spm\:~r was c~mmon to that of m~ny 
rec1proc1t_y. Much of_ their vo~a t Dry Smith concurs with the view 
on the side _of parliament, ~far aret Judson in her admirable The 
adumbrated fifty ye!lrs _ago by , s;ared vocabulary need not imply_ a 
Crisis of the Cons~ztut~o?f ~~;: c~assic expression' of their ideas lay. m 
share~ s~t of meamng~ · N" t n Propositions, one suggested for him 
the King s ~nswer to t e m~~~n a nuisance to him ever after, w<;>rds 
and, as Connne W~to~ _ha~ ssome~hat less fevered atmosph~re m1~ht 
were used there w ic m the parliamentarians while bemg 
have been used by many am~i:i~ So as Dr Smith puts it, 'the very 
quite un~cceptable_ to u::r~rt~~is[:he c~nstitutional royalists]. to join 
assumptions tha! impe e continue negotiations with the 
the king required . that th~y , almost fellow-travellers, at 
consti~utional parham~nt~~~a~~ was lost in the field, even with th~ 
Westmmster, and late~ w e~ negotiated peace containing their 
New Model Army· or t em a 1 r · d monarchy the rightful 
desiderata of 'a sovereign y~t lega}.Y i~~~rch and the' rule of law' 
power of parliament, ~n. episcopa ~a; feasible as late as 1648, when 
- ~et~ils open ~o ne~bot~a~~~ -r~~~~ strongly perhaps, as 'the triump? 
Pnde s Purge, escn ~ . ' d of martial law over the rule of law , 
of fanaticism over 1J1o ~~au1on af was not the only victim of 1649. 
stopped them dea · . ar es tioner _ and we may think he was 
Moreover, i~ he was ~1s. own execu selves defeated by 'the pecu_liar 
_ these consistent opt~m~ts ~~~~l~~~~ personality and his policies, 
difficulties g~nerate Y cce t one line of counsel to the 
partic~larly his re~uc;an~~ ~ :nd laud could have told them that 
exclus10n of ?thers .d tra o;hat there were never enough listeners on 
long ago. Their trag~ Y was . ent ke note: 'how to preserve 
either side respons~v~ t~ t~e~. ~~:ciis they ydispersed in the 1650s, 
things from extremity d s m divof their ideas came back with the 
but some of them ~ a wa s them through Trimming to the 
Restoration. Dr Smith purs~e 1 kin back (as many did) to '41, 
Revolutio_n of 1688-9, ;:J~~ ~n ~~iat!d not just the danger~ of that 
some Whigs and some "bTl?~s which constitutional royahsm had Pregnant year but the possi i i i . b k 

A · rt t and persuasive oo . . 
held out. n impo a!1, s· M tthew Hale 1609-1676 (Cambndge UP, 

Alan Cromartie s. ir a · d of a great lawyer who 
1995, £40) is a bio~raphical and tf.e~a~~es~h~ while serving under a 
might best ?e desc_nhbte~ ~yact~~ :~ have stood by his general principles range of regimes mig 1air . 
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in law and politics, religion and philosophy. In so doing, Hale attracted to 
himself such approving epithets as '.just and pious', 'excellent good', 
'wonderfully charitable and open-handed'. Friendly in his formative years 
with men as diverse as William Noy, John Seldon and William Prynne, in 
the 1640s he gave legal defence to Laud and Hamilton, going on to take 
the Engagement in 1650, and put his name to the Rump's Law 
Commission of 1652, served as a judge under Cromwell and, indeed, sat 
in the 1654 parliament. His court judgments during the Protectorate were 
never venal. Resigning on Oliver's death, he came back in the 1660 
Convention and was soon Lord Chief Justice of the King's Bench, 
resigning in 1676. With all this he combined writing important works on 
the practice and theory of law, and displayed an informed interest in 
theology and natural philosophy. A man of parts, then, most of them 
admirable. Dr Cromartie notes that Hale was 'anxious' to be governed by 
a king and it was the fact that, as the Single Person, Cromwell was at least 
a bit of a monarch de facto that appealed to him. The tale is told that Oliver 
opened to him his own 'desire to rule according to the laws of the land, 
for which purpose he had picked upon [Hale] as proper person to be 
engaged in the administering of justice, yet if they would not permit him 
to govern by red gowns, he was resolved to govern by red coats'. 
Collaboration by judges, as much as the written constitutions of the 
Protectorate, pointed back to kingship if not to the house of Stuart. 
Educated in a puritan way, Hale took his politics with a religious twist. 
Baxter saw him as 'a paragon of true religion'. But Hale was dedicated to 
no strait and narrow line and Dr Cromartie offers him with some 
conviction as a case study within the progress of latitudinarianism. Hale 
saw us as made to be 'spectators of the great works of God ... to glorify 
and serve' our Maker, spiritually and intellectually. Living in an age of 
scientific revolution, Hale saw the purpose of furthering knowledge to be 
the lifting of one's mind heavenwards on the one hand and on the other to 
seeing to the execution of God's will on earth. There is a thoughtful 
appendix to this thorough study, one on Hale's attitude to witchcraft, 
which seems, in spite of his 'invitation' to the jury to convict in the 
notorious Bury St Edmunds trial in 1662, to have some ambiguities. 
Cromartie suggests that his 'reticence' in his criminal law textbook in 
exploring the phenomenon gives some confirmation to the eighteenth 
century story that after the trial 'he was much altered in his notions as to 
that matter and had great concern for wharhad befallen those persons'. 
Given the growing scepticism of the later seventeenth century and Hale's 
own inherent decency, we should have expected no less. 

Noble Government by Victor L. Stater (Georgia UP, 1994, 
£39.95) examines 'the Stuart Lord Lieutenancy', assigning to it a 
maj?r role i~ what he calls 'the transformation of English politics', 
particularly m the later seventeenth century. From its mid-Tudor 
debut, '.a hierarchical institution in a hierarchical society', 
monopolised by peers as territorial magnates, it soon became a vital 
element in government, military, financial, administrative, and 
political activity. Working at its best, it could produce a community of 
interest between king and peerage on the national level and between 
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the peers and the gentry - from among whom the lieutenants' deputies 
were drawn - in the localities. The early years of Charles I put an 
emphasis on their military function, in his effort to secure 'a perfect 
militia'. W~en the Scots rebelled, strains came in the relationship 
between national and local defence. 1642 saw a competition between 
King and parliament for such armed forces as there were. The fact 
that commissions of array were directed to sheriffs signalled Charles's 
virtual abandonment of the lieutenancy as a machine of government. 
Under parliament the growth of county committees and the 
development of association armies and the New Model side-tracked 
them, an element perhaps in the drift of the two Houses away from 
each other. The brief experiment of Cromwell's major-generals 
showed a different approach to bringing the centre down into the 
localities. (But it is significant that these swordsmen sought to work 
with local men of substance much as lords lieutenant had always 
done.) The old institution came back with the king, parliament and 
Church of England, like them the same but different. Now rather 
more centralised and with an emphasis on cavalier and anglican 
loyalty given to men dedicated to the suppression of internal dissent 
whenever and wherever, Charles II used them to some purpose 
throughout the Exclusion crisis. James II spoiled it all by presuming 
too much upon their loyalty. His moves towards Catholicisation of the 
army were parallelled in local government, and met the reluctance of 
the very men who had backed his brother. Instead of attacking the 
institution itself to get his way, he applied pressure on the holders of 
it, putting out those who would not cheerfully use their influence to 
bring about a pliant parliament. The new men put in were regarded as 
lacking the vital qualities of lieutenancy - local standing and 
patronage, political experience and know-how. Many were socially 
inferior and religiously unacceptable. Some nominees recognised that 
themselves, apologising that they were 'no way fit for it'. Thus purged, 
the office was becoming powerless, and that lack worked its way down 
through the deputies and beyond. When William came and James 
fled, residual loyalty went with him. After the revolution the office 
fell again into the hands of men of impact - but this time mostly 
Whigs - thereby helping to ensure something of a general Whig 
domination into the next century. That is what Dr Stater means by the 
transformation of politics. How far there was one and how the 
lieutenancy was involved in it are questions calling for a sequel to an 
intelligent, well-researched book which gives attention to an office 
that has not received its due in either the political or administrative 
history of the seventeenth century, centrally or locally. 

Manchester University Press has started a new series, 'Social 
and Cultural Studies in Early Modern Europe', offering analyses of 
the forces shaping structures of belief and practice at all levels of 
society - a fashionable and worthy enterprise. Astrology is a well 
chosen topic. Inter alia it appealed to Sir Isaac Newton and Richard 
Overton the Leveller. In Ann Geneva it has found an enterprising 
historian, well aware of ongoing reinterpretations of seventeenth 
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century science - with which astrolo h d . . 
- and responsive to Stuart intellectu yY .a . ~ome u:ittmate ~onnections 
!he lc.~ng tradition which under!: pr~onttes V.:-hlle keepmg track of 
mvesttgations, Astrolo d Y t e practice of the art. Her 
£40), centre on 'Williaoftil? the Seventeenth Century Mind (1995 
self-styled 'chief ambassado~' ~~dt~he language of the stars'. Lilly, th~ 
time. He certainly was as ene ~ stars, was so ~ecognised at the 
practitioner. Somethin of a :ge ic a propagandist as he was a 
intentions from celestTaI sigifsuntan, ~~ set ~ut .to extrapolate God's 
parliament's cause' _ which he ~q~~~~ISI~~ \at m the civil war 'the 
lack a champion' in astrolo p e ~It . t e people's - 'should not 
concerned with things pub1f!. ro~nosttcat10n was certainly as much 
as. 'g1;1nning for Charles fro~s ~~vate ~nd. A~n ,Geneva show.s Lilly 
brmgmg 'his mastery of arc h .b~gmnmg , never wavering' in 
ultimate target of his pr~phec~neTh tg er reaches: to bear upon the 
must die. The foretellin of so . th~ stars proclaimed that this king 
not confined to Lilly b~t derivm~ f mg awful .happening to him was 
Where Lilly excelled was in thee rom ~ van~ty of methodologies. 
which took the parliamentar · propa~ation of a grand astral design' 
inevitable (that dangerous w~r~)su~~?tio~ as not only ~redictable but 
and divine. This sense of a u w1 m t e.patt.em of history - secular 
Cromwell's ultimate convicf rpo.se ;orkmg itself out chimed with 
willed execution Dr Ge IOn m anua~y 1649 that Providence 
'the regicides w~uld nev~~v~a~~otes appos~ely Christopher Hill that 
off Charles's head if the had summ?ne up the courage to chop 
pointed unmistakably in that d' no~ b~heved that the finger of God 
pinpoint the Restoration but it ~~~t:~~itlc Astrolog~rs proved unable to 
astrology, as distinct from the guff he so;e time before 'genuine' 
tabloids, faded. In 1660 Clarend c. ~me out, these days by the 
stars' governed us a ain But on rejoiced that our own good old 
Geneva puts it 's~ve~teenttradually they too faile~ to meet, as Dr 
linguistic norms: thereby ensuri~en~~r~ natural phdosophical and 
of the intellectuai and scientific elTt ~r removal from the concerns 
not tell us under what star she hersel;· r ~eneva, wh?, meanly, does 
and thought-provoking book h d was om, has wntten a scholarly 
throw a strong light on the ' an ~?~ely produced, which does 
sevente~nth century folk. Butm{;ta z~zes of .a goodly number of 
abstract10n, the seventeenth centu em~1dn sceptical about that misty 

W 'lf. ry mm . 1 nd Emberton's The E /' h C' · 
Sutton, 1995, £19.99) is basicall ng is .. lVll War f!<!Y by Day (Alan 
which, after a sketchy calendar fr~~ f ~~~1cal;nd m1htary chronology 
from January 1642, concludin in to ec~mber 1641, takes off 
after Worcester Fight. To worl oOctober 1651 w1~h _Charles H's escape 
the variations of pace in the passrg:~~~Y thr~uth It ~s to g~t a sense of 
and some of the changing priorities of ime, o t e dnft of crrcumstance, 
~h~ck dates and is helpful in . d~e co~batants. I.t can be used to 
md1vidual and events such as th pro~1 mg a httle detail on p&rticular 
~ar peters out, the c~mpiler's in~er:1e~~r engagement~. Wh~n. the first civil 
mvolving the New Model Army . th flags .. The swift political activities 

m e spnng and summer of 1647 are 
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rapidly passed over. There are no references to the Eleven MPs or to 
London's 'counter-revolution'. We are told that the army entered London 
in August but not why and to what effect. In October-November 'The 
General Council of the Army meets in Putney Church [did it?] in 
London'. Just that, and nothing more. Not a word about the Agreement of 
the People or the famous debates. 'October 18: The Army's extremist 
pamphlet The Case of the Army Truly Stated'. What was it for? What was 
extremist about it? Silence. There is more detail when fighting starts up 
again and ends in 1648, but the Newport negotiations are not identified. 
You really mustn't leave the politics out of the military history, or vice 
versa. To describe as 'presbyterians' all those excluded by Pride in 
December 1648 is hardly accurate. There is no mention of the Diggers in 
1649. Not every entry is exact. The execution of Laud on 10 January 
1645 is inexplicably assigned to 10 July, the day of the battle of Langport. 
The bibliography, which is considerable, is somewhat confused. 
Rushworth, Thomason, Vicars and Whitelocke appear under 'recent 
publications'. Even so, this copiously illustrated, well-dressed volume, 
patently the work of an enthusiast, seems a worthwhile compilation. 
Cromwellians might appreciate a second volume, taking us along to the 
transformation of the Naseby into the Royal Sovereign and the return of a 
glowing Charles II. 

The spate of studies of the civil war in the localities, fed by the 
succession of 350th anniversaries, does.not falter. They are of varying 
quality, some works of enthusiastic piety, others the outcome of genuine 
research. Prominent among the latest to come my way is The Civil War in 
Worcestershire (Alan Sutton, 1995, £12.99), by Malcolm Atkin, 
county archaeologist for the forcibly combined county of Hereford 
and Worcester, who has previously written for the same publisher a 
study of the same period in Gloucester. In 188 well-illustrated pages, 
the book gives a concise account supplemented with a chronology 
(always useful), a gazetteer and an appendix of extracts from the 
letters of Nehemiah Wharton. After the battle of 1651· the eminently 
quotable Hugh Peter remarked that at Worcester 'England's sorrows 
began ... and happily ended'. There was certainly a lot going on there 
throughout the 1640s, from Waller's defeat at the battle of Ripple 
Field in April 1643 onwards. The royalists held Worcester but 
parliamentarianism did not entirely fade away and active neutralism 
appeared with the Clubmen. ~fte! Naseby the sm~ller royalist 
garrisons succumbed, but the city itself held out until July 1646. 
Atkin's impression is that in fact neither county nor city was ever 
fanatically royalist, though· a few gentry families may have been. 
Moderate and conservative was the general tone and the people tried 
to maintain a normal life in the face of plundering by either side. 
After 1646 things were quiet, more or less, until the king of Scots 
brought an army in. En route to London, it ground to a halt there. 
Cromwell's 'crowning mercy'. Quiet again. At the Restoration there 
was much reference to faith and loyalty. Well, there would be, 
wouldn't there? 

Mark Stoyle, whose Loyalty and Locality in Devon was reviewed 
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in Cromwelliana last year, and which has now appeared in paperback 
~xeter ~· 1996, £13.95), has followed up with From Deliverance to 

es~ructz_on (Exeter UP, 1996, £11.95 paperback) an admir.able 
~onsideration of 'rebellion and civil war in an English city' Exeter itself 
t~e centre, head and heart of the west'. This is of more than' local interest' 
smc~ E~eter offers something of a case study, challenging the view that i~ 
provmci~ ur~~ communities little concern was shown there for national 
issues u~td citize~s were faced by the mind-concentrating demands posed 
~y war. m t~e kmg~om. Dr Stoyle argues that there were widenin 
ideological fissures m the city well before 1642 not only among th~ 
grandees but al~o am~ng ordinary townsfolk. R~ligion was important 
here, _as contra_stmg attltu~es to the emphatically godly man of business 
Ignatms Jur~am an_d_ tensions between city chamber and the cathedral 
close. underlme. Imtially unde! parliamentary control, the city was in 
r<;>yahst hands from 1643 until 1646, not without a nagging internal 
dissent. A breakdown during those years of some accustomed civil 
procedures and of the regul~ ma!ntenance of formal records conveys a 
powe~I sense. of the deletenous impact of war itself. But this book is as 
impressive for its reassessment of developments in the city during the last 
c~uple o~ decades before words gave way to swords. Similar searching 
remspectlon of other urban centres is called for 

. The unlikelihood of the survival through~ut 1646 of the royalist 
garns~ns :it Exeter and elsewhere in Devon was underlined by the New 
Mod~! s ~ict~ry on 16 Fe~ruary at Torrington, a short, sharp engagement, 
culmmatmg m a de~tru~tive powder explosion, anonymously set off, at 
the church. F~ught m

1 
bitter. we~ther, _Fairfax's campaign was compared Z J~shua Spngge to Hanmb~l s forcmg his passage through the frozen 

ps · T<;> matk the 350th anmversary, John Wardman, a local historian 
has published !he Fo~gotten Battle: Torrington 1646 (Fire & Steel Ltd' 
1~96, £15, availa~Ie direct from The Mole and The Haggis Bookshop, 16 
Ht~h Street, Tomngton, Devon, EX38 8HN), a well-researched account 
~-t m cont~xt, of.some 200 pages, copiously laced with graphics by Philip 

ixon. Fai~ax dis~ern~ 'the gracious hand of providence' in his success, 
and Mercurzus Br:ztanm_cus cr?wed that the King now had 'nothing to do 
but to return to his parh~ent . In the event, of course, he chose to go to 
the Scots. The author an~ dlustrat?r are aficionados of the Sealed Knot, 
who, to ensure t~at Tornngton will never again be forgotten, are to re
enact the bat~le m Au_gust 1996, when presumably the weather will be 
more congemal than it was in February 1646. 
f D From Devon also comes the first volume of Todd Gray's selection 

o evon f!ousehold Accounts, 1627-1659 (Devon & Cornwall 
Record Socie~y, 1?96, £15 paperback), given the accolade of an open 
-mouthed article m The Observer colour· supplement. It transcribes 
~nd comments upon papers of three gentry families: the Reynells of 

orde, 1627-48, John Willoughby of Leyhill 1644-46 and s· 
Edward Wi~e of Syden~am, 1656-59. The Willoughby 'account;r 
made ~p whde both rojahst and parliamentarian troops were movin ' 
abm~t m E~st Devon, are of particular interest as offering insights 

0
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wartime exigences. Payments of money and provisions were made to 
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. . ts 2s 6d 'to dismiss a troop of horse 
either side. ~o~stable Pike g~unto Michael Flee [for] a rate for the 
from the pans? and £3 goes war routine payments were made to 
Earl of Essex. V(ar or notcatcher to mowers, tinkers, reapers, _the 
labourers, the fll;ITier, th; r~.thes and church rates, alongside clothmg, 
poor - always with us - or i hristmas expenses. There was much 
medicines, ~nd funeral and C d d ink often by our standards but 
hospitality, m terms of food an \s ''Time; change[d] as often as 
not those, of early s;ua~lf~~!~iy ~~~e~t[ed] good news a~d hopes of 
the moon, but peop e s i d when Wise made his accounts, 
better. . .'. Thin!1is seemed. mo~~t~~~~e records. There is little to suggest 
which ~ere ~hiefly runnmg d half of the Protectorate - was locally 
that this penod - the se~on. s·r Edward was an inveterate taker 
anything other. than a qu~et tl!lli~ ~is wines of canary, claret and 
of stock, m~ticulously ite~i~ncf re lenished. Many provisions were 
malaga - copious~y ~ons~me pm uietl ticking over. The 
bought locally, mdicatl~~ an ec~3~lhi'm~atin: of ways of life, are 
contents of this volume, . iverse a dices lossary and illustrations. A 
enhanced by its Intro<;tuctio1_1, appen ' f a noble household, is in 
second volume, dealmg with accounts o 

preparation. f rf e Willoughby correspondence which 
Dr Gray quotes rom wa, ii;;e entries: 'My house is and hath been 

fleshes out ~ome ?f the a~c~unts ~uncivil drinkers and thirsty souls, that 
full of soldiers this fortmg ~i suet the sight of them and the whole house 
a barren of good beer trem ;~ ~acco and spitting.' Soldiers and drink 
nothing but a rendezvous 0 0 

. They tum up in Bill Couth's 
have always been natural. compamons. · f and commentary upon, 
informed and pleasa~tly discur~~::~~i:tp~~ce and War 1633-49', in 
what happened by, ~i~1~d to d other Animalls (Laura Kirton, 1995, 
Crocadiles, Ffrenc . tes an A ne Mantle 20 Ball Road, Pewsey, 
£14 paperback,_ obtamable tom t~orities in i646 as exercised as ever 
SN9 5BN), which shows ur an a~ erfluous alehouse', cause of 
about that insoluble probldemt, theersyuopne except grateful customers. 

. many groun s o ev . d" · anxiety on so . tak It refers to exotic commo itles 
The title is somewiat ~f ~~~te;;ising Grantham shop, raising o~r 
available now and t en m d . ve little to convey what this 
curiosity' perhaps_, b~t re all~. ho:~f o sh~w how a fair-sized town was 
appealindg vol l~;e i~ a f~~t, ~~~ed, cleansed, educated, .Policed, dand 
governe , a1 ou_, , . two resumably contrastmg deca es. 
brought to worship d~rmg Pr arities but many aspects of life 
Certainly, war broughj its ~wn pec~~r from 1633 felt tensions, not 
went on much as b~ ore.. ver)'. yues thou h distorted perhaps by 
unconnected with b1~ na!ional iss in~olving the First and Second 
personal and local nvalnes, oft.en rte Th; core of the book draws 
Twelve, who made up the goverr.ii~g ;e1 n~m part of which Mr Couth, 
on the Grantham Hallbook, the m. e lg edited for the Lincoln Record 
a fo~er h_istory_ lec~r~~ ~a\p~~~~~~r~phy'). Here he offers sixteen 
society (hsted m t. e e ec al term of office of an alderman of 
chapters each e~ergmg from the an~ move through the incumbent's Grantham _ eqmvalent to mayor. e 
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personality, attitudes and background, into the events of the year, 
sometimes going fore and aft in time and extending outwards in space, to 
build up a picture of the whole context in which Granthamians lived and 
died. We are taken through ship money, disputes to the point of violence 
over the position of the altar at St Wulfram's, the divisions among the 'top 
men' in confronting the oncoming war and so on. Until Marston Moor, 
Grantham was an 'open town ... an unpleasant place' to live in, at the 
mercy of whichever side happened to have troops in the vicinity at the 
time. By the end of 1644 Grantham was a parliamentary garrison and 
during 1645, especially after Naseby, royalist garrisons such as that at 
Belvoir were lost. During all the troubles, the Court met and the Hallbook 
was maintained, used here to good effect for the 1640s as for the not 
entirely halcyon years of Charles I's Personal Rule. Women have _pushed 
themselves into notice in other books reviewed here. At Grantham m 1634 
a spinster 'of her own authority and in great contempt of the government 
of this borough, set up and ... exercise[d] the trade of a tallow chandler', 
defying the rule that only widows could exercise a late husband's trade. 
She persisted, was fined and in the end distrained upon - a lady as tough 
morally as the women scavengers officially appointed in 1633 must h~ve 
been physically. This volume, which clearly owes more to the enterpnse 
of its author and the enthusiasm of his backers, chiefly individuals, than 
to commercial considerations, deserves a readership beyond Grantham. 

Cultural history - an interdisciplinary subject par excellence -
appeals increasingly to aficionados of Cromwell's century, as recent 
bibliographies of 'the year's work' in Cromwelliana indicate. Much of it 
draws on literary studies. Milton is a case in point. The political thrust and 
content of his prose writings particularly command the attention of both 
historians and literary critics - if that is the term for those who come at 
Milton directly from his texts. This year has seen several important 
monographs, but I have tackled only one, Sharon Archinstein's Milton 
and the Revolutionary Reader (Princeton UP, 1994, £27.50). It 
contemplates the vast outpouring of tracts and pamphlets during the 1640s 
and 1650s, a good nun:iber of them, of course, Milton's, and discerns 'a 
common impulse' in this sort of writing - the desire to shape a new kind 
of readership, 'active, rational and deserving of a place in political 
decision making'. Certainly a wider readership seems to have been 
obtained and the Levellers, for example, proved able to win over some of 
it in print-forays by Lilbume, Overton and Walwyn, diverse though they 
were in style and emphasis. Dr Archinstein argues with some effect that 
Milton's own pieces were a 'training in fit reading as a political lesson'. 
This she regards as revolutionary, but perhaps it was not as revolutionary 
as all that. There are hints of a search for that sort of reader even before 
the war of swords. What the ferment of ideas did when Thomason was 
collecting everything printed that he could lay his hands on was to clinch 
the press as a battleground of opinion. Even if the protagonists of change 
failed then to realise their aspirations, they created a climate of debate that 
would survive the Restoration and remain as one of the permanent 
consequences of the interregnum. 

Drama and politics often enough go together. Both draw 
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upon conflict. Their connections during the seventeentll. century are 
increasingly being explored in an interdisciplinary way, even for the 
interregnum, when the lack of an active theatre was in itself a sort of 
political comment. But the notion of a blanket puritan objection to 
drama should be approached with caution. Nor should it be 
overlooked that during the stage-starved years there was in other 
media a chorus of discordant voices to be heard. I missed in 1993 
J.R. Mulryne and M. Shewring (eds), Theatre and Government Under 
the Early Stuarts (Cambridge UP, £40), but commend it now. There 
are nine stimulating articles, among them Simon Adams's 'early Stuart 
politics: revisionism and after', which brings out the alarming - or, 
rather, diverting - plethora of revisionisms extant, as many as the sects 
in Thomas Edwards's Gangraena and some, it might be thought, as 
arrogantly self-assured of their own virtue. The documentation of this 
article adds up to a pretty comprehensive bibliography of recent work 
on the period. Richard Dutton on 'Ben Jonson and the Master of the 
Revels' shows the impact of the exercise of that office as actually 
positive, contributing to a stability which ensured 'the remarkable 
vitality' of the drama which, as the late Margaret Heinemann remarks, 
while discussing Middleton and Massinger, facilitated the emergence· 
of an informed and articulate public opinion - or opinions - in the 
1620s, moving on perhaps to form that revolutionary readership 
assigned by Sharon Archinstein to the 1640s and the interregnum. 

Another collective work, edited by an Anglo-American 
triumvirate, David L. Smith, Richard Strier and David Bevington, as The 
Theatrical City (Cambridge UP, 1995, £35), takes up 'culture, theatre and 
politics in London 1576-1649'. Seeing politics clearly as a form of 
theatre, this volume carries aptly on its dust-wrapper, one well worth 
preserving, a contemporary representation of 'the royal actor' given star 
billing at Whitehall on 30 January 1649. Each topic under review in a 
wide-ranging miscellany is considered by both a historian and a literary 
critic - e.g. Patrick Collinson and Leah S. Marcus on Jonson's 
Bartholomew Fair and Keith Lindley and Martin Butler (who also appears 
in 'Theatre and Government', as responsive to the politics of Caroline 
masques) on Massinger's A New Way to Pay Old Debts. But no doubt the 
greatest appeal to Cromwellians will come from David L. Smith (who, 
besides Constitutional Roya/ism, reviewed above, has produced an 
intelligent introductory study of Oliver) and Richard Strier on the Root 
and Branch Petition and the Grand Remonstrance. Dr Smith analyses 
these two 'key documents' to show how each emphatically reflects 'the 
particular circumstances' in which it was composed, 'preserving as in a 
snapshot ... a discernible pattern of attitudes'. There had been dramatic 
changes, swift and unpredictable, ·during the nine pregnant months 
between them, making 1641 decisive in the formulation of politics across 
the British Isles. Dr Strier's article, 'from diagnosis to operation', 
presents 'an experiment in reading' the Petition and the Remonstrance as 
'texts with their own internal structures' and reiterates the view, not 
unknown to historians, that 'growth of historical knowledge can come not 
only through discovery of new materials but also through a new reading 
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of materials already available' Her . . 
developments between these t~o v; ~ga~n stress is on the rapidity of 
reformation of a wicked system' t. a pieces, the one 'crying out for 
heart of a reformation alread 'th ep1scopa~y, the other 'a cry from the 
everything was on a mo:t ~n som~ achievement', but conscious that 
Remonstrance more 'practical a~~rta1D 1 t~!lu~~· Dr Strier finds the 
revealing 'a mountin exas er . , ~na Y tea than the Petition, yet 
way of 'perfecting th~ worl be~~ ;i.th obstacle~ still being put in the 
fresh has emerged from the ex rim~nt ts not c:rt~n that anything really 
on the necessity of close rea~n ' but the msistence of both scholars 
peculiar contexts is unexceptiona~eo_f th~ tex:~ themselves within their 
the Proposals, the Instrument of G an app ies equally to the Heads of 

Nigel Smith's Literat overnmen~ an~ whatever. 
(Yale UP 1994 £30) & ure and Revolutzon m England 1640-1660 
. ' ' iocuses upon the years f th . ·1 
i~terregnum, which the blurb avers hav , o e civ~ ~ars and 
literary period'. But it has alw e be.en. usually margmalised as a 
decade~ of Milton, Marvell, H~~~ u~~b difficult to. write off the two 
may, Nigel Smith makes the most ~om es an.d Harnngton. Be that as it 
s? far to survey the vast body of texts flJrehensive and searching attempt 
history of change stru 1. . ng up ~en and to relate them to a 
radi~alism, authority wi~~ ~~gel~~! ~nt1Dmty '. conservatism with 
man1festoes continued while the · war ~hich began as one of 
production and distribution, public1u~~ w:re finng .and beyond with the 
of '!-1~ sorts of genres in rose and Y pnnt and pnvately 1!1 manuscript, 
polit1co-social crisis _ th~ term 'rev poe~; pr ~~th sees this as part of a 
- strongl>"' registered in the 'worl~u~}o~~~dh~s 1.¥~e i~ not idly employed 
censorship remains controversi 1 b s · e ~mpact of pre-war 
collapse and· the breaking of tr:dit~t t~ere c~n ?e httle doubt that its 
releasing effect. The urge of succes~~~= pu~hshmg n_ionopolies had a 
pr? of of the regret felt about a 'dow ~ef mes ~o r~•mi;>ose control is 
remforced Sir John Strangeway's fenwar_ ~ssecmmatton m print' which 
down to the people' _ an amo h ars ID t e Of!1IDons about 'talking 
were in those years more autg ous l~t open to wider ~efinition. There 
than ever before, aiming at and ~~tt~ommg from more diverse directions 
Penmen plied for hire some li~~g~ mo~e heterogeneous readership. 
hacks but talented pr~fessionals d . arc amont ~edham not mere 
spons?rs. ~~ligious writing prolife~~~g d a good JOb. for whatever 
a~~mg d1vmes by their 'ementitious ~a~;:li~~~· o~ It by h lay~en, 
s appe~ed that it was rumoured that s . . o muc pnnted 
out. ~ertamly, with scribes like Willi up~hes of paper would run 
~argms and all there was prodigality b a~h ryn~ /eady to fill up 
m part met by the reco nition b ' u : nee ior economy was 
terse and still get their me~sage acr~s son_it~ ~nters. that they could be 
sharp. 'Prose style would never be th~;~ imm~d~acy. The impact Was '· 
Defoe bear the marks of that sea-ch me agam .. Dryden, Locke and 
respectable method of organising d' ange. Rbetonc - the orderly and 
~ould .of diversity, influencin a~~o1;1rse - w~s stuffed into a new 
revolut10nary readers' identified t Sh ID %rn .mfl~enced by those 
was put out was a call for action y D ;o~ h ~hmstem. Much of what 

· r mit cites Gerrard Winstanley 
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appositely: his 'justly famous vision as reported in his pamphlets was 
inextricably linked' to the Diggers' occupation of St George's Hill. 
Action, said Winstanley, 'is the life of all and if thou does not act thou 
dost nothing'. Lilburne would have agreed with that, Cromwell, that tried 
wrestler, too. Turning to verse, Dr Smith sees lyric poetry as 
'contaminated by the national conflict'. Some might think there could be a 
better verb. Anyway, 'love was different after the war'. Of course it was. 
About 1660 it is hard to refute the aphorism that in history there are no 
restorations, whether in literature or constitutions. The experience of two 
dramatic decades could never be quite shrugged off. Nothing said here 
does any justice to the quality of this remarkable study - another of the 
Yale Press's emphatically scholarly and well-produced tomes, published 
at a very reasonable price for an academic book, worthy of the attention of 
historians and critics alike; encouraging them to become both. 

Finally, after so much marginal about his times, we come to 
the man himself, with a new biography, simply Oliver Cromwell 
(Blackwell, 1996, £18.99), by our Chairman, Dr Peter Gaunt. Oliver 
has always been a popular target. Recent hits include Barry Coward's 
Oliver Cromwell tailored to the 'Profiles in Power' series, David L. 
Smith's Oliver Cromwell directed at sixth-formers but of broader 
appeal, and John Morrill's Oliver Cromwell and the English 
Revolution, more substantial, drawing on half a dozen specialists, 
including a mature Austen Woolrych and the enfant terrible J.S.A. 
Adamson. It remains, in spite of a practised editorial hand, more of a 
collection than a collective effort. A rounded portrait calls for an 
'onlie begetter'. It has found one in Peter Gaunt, who provides a 
concise but thick-textured and comprehensive reconsideration of a 
character, a career, a life and a reputation, making no claim to be 
definitive - each generation commands its own reappraisal - but 
ensured of an enduring place in the historiography. 

'Every schoolboy knows .. .' something about Oliver, mostly 
myth. Sensibly, Dr Gaunt starts out with those 'ruins knocked about a bit' 
and the churches polluted, incidentals that will never drop out of popular 
history, in themselves a sort of back-handed tribute. The largest legend, 
underlined in the over-reverent film 'Cromwell', would have him 'omni
present ... all-powerful', dominant before 1642. Not so. The chapter here 
on the early years - there were forty of them out of fifty-eight - brings out 
the uncertainties, for him and for us, of his economic and social standing, 
a life led within ·1ocal parameters, with nothing to indicate 'the intensely 
political animal' to come, though the boast to have emerged (undated) 

· from darkness into light does point to later religious developments. Dr 
Gaunt is inclined to see his rise as a critic of royal policies as a 
consequence of membership of a kinship network that took in Hampden 
and St John, but he appears more his own man in the extra-parliamentary 
bustle as war bore down. By the time of his first battle (Winceby) he was 
an experienced politician and soldier. Nothing unique in that. What was 
striking was the intensity of his urge to be up and doing. 

In four broadly chronological sections - 1642-46, 1646-49, 1649-
53 and 1653-58 - the phases of Oliverian progress are surveyed, drawing 
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intelligently on diverse sources, but parti~ularly the letters and speeches, 
and ~lways well abreast of the h1stonography. The judgments are 
consistently balanced. For example, in the notorious quarrel with 
Manchester, the Earl's 'detailed and damning rejoinder' is fairly evaluated 
and Cromwell's tactical manoeuvres are coolly demonstrated as 'not 
above reproach'. Through the complexities of the outcome with the 
succession of.Cromwell's ~empor~ry exemptions somehow 'becoming 
perm~ent, a circumstance vital to his role or roles during 1646-49, a clear 
path 1s cut. About what he was up to in and out of Westminster, hard to 
mterpret, Dr Gaunt comes to a more or less favourable view. This 
C~o.mwell is no 'devious agent provocateur' who would inflate military 
m1htancy, but one who genuinely believed in the late 1640s that a 
settlement imposed solely by force would be no settlement at all. Yet, of 
course, as Marvell put it, he had to 'keep the sword erect'. That was his 
tragedy, worked out in the 1650s. 

pr Gaunt is !1ght .t~ point out that there were gaps in the pattern of 
alte~at10n bet~een mactlVIty and energy' elation and depression, that can 
be discerned m Cromwell over two decades. This man is not to be 
summed up as a manic-depressive. But his capacity not to be there when 
some tough decisions were taken is not skated over - for example when 
Joyce seized the King or Pride purged the Commons. Yet soon he 'would 
app~ar and 'acquiesce' in them, even exploit them. His letters to cousin 
Rohm Hammond, k~epe~ of the King.' are aptly quoted, showing the 
r~sponse to the probmg fmger of Providence which in November 1648 
did not point to regicide but by January 1649 did. After that his vision 
was of the creation of a godly nation, the price the ovel(,tfirow of traditional 
government. 'If the vision failed and the assurance of God's sanction 
faultered', th~ impa~t 'might p~oye ~nbearable'. The period 1649-53, 
labelled here Enemies and D1v1Slons , tested the readiness of first the 
Rump and then t~e Nominat~d A~sembly - the 'story of my own 
weakness and folly - to work with him and the Lord. The establishment 
~f the P~ot~ctorate, which he hoped would 'be better', was in a sense 
_merely mci?ental .to t~e promotio~ of God's cause', though others saw 
and some still see 1t as concrete evidence of a long-standing and all-too
human ambition'. Dr Gaunt gives him the benefit of the doubt - and so 
would I. 

Fifty dense pages present Cromwell as 'Head of State'. Here the 
chron~lo~ical .drift is (perhaps a little too much) relaxed in favour of an 
analysis m which the Protector 'becomes largely absorbed into the formal 
and anonymous mechanisms of central govemment...appearing fleetingly 
and colourlessly' - a bit strong, that - in the records of the Protectorate 
councils and parliaments. Certainly, the lack of really personal material -
n? more: of those marvellously spontaneous letters - hampers the 
biographical approach, but Dr Gaunt, than whom no-one knows better the 
sources for this period, does not let his man escape into tedious 
officialdom. The parliamentary speeches were never state documents, but 
rather plucked on the spot out of head and heart, with hardly a note to 
k~ep him on track. Here the man and the office met. As Protector, Oliver 
did what was to be done with skill and dignity, as 'by far the most visible 
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and prominent element' of the regime. By exami~ing t~e written 
constitutions and relations of the three elements - council, parliament and 
Protector - Dr Gaunt concludes that 'the contemporary opinion that 
Cromwell towered over the Protectorate and effectively controlled most 
aspects of central government is certainly correc~'· If ·~~tirnately the 
Protectorate owed its very existence, and Cromwell his position as hea~ ?f 
state to military backing', the army presence was no~ overplaye

1
d an~ it 1s 

hard to maintain that the Lord General - as he remamed - was runnmg a 
military dictatorship'. Nor was Oliver s~mpl~ the prisoner of his ow~ 
army. Dr Gaunt rejects fears of the sol~1ers, th~ simplest and cru~est 
explanation of his rejection of the crown m 1657, m favour of somethmg -
Oliver's 'somewhat' - more complex. Kingship might have fostered 
settlement, but could check 'the unfinished work of reformation'. Anxiety 
about that combined with self-doubt - would not acceptance confirm 
accusations of inordinate personal ambition? Most of all, would not a 
crown even if it were no more than a feather in his cap, upset many good 
men, ~ot all of them military men? - because 'truly the Provid~nc~ of God 
has laid this title aside providentially'. Taken together these objections add 
up to a strong case, but perhaps they still do ~ot explain why Cromwell 
took so long in rejecting the offer. There remams an element of mystery, 
which I for one find most encouraging. 

The broad aims of Protectoral government were surely 
Cromwell's own - 'healing and settling' to be got by combining traditional 
forms and institutions with reform, whether of the law or of manners, and 
with spiritual reformation, and in spite of many vicissi~des occasioned by 
those unexpected things deplored by Harold Macmillan three hundred 
years later - 'events' - he stuck to the!D. Not everything done was 
'edifying or even honest'. The case agan~st the Protecto~ate can ~~ a 
strong one and Dr Gaunt puts it ~airly, but m the en~ he stnkes ~ pos1t1v

1
e 

note - 'not all the regime's achievements were wiped away m 1659 . 
There were enduring and perhaps beneficial legacies, but in the fin~l 
analysis our estimate should 'rest on the decency of t~~ man ~d his 
regime'. Decency, that is the apt word. More than that, if he failed, he 
failed nobly'. Agreed. 

The judgement is upheld by a final chapter, 'The Faces of 
Cromwell', which portrays a man of parts, human, by no me~s narr?w 
in his tastes and interests - fine horses, music, moderate smoking, fannly 
affection. If, as was rumoured, he cast an appreciative eye on Mrs 
Lambert, well, good for him - she was by all accounts a stunner .. ~e 
saved some of Charles I's great art collection. Dr Gaunt notes - and It 1s 
surely significant given the opportunities open to him and the viciousness 
of the hatreds Cromwell aroused - that contemporaries rarely charged him 
with material corruption. · 

Dr Gaunt ends his biography, as I hoped he would, by the 
assertion that the greatest thing about his subject was his sincere belief that 
'God was active in the world and that the people should understand God's 
fundamental truths and should earn salvation.' That could have led to 
intolerance, and with many believers it did, but not ~ith Cromwell. Just 
as he did not care much about forms in worldly thmgs, so lie was not 
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rigid about outward forms in religious organisation. Unlike Laud, he did 
not mistake uniformity for unity. 'In his burning desire to extend and 
defend liberty, we see Cromwell at his most attractive; in his expectation 
that the nation would share his vision and link arms with him, we see him 
at his most futile'. Futile, it seems to me, is too harsh a term. The 
religious plurality for which he stood survived 1660 and beyond. A light 
was lit that would not, could not be blown out. 

Every member of the Cromwell Association has his or her own 
Oliver - military commander, statesman, politician, orator, man of God, 
or the moderate, the radical, the conservative. They will find somewhat of 
them all in this admirable biography. Not that Dr Gaunt has set out 
deliberately to please everyone. He is a true historian who has asked 'what 
is truth?' and has stayed to give an answer. 

Ivan Roots 

Architecture Without Kings by Timothy Mowl and Brian Earnshaw 
(Manchester UP, 1995, £45 cloth, £15.99 paperback) is an 
examination of architectural styles and building activity during the 
middle two decades of the seventeenth century, 'the last unexplored 
frontier in English architectural history' as the dustjacket puts it. The 
work covers England and Wales and focuses on country houses, 
though urban buildings, churches, chapels and Oxbridge colleges are 
included, as is a rather semi-detached final chapter on gardens and 
garden design. Scotland and Ireland, castles and fortifications are not 
covered. Much of the book comprises a sound and interesting review 
of the various buildings erected during this period, assessed both 
thematically and regionally. The text, which is richly supported by 
well over a hundred black and white illustrations, demolishes the lazy 
assumption that there was little or no new building in the era of civil 
war and interregnum and brings out the richness and stylistic variety 
of the buildings of this period. However, the authors have sought to 
go further, and make a case for 'Puritan Minimalism' emerging as the 
dominant style of the 1640s and 1650s, a restrained, minimalist style 
which drew upon earlier Palladianism and which carried on through 
the Restoration period and beyond as the favoured style of merchants 
and gentry in urban buildings and country houses. In the first two 
chapters especially, the authors also argue that Inigo Jones was the 
dominant figure in this move to 'Puritan Minimalism', asserting that 
his work of the immediate pre-war years prefigured this development, 
that he was the architect of two of the most influential buildings of the 
mid-century - the south front of Wilton House and Coleshill House 
., and that the architects working in the years after his death in 1652 
often merely elaborated upon Jones's masterful theme. Here the 
arguments are often strained and the portrayal of Jones as the 'key 
practitioner' not entirely convincing. There are also a few minor slips 
in the political history which is provided as a context for the 
architectural assessments. Despite the claim made on p. 102, a few 
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non-regicides as well as regicides were severely punished after the 
Restoration, it was Colonel John and not Sir Gilbert Pickering who 
was present at the siege and capture of Basing House in autumn 1645 
(p. 120), and the authors use the labels 'republic' and 'commonwealth' 
very loosely, on p. 205 making the baffling claim that 'the 
experimental Republic of Presbyterians in Parliament' was replaced in 
1652 by an 'authoritarian Commonwealth'. As a guide to the non 
-military architecture of the mid seventeenth century, surviving and 
perished, this is an excellent and attractive introduction. As a deeper 
analysis of the nature and origins of the architectural styles of that 
period, and of the influence exerted by Inigo Jones, it is thought 
-provoking but ultimately less convincing. 

Peter Gaunt 

THE SAGA OF CROMWELL'S HEAD 

by Raymond Tong 

In the concluding chapter of her superb biography Cromwell Our 
Chief of Men, Antonia Fraser outlines one of the most barbarous 
episodes in English history. It describes the hideous vengeance 
wreaked upon the corpses of Oliver Cromwell, Henry Ireton and John 
Bradshaw during the first year of Charles Il's reign. Bradshaw had 
died in 1659, the year after the death of Cromwell, while Ireton had 
been dead since 1651. Yet on 29 January 1661 all three corpses were 
exhumed from their tombs in Westminster Abbey. This grisly ritual 
was considerably assisted by the fact that all three had been 
embalmed. However, John Bradshaw's embalmment had not been 
successful, so that throughout the subsequent proceedings it was in a 
disgusting state of disintegration. 

Nevertheless early on the following morning all three corpses 
were dragged through the streets of London from Holborn to Tybum 
on open hurdles. On reaching the ceremonial site at Tybum, still in 
their grave clothes, they were publicly hung on the Tybum gallows, 
where they remained until four' o'clock in the afternoon. They were 
then taken down and the common hangman proceeded to. chop off 
their heads. Owing to the thickness of the grave clothes round the 
neck, it took eight blows to hack off Cromwell's head and six to 
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remove that of Ireton. When this gruesoi:ne butchery was completed, 
the three headless trunks were thrown mto a deep pit beneath the 
gallows. However, the heads were ret~ined for further horrific public 
exposure. They were taken to Westmmster Hall and stuck up on its 
fac~de on wooden poles. There they remained until the 1680s, 
designed to ~ct as an awesome warning, but in reality presenting only 
an ugly remmder of a ghastly act of contemptible vengeance. 

As regards th_e head of Oliver Cromwell, it is believed that it 
was blown down dunng a gale towards the end of the reign of James 
~- It apparen!lY fell near one of the sentries, who knowing whose head 
it was, took It home hidden under his cloak. It was later sold by the 
sentry's daug~ter to a Cam?ridge~hire _family. It subsequently passed 
throu~h vanous hands, mcludmg. m the. eighteenth century a 
propnetor. o~ a museum. Eventually It came mto the possession of a 
Canon _Wilkmson, who bequeathed it to Sidney Sussex College in 
Cambndge, where Cromwell had studied from 1616 to 1617. 
Ho~ever, before reaching_ its P!esent rest~ng place in Sidney Sussex, it 
~ece1ved a numb.er of anuquana~ and scientific inspections, including 
m the 1930s an important mvestigation by two cranial experts whose 
publ.ication of their findings established beyond any doubt th~ head's 
authenti~ity .. This. resulted in a prolonged debate as to what should be 
done with It. Fmally on 25 March 1960 it was secretly buried 
some.where near the College chapel. The exact location of the head 
remams a closely guarded secret, although its whereabouts has, of 
course, been recorded by the College. 

Whatever the good intentions of Sidney Sussex at the time, in 
retrospect, most p~ople must surely feel that it was very wrong to hide 
Cromwell s h~ad m such an ?dd and secretive way. After all, by any 
s~andards, Ohver Cromwell is _one of the greatest figures in English 
history. In most other countnes such a remarkable national relic 
would be greatl_y treasured and appropriately commemorated. It 
would _most certamly not be secretly buried, like an object of shame or 
an ommous force. However, it seems likely that if more people had 
been !!~are of the existence of the head in 1960 the College 
a~thoi:ities ~ould have acted differently. Even in England, where great 
h1stoncal ~1~u!es ofte~ tei;i~ to be deval_ued, they would surely have 
seen the c1v1h~ed desirab1ht}'. of retummg the head to Westminster 
Abbey, so that it could be buned near the site of the tomb from which 
Cromwell's corpse was so barbarously disinterred. 

. Since. the 400th anniversary of Cromwell's birth is due on 25 
April 1999, ~t w_ould be a wonderful denouement to a strange and 
ghastly saga if his head coul~ ~~ returned to Westminster Abbey on 
that day. Of course, the poss1~1hty of such a satisfactory conclusion 
wc;>ul~ _largely de~end on Sidney Sussex College accepting the 
smt~~1hty of retum1~g the head to Westminster. If they did so, their 
declSlon wo~ld ce~amly be v_ery widely appreciated. The head could 
then b~ buned with apl?ropna!e solemnity and a reasonably lavish 
memonal erecte~, possibly with a bust of Cromwell. In view of 
Cromwell's promment place in English history, the memorial could 
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possibly b~ unveiled by the P~ime Minister ~t a ce~em~ny attended by 
~epresentatives o~ all the Parliamentary parties. It is fairly certain that 
m due course this Cromwell memorial would become the focus of a 
great deal of interest by visitors to the Abbey from around the world. 

Raymond Tong is a prolific and widely-published poet, many of whose works, 
including _those which appeared in a 1978 collection Crossing the Border, sprang 
from his years overseas. His more recent works, such as the poem reprinted 
below, have a British context. A volume of Selected Poems was published in 
1994. 

THE MIND IS THE MAN 

Thoughts on reading that on 25 March 
1660 the head of Oliver Cromwell was 

secretly buried in Sidney Sussex 
College. Cambridge. where he had 

studied. 1616-17. 

'The mind is the man,' Cromwell once said. 
Where there is no mind there is no man. 
The head of a corpse that has been buried 
and then dug up contains nothing of the mind. 
~l~hough a sad reminder of the living man, 
it is only blackened bone and emptiness. 

The mind that once inhabited Cromwell's head 
was much concerned to serve his nation's interests. 
Yet when th~t head was bequeathed to Sidney Sussex 
thre~ c~n~nes after the ~arbarous hanging 
~f his dlSli:iterred corpse, it was secretly buried, 
like an object of shame or an ominous force. 

:r'here was nothing to fear. Instead of secrecy, 
it should have been returned to Westminster Abbey, 
near to the site of Cromwell's original tomb. 
Parliament shou!d. h.ave arranged a final cerem<1ny. 
~nd a day of reJoicmg should have been proclaimed 
m memory of a great and inspired Englishman. 

Raymond 1'ong 
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